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public, through these pages

catch a glimpse of
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much
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and good
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if

it
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will.

we, through our

pleasure,

Winthrop, the
happy girlhood,

at

however

little,

our labor has not been

efforts,
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give any

shall feel that

in vain.

-

Slintbrop Normal and Industrial College

ON

home

the opposite page you will see our

—

for

Winthrop

is

a

home indeed

who has
may seem

to every girl

the

unWe are still young, and our history is so well known that it
but we can never lose an opportunity of putting on record our gratitude to the
State for the excellent manner in which she has provided for the education of her daughters.
We have already mentioned in the sketch of the life of our president the establishment, in 1886, of
In the same year, at a meeting of the State Agricultural Society,
the Winthrop School for Teachers.
o-ood fortune to be there.

necessary to

tell it

here

;

—

—

Senator B. R. Tillman offered a resolution advocating the normal and industrial education of women and
four years later, on his election to the office of governor, he recommended, in his inaugural address, the
;

appointment of a commission to report on the practicability of the establishment by the State of a college
On the report of this committee, composed of Mr. D. B. Johnson, Miss Mary
devoted to such instruction.
" The Winthrop Normal and Industrial College "
L. Yeargin and Miss Hannah Hemphill, an act creating
was passed December, 1.891, by the General Assembly of South Carolina. As is indicated by the name, the
Winthrop Training School was accepted as the nucleus of the State institution.
It is simply impossible, in the space allowed us, to give you any just conception of what the State has
done for us you must come to see us to find out that. The picture on the opposite page shows the main
all connected by
building, which is devoted entirely to academic work, the dormitory and the infirmary

—

;

covered passage-ways.

Each building

is

heated by steam and lighted by electricity.

Three principal courses of study are offered Normal Course with Industrial Studies, Scientific Course
Any student who is graduated from
with Industrial Studies, and Literary Course with Industrial Studies.
either of these courses receives the degree of A. B. and a diploma, which, for those completing the Normal
:

Course,

is

a

life license to

teach in the public schools of the State.

members

county being allowed as many as it
The cost of attending is small, as small as
It seems to be the object
all the departments.
has

richest

and cheap enough

in the

it is

House

of the

11

scholarships are offered, each

make it while securing the best service in
authorities to make Winthrop " good enough for the

possible to

for the poorest."

A number of

of Representatives.

Board of editors

Business JYIanager

editor-in-Cbief

LILIAN

MARGARET MELONA TILLMAN

MAY BROCK

Curry

Wiuthrop

Hssociate editors
Curry

mtntbrop

KATHARINE MAY EDWARDS

LILLA KENNERLY JOHNSTONE
NELL PEGUES EVANS
ELOISE ROBERT SCAIFE

MARY

IOLA

BOWEN

CLARA AMELIA LANGLEY
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College Calendar
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¥
1898
First

term begins

First

term ends

September 28

December 20
December

21

Second term ends

March

14

Third term begins

March

15

Second term begins

1899

June

Third term ends
Baccalaureate

holidays

#

Annual Concert and

=

Meeting
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Da}'
Robert E. Lee's Birthday

Washington's Birthday
Winthrop's Birthday

Sermon

Joint Celebration of Societies

November 24
December 25

R eception

Alumnae Association

Commencement Day

January 19

February 22

May

of

12

14

7

June 4

June 5
June

6

June 7
June

7

—

Daily Calendar

November

1898
September

"A Box

18
of

Monkeys," and "Quits," by the Curry Literary

Society.

28

'HE cry of "still they come" is true
On all arriving trains they're seen,
And tho' their dress is navy blue,

November

;

'

19

Lecture on Tennyson and Browning by President
ward.

Wood-

In other ways they're "green."

November

September

How

I

wish

I

was

at

Lecture on Persia by Mr. Yonan.

home,

Away from this old college,
And rather than be kept in jail
I

October 7
Y. W. C.
October

November

wouldn't have your knowledge.

November
A. Reception to

new

December

And then
Dr.

J.

October

A

L.

December

the pleasure, what tongue can recite,
to us all on that October night

The music, the

Prof.

John

B.

DeMotte.

2

6

Miss Crosby

visits

the Y.

W.

C. A.

!

singing, the sweet violin,

December

the recitation by Miss Rosa Joslin.

M. Curry paid us

23

Quarterly Concert by students.

a visit.

December

29

rich

night,

For there in the Chapel was the grand Christmas
Provided for us all by our President "D. B."

4

The costumes were handsome and
The viands were costly and rare
So they danced away the hours,
Our "gents" and ladies fair.

24

Time turned backward in his merciless flight,
And made us all children for Christmas-Eve

Missionary Lecture on China.

November

by

N. Y. Ladies' Trio.

October 28
The charms,
came

25

Illustrated Lecture

students.

11

it

24

Thanksgiving Dinner.

John Thomas Concert Company.

As

21

30

;

December

26

Cake Walk.
I-")

tree,

1

January

April

899

21

Junior Reception.

Around the table flowing
and youthful jollity

13

Jest

Lecture Recital by Miss Benedict.

Viands served in every

January

'20

May

Children of the Practice School failed to put in an appearance on account of the snow, which was 10 inches deep.

airs.

12

Annual

May
January 20
Rip Van Winkle, by

style,

Toast and song and wreathed smile.
While ever against eating cares
We're strengthened by soft Lydian

18

The Bendix Grand Concert Company.

January

free
;

Picnic.

15

Seniors'

Tug

Partv, alias Examinations.

Chas. F. Underbill.

June

February

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,
Delay will cause you sorrow,

3

"The Mouse Trap" and Scarf Fantastics by the Winthrop

who Seniors are to-day,
Bachelor maids to-morrow.

You'll be,

Society.

February

24

Clemson

March

at

June

Winthrop.

The time has come when we must kiss and part,
Our work is o'er, we've taken our degree,
And though we weep there's joy in every heart,
For now at last we shall once more be free.

31

Alba Heyward Company.

April

8

L. K. J.

11

K. M. E.

Concert by Autre Chorus.

16

PRESIDENT JOHNSON

Board of Trustees
jMembers 6x-Officio
Chairman of

the

Board

His Excellency, W. H. Ellerbe, Governor, Columbia

Hon. John J. McMahan, State Superintendent of Education, Columbia
Hon. W. A. Brown, Chairman Senate Committee on Education, Marion
Hon. A. Blythe, Chairman House Committee on Education, Greenville

JMembcrs elected
Hon. J. E. BreazealE, Anderson
Hon. W. N. Elder, Guthriesville
Hon. A. C. Fuller, Laurens
Prof. E.

S.

Joynes, Columbia

Hon. D. W. McLatjrin, Selkirk
Hon. A. H. Patterson, Barnwell
Dr. T. A. Crawford, Rock Hill
W. J. Roddey, Esq., Rock Hill
Hon. B. R. Tillman, Trenton
Col. Wilie Jones, Columbia
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faculty

$
Tennessee)
D. B. Johnson, A. M., President, (University of
J.

W. Thomson,

A. B., (Erskine

College,)

Ethics

Pedagogies,

and

Psychology

Kinard, Ph. D., (Citadel and Johns Hopkins
English Language and Literature

James

P.

W.

BreazeaeE, M.

E.

Sorbonne, Paris,)

Wade

(Furman University, Rutgers College, the
Mathematics, Physics, and Astronomy
S.,

Brown, (New England Conservatory

R.

University,)

of Music,

Sternschen

Conservatorium, Berlin, and Pupil of Dr. Jedlizcka,) Director of

Music
NorMiss M. W. Woodrow, (Augusta Female Seminary, and Winthrop
mal College,) Chemistry and Biology
East
Miss Hortense Roberts, (Formerly Teacher of Languages in

End

College, Nashville, Tenn.,) Latin

Miss N. Sara Condon, (Cooper

Institute and

Paris,)

Free

Hand and

Industrial Drawing, and Art

Miss Lucy Dalxett, (Drexel
making, and Millinery

Institute, Philadelphia,)

MiSS Helen Crombie, (Drexel

Sewing, Dress-

Institute, Philadelphia,)

Domestic Economy
19

Cooking and

Miss

School of Gymnastics and Institute of
Technology, Boston,) Physical Training and Director of Outdoor

Ada Wolfe, (The Normal

Exercise

Miss Eva R. Hughes, (Drexel Institute, Philadelphia,) Stenography
and Typewriting
Miss Mary M. Souther, (Bridgewater Normal School, Mass.,) Vocal
Music
Dr. C. De Hart, (Woman's Medical College, New York,) Physiology
and Hygiene
Miss Anna Lewis Cole, (Woman's College of Baltimore, A. M.; Sorbonne, Paris; Fellow in French, Bryn Mawr College,) Modern
Languages
MlSS ROSE B. Joslin, (De Pauw University,) Elocution and Reading
Miss Clara L. Johnston, (Winthrop Normal College,) History
R. B. Cunningham, (The Citadel,) Bookkeeping
H. B. BuiST, Horticulture, Floriculture, and Dairying

Hssietants
Miss Mary G. Pope, (Winthrop Normal
Miss H. Lula Hook, (Peabody Normal

College,)

Mathematics
and Mathe-

College,) English

matics

Miss Emily N. Smith, (Winthrop Normal and Industrial College,)
English

Miss Leonora McLaurin, (Winthrop Normal and Industrial College,)
Science

Miss

(Southern Female College, Ga., and Winthrop
Industrial College of South Carolina,) Latin and

Mary Mealing,
Normal and
Mathematics

20

Miss

(Winthrop Normal and Industrial College
South Carolina,) Sewing, Dressmaking, and Millinery
and Pupil
D. Whllden, (Greenville Female College,

Nora Hogarth,

Miss Sophie

of

of

Arthur Foote, Boston,) Piano
Violin and
Miss Mary C. Davis, (Sternschen Conservatorium, Berlin,)
Piano

Miss Ethel V. Nance, (Bloomsburg,
Piano

&

Pa.,

State

Normal

College,)

ft

practice School

Mary Frances Wickliffe,

Miss

(Due West Female

College,)

In-

structor

Miss Leila A. Russell, (Winthrop Normal

College,) Instructor

Officers
Miss Josephine A. Pearson, Matron
Dr. C. De Hart, Resident Physician
Mrs. Ada B. O'Bryan, Housekeeper
Miss Florence L. Nance, Keeper

of

College Records and Office

Secretary

Ida Dacus, Librarian
Elizabeth SherfESEE, Postmistress and Keeper of Supply
Jennie W. Ervin, Trained Nurse
Sarah Ingold, Superintendent of Steam Laundry
R. B. Cunningham, Bookkeeper and Secretary
H. B. BuiST, Superintendent of Farm and Grounds

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

GEO.

B.

Green, Engineer
21

Room

-S'evdou

CUSS

Senior Class Organization

JVIotto:

The End Crowns

All

flower: White Rose

Colors: Red and White
Officers

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
SECRETARY

TREASURER
HISTORIAN

PROPHET
POET

Lilla

Kennerly Johnstone

Harriet Eleanor

Margaret Smith Burnet
Ora Ionene Smith
Lucia Blair Coit
\ Josephine MacSwain
Lilian May Brock
I

.

.

LAWYER

Wannamaker

Alma Mai Johns

Nettie Brice

Senior Class Roll

OUtb

the Degree of H. B.

Bamberg,
Rockton,

Leila Black
Lottie Blair

Pickens, S. C.

Mary Bowen

Chester, S. C.

Nettie Brice

Lilian

S. C.

S. C.

Cheraw, S. C.
Anderson, S. C.

May Brock

Beulah Brown
Margaret Burnet
.

Bessie Carlisle

Camden,

Bennettsville, S. C.
.

Columbia,

Kate Carter
Lola Casey

Maud

Rock

Chaplin

Selkirk, S. C.

Holly Hill,

S. C.

Edgefield, S. C.
.

Sumter,
Marion,

Mannie Dinkins
Ida Easterling

S. C.

Coronaca, S. C.

Cousar
Belle Dantzler

Sallie Dantzler

Hill, S. C.

Cheraw,

Alma Coleman

May

S. C.

Septus, S. C.

Lucia Coit
Lilis

S. C.

S. C.

S. C.

.

Fork,

Kate Edwards
Nellie Evans

S. C.

Cheraw,
23

S. C.

Brayle, S. C.

Emma

Farmer
Tweedie Gardner

Greenwood, S. C.
Cheraw, S. C.

Eleanor Godfrey

Mary Gribbin

Blackville, S. C.
.

Ridgeway,

S. C.

Lula Hinnant
Alma Johns

Varnville, S. C.

Lilla Johnstone

Newberry,

Laura Kee
Maggie Kirklev
Clara Langley

Rock

S. C.

Hill, S. C.

Camden,

S. C.

Charleston, S. C.

Santne, S. C.

Edith Lyles

Sumter,

Mary Alice Michau
Eva Moore

S. C.

Chester, S. C.

.

Donabo,

Evelyn McRae
Josie

S. C.

Cross Hill, S. C.

MacSwain

Winnsboro,

Lida Neal
Ella Nissen

S.

C-

Claussens, S. C.

Jumelle Owens
Eliza Rhett

Rock

Mary Sadler

Rock

Bessie Salley

Orangeburg,

S. C.

Nellie Salley

Orangeburg,

S. C.

Hill, S. C.

Columbia,

S. C.

Hill, S. C.

Irene Sally

Sally's, S. C.

Lizzie Scarboro

Darlington, S. C.

Ora Smith

Belton, S. C.

Estella

.

Smoaks,

Smoak

S. C.

Lilier Stevens

Lancaster, S. C.

Mazie Thomson

Blackville, S.

Carrie

C

Claussens, S. C.

Timmons
24

Hattie

Cheraw,

Wannamaker

S. C.

Bertha Wells

Wells, S. C.

Annie Whitmire
Janie Wylie

Greenville, S. C.

Ellie

Chester, S. C.

Camden,

Zemp
OUtb Degree

S. C.

of L. I.

Laurens, S. C.

Pearl Barnette

Wilford, S. C.

Leila Collins

Yorkville, S. C.

Frances Parish
Clara Sledge

Fort Mill, S. C.

Van Wyck,

Maud Tillman

Contributors to the "Catlcr"

Lucia Blair Coit.
Sara Cook Dantzler.
Mabel Montgomery,

1

ggjk
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You have
or

brown

hair,

,£^

the temperament of one of large physique, and should have light
and gray or hazel eyes. Are fond of out door sports, and need

While you enjoy the beauties of the city, you love best the
life.
and constantly moving throngs of city life. Have excellent powers of
application and endurance, and allied to your good intellect it should make
you capable of great efforts.

a very active
bustle

26

•m
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more through your efforts
you love than through your own ambition. Vivacious, but
if you
not one to force yourself forward. You would make a successful teacher
some good man. You like
fitted yourself for the work, but a still better wife for
peace and harmony. Will have few changes in your life.

You have an

to please those

affectionate nature that will accomplish

whom

and have very good business talent. Have high
do not allow little things to fret and annoy you
and
aspirations and hopefulness,
be
very much. Are quick to see the amusing side of everything, and will have to
but
Affectionate,
others.
of
weaknesses
the
ridicule
careful lest this cause you to
Can keep a secret if necessary. Would
are too practical to be very sentimental.

You

make

a

are strongly self-reliant

good book-keeper or stenographer.

You

are amiable

and pleasing

in manner,

and win many

friends.

You do

not

when allowed to take your own time
like to be hurried, but can do your best work
when necessity reand without too much dictation from others. Can be very firm
Are faithful
another.
beginning
before
task
one
complete
to
like
quires it. You
Would make an excellent teacher, and should be able to draw
in your affections.
well and design.

Your head is often in the clouds, and it is difficult for you to apply yourself to
dictating to others better than to have
tasks that are not congenial. You enjoy
musician
and able to play some stringed
good
a
be
Should
you.
others command
Methodical. Unassuming, caring little for display so you have
well.
instrument
the comforts of life.
well your reasons.

27

You

like to investigate for yourself

and you chain together

y

o

u£~*_ /&«

-9
—z.

You possess quick intuition and the keen penetration that enables you to grasp
the primary parts of a subject without long and tedious stud}'. Jump to conclusions a little too hastily sometimes.
Are idealistic and not apt to see many faults

whom you love. You need a little more firmness, for what you accommore through nervous force than strong power of resolution. Refined and
intellectual, with good taste.
in those

plish

^

is

^5^<j**^>c

Z-r-zZ*^X?

and liberal in your views, and often trust to luck instead
Are a fluent talker and like to have some congenial friend to
whom you can confide all your joys and sorrows. You need to be a little more
systematic in your work. You believe in enjoying the pleasures of life as you go
along, and you do not fret and worry very much.

You

are independent

of preparation.

Are slightly
affectionate nature, with a somewhat exacting will.
and generally make up your mind when you first see a person whether
you will like him or not. You are unassuming in manner, but you like to dress well
and to make a good impression upon those whom you admire. Have a desire to
be loved, and will find the greatest happiness in home life. Would take great pride
in a home of your own.

You have an

susceptible,

(X "lb. 7?l>

lXes\

You

C a/i&*f
love books, music, pets and flowers, and to be with congenial friends and

have a good time.

Are

of great excitement.

You are
you many

nature that wins for
yourself

when you

feel that

28

nervous and might lose your head in time
not always patient, but have a bright and happy
Are not overfond of work, but will apply
friends.

at times quite

it is

your duty

to

do

so.

You

like 'praise

have done
and admiration, and to be appreciated when you
over little
temper
your
lose
often
not
do
and
amiable
You are
for you to be
a teacher or private secretary, if necessary

your best to please.
Would do well as
things
unconsciously
Are apt to be imitative and pattern after others,
self-supporting.
you are assoc.ated. You
whom
with
those
of
customs
and
manners
the
assuming
reason out things well.

whom you
some degree imitative and influenced by those with
will and your calm nature
patient
a
Have
surroundings.
your
are associated, or by
excellent
Are best fitted for home life, and would make an
is not easily ruffled.
Will try to
strong.
physically
and
mentally
morally,
is
wife for some man who
things unselfish, and thoughtful
do well what you undertake to do. Are in most
You

also are to

of the comfort of others.

to the joys
and thoughtful nature that is always ready to listen
make a
would
You
soothe.
and sorrows of others and to patiently comfort and
similar line of work
some
in
best
do
would
and
sex,
of
o-ood minister, regardless
You like to pet and
spiritual one.
for vour temperament is in many respects a
but to have plenty
hurried,
to
be
like
not
You
do
you.
caress those who are dear to

Have

a gentle

of leisure.

to gain flesh with advancShould have a well rounded form, with a tendency
care little for ostentatious
you
and
refined
and
simple
are
tastes
ing years. Your
Are quite
skill.
Ought to be able to draw, paint and embroider with
display
nature, and are
emotional
your
to
appeal
which
things
those
strongly swayed by
some line of mental work.
fond of the good things of life. Would do best in

29
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You are very neat and orderly in your work, liking to have a place for everything and everything in its place. You may not learn as quickly as some, but
what you do learn is not soon forgotten. Are apt in repartee. Would excel as a
teacher, for you have the faculty of explaining well to others those things which
you understand. Gentle and thoughtful, and take pleasure in giving happiness to
others.

GWivcv

tfeyt

VJ jJUU

You are very methodical in your work. Are often self-conscious and ill at
when in the presence of strangers. It is difficult for you to express to others
just what you do feel.
Have intuitive perceptive faculties, and it does not take
you long to comprehend those things which are of interest to you. Would make
a good designer or architect.
You want to do every thir.g by rule and measure.
Your head will govern your life more strongly than sentiment.
ease

0?<^~e Jl

C^a^^^Zt-

You

—

and even homely people
you until you have learned their noble qualities of heart
and soul. You are idealistic and possess a large amount of musical talent. You
ought to have a good voice worthy of cultivation. Slightly susceptible and will
be strongly influenced by sentiment.
are a great lover of everything that is beautiful,

are apt to be repulsive to

You are ardent and enthusiastic in your praise
who have given you pleasure. You would like to

and persons
and have a broad and

of those objects
travel

comprehensive view of the world at large. Experience and observation will ever
be your best teachers. You have musical talent and should in time be able to compose as well as execute. Are a fatalist in some of your views, and possess diplomatic secretiveness.
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Naturally secretive, there are not

many

in

whom you

care to place your confi-

many a castle in the air. Affectionate
Would do best in some pursuit that
love.
you
whom
and cling devotedly to those
home and its pleaswould call your mental faculties into active service. Fond of
Will
have few changes
own.
your
of
home
in
a
ures, and would take great pride
dence.

in your

You have

poetic fancies and build

life.

and always ready for a good time with conaffection than you would through pride.
through
more
do
genial friends.
Quite
of others.
Have some caution, and are slightly suspicious of the motives
comforand
well
be
to
like
You
worthy.
is
object
the
think
generous when you
Your happiness will come to
tably dressed, but are not extravagant in your tastes.

You

are fond of social pleasures,

You

you through the

will

affections.

make up your mind that
a very resolute will, and when you once
will
keep you from it. Can
nothing
you are going to accomplish a certain object,
loyal in your friendships.
very
Are
do
so.
to
interest
your
to
is
if
it
keep a secret
would have to be a trifle
Practical and would make a good manager, only you

You have

more economical.

will
Have a vivid imagination that likes to paint in glowing colors, and you
will be strongly
have to be careful that you do not overdraw the picture. You
Would make a
swayed by sentiment and by the influence of your surroundings.
well
good teacher, if necessary for you to be self-supporting, for you can explain
considerable
and
happiness
Your
learned.
have
you
which
things
to others those
good fortune should come to you through the affections.
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like to investigate a subject before

making

a definite decision.

Have

a

and are enthusiastic over those things which please you. Like
a bit of gossip now and then with congenial friends.
Would make a good wife
and home-keeper. Are versatile and changeable in your moods. Sympathetic,
would be devoted to a hobby or a principle. You do not often fret and worry.
vivid imagination

Yfas^/

<LUj~

Have considerable pride and like to dress up to date, and to make a good impresupon others. Have very good business talent and would do well as a dealer
You generally look
in real estate, renting and selling property for other people.
out for your own interests and do not like to be imposed upon. Ambitious and
sion

not easily discouraged, even though you

may have

You have a nervous temperament. You are
make up your mind that you will accomplish a

when you once
you are not easily
and you would cling to one

very resolute, and
certain object,

it no matter what others might say,
you loved through good and ill and despite all opposition.

swerved from

whom

obstacles to overcome.

/cy+
Intellectual and refined, with the power of applying yourself to a task until
you have mastered it in all its details. You are very affectionate and true to those
whom you love. Generous, with high aspirations and a desire to make of your
There is no reason why your life should not be a
life the best that is possible.
happy and prosperous one. You are very tenacious.

•VI
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You

are neat and orderly,

and careful

to

do well what you have

to do.

Have

great famildiplomatic secretiveness and the reserve and dignity that forbids too
paint with skill.
and
draw
able
to
should
be
and
talent
artistic
Have
iarity.
Would make a good illustrator for some magazine, and are a fluent talker. You
undertake to do.
chain together well your reasons, and do well whatever you

dfdlluL

OIom^v'<z)a£cch
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the sensuous nature that makes you fond of the good things of life,
and you would like to surround yourself with luxury. Have some dramatic talent
and "love music. Apt in repartee and quick to see the ridiculous side of everything.
and can keep a secret well. Are always ready for a good time with con-

You have

Amiable

genial friends.

dstrfcts tjjJUa/^t<&,

Your

fate line is a fortunate one,

if

you are

discreet.

J?A

You have reserve and dignity of manner, with considerable artistic taste. A
keen sense of humor that is always quick to see the ridiculous side of a questionhave the
Are well proportioned, and a good judge of size, form and color. You
much trouble. Have
intuitive judgment that enables you to grasp an idea without
a successful
a good memory of faces, and with your artistic ability could become
photographer.

and you build a great many castles in the air. You like
Have very good business talent, and would succeed very well in some
kind of business upon your own responsibility. Have a sensitive pride that is
It would be difficult for you to go out into new paths
easily wounded by criticism.
and act independently of what others may say and think. Are very affectionate
and would be happiest in a home of your own.

Your

ideals are high

to dream.
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You have an imagination that sometimes runs away with your good judgment
and leads you to do things that it would be wiser if you left undone. You are
amiable and do not let little things annoy and fret you very much. Have a bright
and kindly word for every one. Your life should be a prosperous one. You ought
one that is not easily discouraged even when
to marry a hustling business man
he has many obstacles to overcome.
;

^^tTt-

You

are independent

and

liberal in

your views, liking best those people who

dare to think and act for themselves. You are cautious and always on the alert,
not missing many things that are of interest to you. Have some literary talent,

and should be able to write some very acceptable articles
Should be quite tall, with brown hair and gray or hazel
through your own efforts.

AtJZ^-

of a descriptive order.

eyes.

Will gain

much

/h

like to dictate to others, and it is difficult for you
which are not congenial, although when you have
a task to do you wish to excel in it, especially if you have a rival. You can be
easily wounded through your pride or your affections and shrink from criticism.
Are in many ways practical and capable of looking out for your own interests.

Have an imperious

will

and

to apply yourself to those tasks

respects imitative, easily taking on the manners and customs
you are associated. You do not like to decide matters of importance for yourself. Can keep a secret, but your nature is naturally a candid
You like to take your leisure and not have some one urging you to greater
one.
Have a keen sense of humor and a ready wit.
activity.

You

are in

of those with

many

whom
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a fair amount of tact, so that you can readily adapt yourself to cirswayed to a great extent by your emotional nature and easily
Are
cumstances.
moved to laughter or to tears. You chain together well your reasons. Would

You have

a very good teacher, private secretary or book-keeper, but a still better wife.
takes a good deal to ruffle your temper, and you do not worry and fret much

make
It

over the troubles that

fiA~+

may

never come.

tit** i/£*>4~

You are amiable and pleasing in manner, but there is much of reserve in your
manner, and it is not always easy for you to express in words just what you feel.
Are sometimes self-conscious, although it may not be perceptible to others. Would
make a good architect, designer or illustrator. Have originality of thought and
Were you a musician, should be able to compose as well as execute.
action.

and you should make of your life something more than
mediocrity, for you have the ability to do so. Affectionate and true to those whom
you love. Your aspirations are high. Would do best in some mental line of work,
and are better fitted for home life than you are to go out into the world and battle

Your

ideals are high

for yourself, although

you have

self-reliance.

Are quite neat and orderly, liking to have some methodical system to your
work. Should not be above the average in form, but your form should be well
rounded and symmetrical. Have very good taste and like to dress up to date,
although you are not extravagant. You would excel in something that would
Would make a good milliner. Are gentle and
call your artistic faculties into use.
thoughtful, and your
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life

should be happy and prosperous.

Are a very good judge of proportion and distance, but you would find it somewhat difficult to find your way in strange places unless you noted carefully the
signs and objects as you passed them.
You are not strongly self-reliant, although
you would do well as a teacher or in some similar work, if necessary for you to be
self-supporting.
find

Do

not allow yourself to pattern too closely after others.

your greatest happiness in home

Will

life.

Kl^^Z- O^J^^,-
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You have an imperious will and would wish to hold the reins of government
own hands, but you have too much of tenderness in your nature to wound

in your

another unless under great
your heart more than once.
of people.

Are slightly susceptible and will lose
upon your first impressions
Are fond of poetry, music and flowers. You will be in great measure

blind to the faults of those

Q/luIaA'

i

provocation.

You depend

who

a great deal

are dear to you.

/x&na, tfancazs
<&,

You

work and often show great precision
Candid and can keep a secret well. You are easily moved to
laughter or to tears, and will have to be careful that your kindness is not imposed
upon. Are practical and earnest in your endeavor to make of }'our life the best
that is possible.
Will have few changes in your life, but it should be one of contentment and peace.

in

are amiable, quite systematic in your

what you

do.

-.ty^^fe*.

You are fond of praise and admiration, and can do better work if you know
Have confidence in your own ability
that your efforts to please are appreciated.
There is a spice of coquetry in your nature and you will never want
to succeed.
for sweethearts.

Fond

of pleasure,

and caress those whom you love.
and enjoy entertaining your friends and being entertained by

Affectionate and like to pet

them.
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You are liberal and independent, and you
Have a patient and persistent will, and are not

like to

undertake large schemes.

easily discouraged.

You may

not

you do learn is not soon forgotten. You are
very fond of the good things of life, but you would rob yourself to give to one who
was in need. Your will and your affections are often at war with each other. You
learn as quickly as some, but what

are strongly self-reliant.

and are not content to merely pattern after some one
good memory. You have some reserve and
exceptionally
an
with
Neat and
else.
You would do well in engravdignity, sufficient to prevent too great familiarity.
ing or any kind of mechanical drawing. Have a goodly share of firmness. Your
head will govern your life more strongly than your heart, and if a man asked you
to marry him, you would not hesitate to ascertain the size of his bank account be-

You have

fore giving

individuality,

an answer.

You have a quaint sense of humor that causes you to express your opinions in
manner that is often quite amusing to your friends. Are sympathetic and geneYou care little for ostenrally willing to listen to the joys and sorrows of others.
tatious display, but like to have enough for comfort without having to count the
pennies too closely. You would make a good wife for a professional man.
a

You are influenced to a great extent by your environments. Affection will
mean much of life to you, for you need some one to take an interest in your amYou are liable to form partnerships.
bitions and with whom you can take counsel.
Remember faces well and have some artistic ability. You should make a good
photographer.
to give

you

Are sensitive to reproof and have some vanity, but only

self-reliance.
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sufficient

fr
You are not a great talker unless with those whom you know well, but you
can listen and think much more than you are sometimes given credit for. You are
cautious and always on the alert.
Loving and true to those who are dear to you.

You

chain together well your reasons, and stud}' a subject carefully before making
Are fond of good books, and can write more entertainingly

a definite decision.

than you can talk.

d—<Jc<s*,
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You are very secretive and might prevaricate rather than to tell what you
thought it no one's business but your own to know. You are not as orderly in
your work as some, and are apt to trust to luck instead of preparation, to lay things
down and forget where you put them. Have a large heart, that will think of others
first.
Are independent in most things, and will have a busy and probably a prosperous life, if you make the most of your opportunities.

You have an

artistic nature, and should be able to draw, paint and embroider
and you also have some musical talent. You can be very firm when
necessity requires it, but your nature is naturally a gentle one and you will try persuasion first. You are ambitious and anxious to make the most of your opportuWould excel as a teacher or
nities for advancement and mental development.
private secretary or in some kinds of business upon you own responsibility.

with

skill,

You have some mechanical and inventive talent, and are affectionate, with the
make you loyal through good and ill and despite all opposition.
Be a little more thorough in your work. Have the temperament of one with

tenacity that would

Could be jealous of one

dark complexion.
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whom you

loved.

-;*:..s

J>^Ll^
is easily excited and annoyed by little things.
the open air, for your respiration and circuin
You need a great deal of exercise
Have a nature that is strongly swayed by sentiment. You
lation are not good.
You cling
unselfish.
are thoughtful of the comfort of others, and in most things
There will be few changes in your life, only
to those whom you love.

A

nervous temperament, that

devotedly

those that naturally

come from day

to day.

You are unassuming in manner, but have considerable reserve and want
heart
know all that there is to know about a person before taking him into your
to plan to make
how
learned
have
and
talent
business
good
very
Have
as a friend.
to

dislikes and would be
one dollar do the work of two. Intense in your likes and
quite readily adapt
can
and
versatility,
and
tact
Have
wrong.
a
slow to forgive

yourself to circumstances.

JlLHLov bxiilw. Sta*m*.
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You have diplomatic secretiveness, and your wit is of
would make you sarcastic if you were displeased. Yon
work

well,

and

like to complete

mechanical genius,

Your head

will

and

life

,

•

i

,

•

mocking order which
v.

take pride in doing your

Have some
and put them together again.

one task before taking up another.

like to take things apart

govern your

,

the

and keep you from being very

indiscreet.

You are in some ways visionary and like to undertake large schemes, passing
and will lose
by the smaller ones that lie close beside you. You are susceptible
for a good
ready
always
and
pleasure
of
fond
Are
once.
your heart more than
Would do well in real estate and insurtime. Have fairly good business talent.
selling property upon a
ance. Many women have made a success of renting and
commission.
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You have musical

talent and should be able to play some stringed instrument
Are very secretive and sensitive. Take a great deal of exercise in the pure
and inhale freely to expand your lungs. Are tenderly affectionate.

well.
air

'3W&A.

£WL Qa^kJLYou have

a nervous temperament, and while strongly secretive you are also a
upon those subjects in which you are interested. You like to analyze
and would have made a good chemist. Have a good intellect and should prosper
fluent talker

in your undertakings.

Gentle, refined and intellectual, with a nature that

is

strongly swayed by sen-

timent and sometimes imposed upon. Love means much of life to you, and while
you could go out into the world and struggle for existence, you would be much
happier in a home of your own, if your efforts to please were appreciated. You are
conscientious in your work and will try to do the best you can what you have to do.

Your

life

should be a happy one.

You have

a nervous temperament, but very good self-control.

Are tender and

devoted to those whom you love. You have intuitive judgment in most things,
but in matters of importance you like to reason things out carefully to suit yourYou are observant and would like a broad and
self and not decide too quickly.
comprehensive view of the world at large, but you will have few changes, although
your life should be a happy and contented one.
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Class of '99

FJistory of the

mild October, a great body of girls
on a day
to
ONCE upon a time, many many years ago seems
day,
for she was atoning for years
that
South Carolina was radiantly happy
gathered in the chapel.
and so
purpose, so wonderful in
so noble in
to her daughters — a
of neglect by a
far reachino- in its effects that its value will be

woman

Those
ning

Its true

in the State.

of a

of

our members

new

life,

measured, in a small degree only, by the future work of

worth will be found in the fullness

who were

the entrance into a

here then

new

remember

world.

A

who

— the

first,

useful, the second, useful

it

of eternity only.

well.

With most

world made up

and books
and ornamental.

blues, homesickness, measles, examinations, love, friends,

Library books

its possibilities,

its

gift

gift

in

us,

it

of

of

many

of

them it was the beginsome sad, some glad
Supply Room books and

things,

two kinds

—

Well, the years passed, the girls went home, and when the first of October came round again, those
had been Freshmen the year before, having now entered upon the estate of Sophomores, welcomed the

new-comers with open hearts.

But
noted for the brilliancy and, in some respects, for the badness of its members.
smiled
on
the
wisdom.
and
We
for
age
no
respect
having
we could not be accused of being proud, or of
and
those
yellowSeniors
Sub-Fresh and looked with reverence and longing at the Chancers carried by the
It

was a large

class,

May those Juniors forgive us
edged books which the Juniors clung to, in season and out. Chemistry
we
have read Chancers Prologue
Since
it.
appreciate
not
could
Others
You, classmates, know the story.
who seemed so far reSeniors
the
akin
to
feel
to the Canterbury Tales, and Shakespeare's plays, we can
!

!

moved from

us then.

Amidst

all this,

the visit

made

the passing

months brought days

of

supreme happiness— the

trip

to the State Fair,

by the General Assembly, the Star Course Entertainments, the Animal Picnic, the meetings
41

of the Literary Societies

came again.
the autumn
I

To many

and the Young Women's Christian Association. So, presently, Commencement
was our first home-going, and we left with joy and gladness to return in

of us this

as Juniors.

believe that the Faculty pet the Freshmen, thinking of

when they

as nuisances, they being at that painful age

due

to receive the consideration

young

them

as babes

;

look upon the Sophomores

are too large to be treated as children and too small

treat the Seniors

with great dignity and respect, and at
make one wish that she had never heard the name Senior.
teachers dote on them, and for nine blessed months we revelled in that. Several new
to

ladies

;

the same time are exacting and critical enough to

The
But the Juniors
members were added to our number, and we went through
!

The

term passed quickly, bringing

Rock

the year as the largest class in school.

pox

and to us perhaps the happiest
Christmas of our lives two weeks at home
Don't you remember that Thursday morning in chapel, when
the glad announcement was made that school had been suspended until the third of January? We went
home that last word tells the story. But the third of January came very soon and Winthrop gladly welcomed her returning children. The old duties were taken up and our busy lives ran on. There are many
pleasant memories connected with that Spring of '98.
The reception given to '98 by '99 was an evening
well spent, and the Davidson College Picnic is good to think upon.
first

—

to

Hill, small

;

!

—

When
we handed

the last days of
in our papers

home, happiness,

flew by,

Seniors took their places

gave

to

came, bringing examinations, with what anxiety, not unmixed with regret,
Commencement closed and then came good-byes, tears,
!

rest.

That summer
gretfully,

May

and returned our books

her

and

beginning of the autumn term, a class of more than half a hundred
new and old. A Georgia college kindly, and, no doubt, reWinthrop, the one new member of the class.
at the

among

sister,

the students,

A few days after the opening of school the class held a meeting, reorganized and elected officers. This
was only a repetition of its action as the Sophomore and as the Junior Class, but never had its members
been so near and so dear to one another.
Perhaps the light and the shadow of this parting day was lying
our
hearts
and
on
we did not know it. The class as an organization had never before felt so deeply the
fellowship, the love, the good will
the priceless treasures of class union and however much there is to
regret, there is more room for gladness than for grief.

—

;
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But since

all things,

both good and bad, have an end, so has this year, the most eventful and the most
Winthrop. Now we are going forth from its halls they shall know us

profitable of all the years spent at

;

no more. But we, forever and ever, shall think with thanksgiving of our life here. What it means to us
Winthrop has been, indeed, the Nourishing Mother who has made us what
our hearts alone can know.
we are, and to her we owe what we hope to be women, strong, true, good. And, as through the fleeting
years we feel that we are approaching that ideal toward which we now look from afar, we shall know the

—

true

meaning

of

our class motto

— "The End Crowns All."

o.
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prophecy of the Clase of '99
first fialf

t-J^WAS Sunday

afternoon, and as was our custom, a crowd of us had gathered in one

room

to talk over

week speculate on the coming one and enjoy the nice cosy chat among ourwhich all the week we had been too busy to engage in. But on this particular afternoon, onr minds
wandered in a very different direction, for it was almost June, and all our thoughts turned to the bright
We talked of the time when we, holding fast the
future, where school-girl life would be left far behind.
handle-bars of a good education, and with our feet firmly planted on the pedals of courage and ambition,
^-/ the affairs of the past

;

;

selves,

should ride forth on the great track of

life.

Some

of us

wished

to ride slowly along,

teaching others the

still others would go moderately,
art of riding, while some would enter upon the mad, wild race for fame
A few avowed that their life purpose was to help
intent upon seeing the world and enjoying its pleasures.
the fallen mount again, and repair the tires punctured by the sharp stones of disappointment, inflating them
with hope. Just here, some one emphatically declared that she would not ride a single wheel, a tandem
True, she will not have the hard work to do, but she will hold in her small
beino- more to her taste.
she must guide another life beside her own, and steer clear of
fingers the handle-bars of another's fate
;

;

What

the obstacles in the way.

a noble responsibility for

woman

!

The afternoon deepened into twilight, but in the semi-darkness our plans became more fascinating
Presently, the girls in the parlor, across the way, began to sing the usual Sunday evening
than before.
hymns, and the sweet tones of " Home Sweet Home " floated softly into the room. Under the spell of those
harmonious strains we continued to talk dreamily of the future. And then the music seemed farther and
My mind, no
farther away, the room grew dimmer, the girls' voices more confused, and I was asleep.

—

longer under the control of
in this prophetic vision

I

my

will,

saw many

continued in the same train of thought, and strange as it may seem,
of my classmates, and was permitted a glimpse of their futures, and

the amazing fortunes in store for them.
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At first I seemed to be among scenes familiar and yet strange.
the Winthrop whose joys and sorrows I experienced for three long
Laboratory, that sacred room, hallowed by so

many

bitter tears

I

was

years.

at
I

Winthrop, yet it was not just
saw myself, first of all, in the

shed by noble Seniors in the interest of

With a heart filled with mixed emotions, I seemed to pass the threshold of that room, so beloved,
which the memory occupies the fondest corner of all our hearts. It appeared unchanged, only it was
moved up into an additional story aboye, built specially for it, because on the fifth floor it was so easy of
access, and such an attractive place that students of all classes were found there continually, admiring the
beautiful starfishes and minerals and some incredibly brave Fresh have been known to touch them, thereby
endangering their valuable lives, and making their ultimate graduation very doubtful.
Very fittingly this department was presided over by Annie Whitmire, who in the old days always
manifested a loving care for the minerals, which made her dear to Miss Woodrow's heart.
I saw her moving noiselessly around, watching the Juniors make C0 2 and the Sophs draw unrecognizable star-fishes, but
her tender glances at the mineral shelves showed where her heart lay.
No doubt, many in the class envy
Annie her happy future.
The scene changes slightly, and I am in the Infirmary, viewing the scenes where naughty girls used
to stay to keep from going to church, and Seniors crammed for examination.
I meet in the Office, Dr.
Clara Langley, who has made herself invaluable here, not only on account of her splendid ability, but by
the attachment of the students for her, for she believes every one who comes over really ill, and readily gives
excuses for everything from being late to Sunday breakfast to Gymnastics.
A glance at the door showed
me that she was as strict as her predecessor, Dr. DeHart, about office hours. They were posted thus
Science.
of

;

From
From

No
Winthrop

man
I

is

still

patients received at

charms me, and

I see

6:30 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.

11:00 P. M. to 6:00 A. M.

any other hours unless

familiar faces in

some

in a

dying condition.

of the class rooms.

The

Pearl Barnett, while across the way, Bertha Wells occupies the chair of French.

judge these ambitious girls

sue their studies abroad.

On

will, after

Professor of Ger-

From my dream

leaving Winthrop, take an extensive course North, and finally pur-

their return to this country, no doubt

many

desirable places will be offered

them, but for the sake of old associations they will prefer to accept these positions
45

at

Winthrop.

The lucky

students will no doubt be led through flowery paths of easy fairy stories, where dictation,
prose composition are things

Now
of life.

smile.

grammar and

unknown.

one of the most faithful workers in the class, but Lil takes a rather gloomy view
She has a tendency to see only the dark side of things, and her stern features seldom relax into a
In my dream, I saw her the wife of a prosperous undertaker.
She was making shrouds in a dark
Eilier Stevens

is

room

filled with coffins, while her husband lay near, sound asleep upon the cooling-board.
But my mind seemed to wish to leave this melancholy scene far behind, and I seem next
scanning a paragraph with glaring headlines in a newspaper

to

be rapidly

:

Startling Adventure with Burglars

Heroic Conduct of a

Woman

!

!

!

Darlington (Special, Jan. 1, 1920). Residence of Mr. Fielding entered last night by three ferocious
robbers intent on securing valuables.
Mr. Fielding was absent, but his heroic wife, entirely unassisted,
locked the three in the coal bin until the police arrived.

This remarkable woman was none other than our old classmate, Lizzie Scarboro. A word of explanation is needed here.
She attended Winthrop, and her bravery and love of daring had appeared before
in her college days.
(1) In her hairbreadth escapes from Miss Russell out in the halls during study hours,
and (2) in her thrilling adventures with Jap, when caught at that same " witching time of the night" in
another girl's room, under the bed.
I saw with pleasure, while under this spell of Morpheus, the bright future awaiting Irene Sally and
Eliza Rhett.
Irene after leaving Winthrop will carry on her violin studies abroad under the celebrated
Joachim, charming him by her genius and application. I beheld her making her debut in Berlin amid
the enthusiastic acclamations of her audience.
After playing before all the crowned heads of Europe, as
well as the most critical audiences, the famous young performer will favor America with a tour.
Eliza, it
seems, will attend the Paris Exposition of 1900, but contrary to our present expectations, she will not soon
return.
While on that eventful trip, she will meet her fate in the guise of a French Count, who will persuade her, by his eloquent words of love, to give up home, friends and native laud to enjoy the gaieties of
Paris as well as the rural pleasures of his chateau.

The

scenes shift rapidly.

village of Edgefield a widow,

I am listening to a strange story which runs like
who thinks of nothing but keeping her house clean.
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this

:

Dirt

There
is

lives in the

entirely foreign

to her cottage.

A

As the worthy man

preacher went there once, and he found the old lady out scouring the back-gate latch.
entered, a servant followed him, carefully scrubbing up his tracks.
Whenever he rose

from his chair, the widow rushed frantically to shake up the cushions and straighten the tidy. The poor
man became more and more nervous. Later he glanced out of the window, only to see the widow scouring
the clipper from which he had quenched his thirst.
After dinner this excellent woman washed the dishes
in

nine waters and afterward put them

and just before the preacher

o'clock,

out to sun.
The cleaning and dusting began next morning at 4
he saw the old lady going over the house carefully examining the

all

left

furniture with a microscope, to see that there was no dust

was

this

replied

:

" I wonder," I asked the story-teller, " what
left.
widow's maiden name, and where she received her peculiar ideas about housekeeping? " He
" Her name was Kate Carter, and she got her ideas from Miss Pearson of Winthrop College."

Can one be both good and rich?
plified in the

person of Lucia Coit.

when

social functions, or

It
I

is

proverbially difficult, yet in

saw her wealthy, sought

graciously receiving in her

much

own

after,

my

dream

I

saw

it

clearly

exem-

equally at ease at the most aristocratic

lovely home.

As

a

woman

of the fashionable

saw her in my vision
I saw her on her
way to the poor in the alleys and slums to bless and cheer wherever she came. A few more scenes
appeared, not many, but quite enough to show me her future would hold much that is beautiful and good.
world, she will no doubt go

in another relation.

One

I

saw her

into society, enjoying

brightest pleasures.

But

I

leaving sweet tokens of her presence.

am

next present at a nocturnal adventure.

picture followed another rapidly.

Place, Black residence in

Bamberg.

ardent youth, while in the

window

"Oh!

its

at city hospitals,

is

I

Against the house

is

a ladder,

a very timid, hesitating

Time, 12 o'clock.
and half way up the ladder is an

maiden, saying:

go now, I'm 'fraid; It will just break Papa's heart, I know."
"But, Leila darling, do you not love me well enough to brave anything?"
At which earnest plea she quickly descends, and they ride away. Of course "Papa "stamps and
fumes and swears he will never forgive but he does.
clear, I

can't

—

I

am

led

now

into a large bookstore in

New

York.

The officious clerk thrusts quickly into my hands
now in press! " I hear out in the street the news-

a book, with the words, " Latest thing out, fiftieth edition

boys exclaiming the same words, selling the books at the same time with marvelous rapidity to each
passerby.
I am amazed, and hasten to find the name of the writer who has made such a wonderful stir.
I read the name of the well known author, Ora Smith, and realize that this is only the most successful of
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—

many works, and was creating such a furor among the reading public as had not been since the days of
Trilby " and " Quo Vadis." She will well deserve this success when she reaches the top in her chosen
career, for she will pass through all the stages of unrecognized merit and sufferings under the pen of the
her
"

critic.

This book will be an invaluable boon to many toil-worn book agents, chief among whom stands the
Widow Beulah Brown Smith, who will make enough to keep herself and family in comfortable circumstances

all the rest of their natural lives.
She will not meet with the usual mild rebuffs generally given
book agents, such as having the door slammed in one's face, but armed with this renowned work, she
will canvass town and city, receiving in the end abundant compensation for her labors.

to

A

different scene presented itself.

decided to visit the school.

—

As

I

I

seemed

to

be walking through a dilapidated old village, and

entered, not a child turned his head to stare, but each kept his scared face

over his books rows of motionless little figures on long benches.
A glance at the teacher, however,
explained this most extraordinary behavior of the children.
I recognized Tweedie Gardner, now grown
twenty years older. She was standing behind a small desk, and was armed with a knotty rod and an ex-

—

dumb the expression, not the rod, for that produced quite an
admiration for a few moments, then left, with the monotonous tones of
ears, as they repeated over and over the well-learned spelling lesson, cur-a-tur

pression calculated to strike the small boy

opposite

effect.

I

gazed about

the pupils ringing in
cat, rur-a-tur

One

—

rat

;

my

in

and ghastly spectres

travels swiftly in dreams,

of the

long ago practice school rose up silently before me.

and the next instant

I was far away on the islands of the sea.
I found
there Bessie Carlisle, a zealous missionary to the Fiji Islands, where she will do a noble work not only in
pointing out to these benighted savages the paths of rectitude, and imparting to them precious lessons in

table

manners and

dress,

but in earnestly preaching against the evils of studying astronomy.
upon that code of ethics which exists at Winthrop:

Let us hope

that her moral lessons will not be based

"It

To

is

not right,

slip at

night

;

But it matters naught,
If you don't get caught."

The next face which appeared in my vision was that of Emma Farmer. I saw her with a stern,
close-your-book-and-go-to-the-board expression, sitting bolt upright in the chair of Mathematics in
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W. N. and

I. C.
She had succeeded Prof. Breazeale. Now I must again put in a word of explanation.
has had grave fears that she was going to make the highest marks in Math., and as she was entirely
too bashful to ever live through such a distinction, she decided the only way to avoid it was by ceasing to
study and to get through by boldness.
She succeeded wonderfully well in intimidating every one except

Emma

Prof. Breazeale,

who was a little suspicious of Emma's wise look. Finally, though, she deceived even that
much in Astronomy that Prof. Breazeale was only too glad to recommend her as his

stern Mathematician so

successor to the throne of Mathematics.

My

dream

Cousar was tinged with sadness. She, after being graduated with the class of '99,
went to Vassar, where she achieved brilliant successes, but in 1900 was chosen class prophet, and went
raving mad in the attempt to write something new.
of Lilis

While still under the spell of the sleep god, a new picture comes to take the place of the last. I saw
newspaper office, and in the center of the room, seated at a tall desk, I recognized the business-like form
of Mary Bowen, editor of the Daily Sun, and manager of a large printing establishment.
The printing
of college annuals was her specialty, and she told me with pride that she was then engaged in getting
out
the "Tatler" of Winthrop College, the most popular publication of its kind in the South.
Now Kate Edwards, while making a good stand in her classes is not a first-class vocalist, though she
a

has inclinations in that direction.
She once had a sweetheart who tried to play the violin, but each was so
conscious of the other's deficiences in music that it caused a disagreement.
Well, this is the scene I saw
while in dream-land.
Kate was in New York, studying vocal; she had a room in one of the flats in the
very heart of the city.
On this certain day she had begun to practice, and the neighbors began to close
their windows.

Soon she was disturbed by some one playing a violin over her head. She could not
practice; she would go crazy if he did not stop that dreadful noise.
She sent the porter up to tell the
gentleman (whoever he was) to please stop practicing on that squeaky fiddle. He quietly sent word to the
lady to please continue to practice, for she certainly needed it.
She rushes up in a towering rage to meet
her old sweetheart.
A perfect reconciliation follows, with mutual promises to give up music. And they
married and lived happy ever after
!

was shocked, if not grieved, to see the future of Jumelle Owens, as it was unfolded to me. It is
enough to make one lose faith in mankind to see her, and the fatal ending of so brilliant a career. After
having been an earnest advocate of Woman's Rights for fourteen years, after having made numerous stump
I
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speeches on

all

the topics of the day

—speeches rendered impressive not only by

language, but by her stately presence,

this, to all

nary mortals, and intends to brighten the lonely
to the sixth floor of a large city hotel

life of

the elevator boy,

who

way

of ordi-

so faithfully transported her

during her stay there.

Leila Collins and Ida Easterling were associated in

Europe on

her eloquence and flow of

appearances, invulnerable creature goes the

my

I saw them touring happily through
same time the delights of foreign travel.

dream.

bicycles, selling patent medicines, taking in at the

Dreams would not be dreams without inconsistencies. I was much puzzled over my dream of Nell
it seemed that she was the center of gravity, everything movable rushing to her and
revolving about her in a circle.
At first she laughed, and her face was radiant but soon there came a
tired, worn out expression, and suddenly, with a cry, she threw up her arms and sank clown, losing her
Evans, for sometimes

;

wonderful power.

This is the interpretation. Nell likes to win hearts, to be the most popular girl, and
has a very great power of drawing others to herself, and making them sing her praises.
This charm she
will continue to have and it will even increase, so that she will be the very queen of her circle.
But be-

coming weary of so much homage and adoration, she will flee to the country, fall in love with a simple
country lad, and settle down to a peaceful arcadian existence, truly ideal in its simplicity, for he will do
farming and feeding, and she cooking and milking. Just imagine our stately, beautiful Senior in simple
country dress, standing at the meadow bars calling " Co, Brindle co, Betsey "
Only a glance served to reveal to me the fate of Lola Casey, who in spite of her many beaux is destined, I fear, to be an old maid.
For isn't this the sign ? I dreamed of her as standing with a most terrified look on a chair, with her skirts held closely around her, while she screamed for help.
Now this seems
!

;

to

me

to be positive proof that she will live in single blessedness,

wear a resigned smile, keep ten

cats,

adorn herself in corkscrew curls, and be terribly afraid of a mouse.
Maude Tillman and Clara Sledge will be zealous Christian workers, Clara in the interests of the Y.
W. C. A., as she will travel around in the capacity of a secretary, always willing to lecture the first period
spouse,
this

will

and

Maude and her reverend
and though poor in this world's goods,
worthy couple will be, no doubt, rich in " holy thought and werk."
Mazie Thomson and Frances Parish, wearying of unremunerative toil in Graded Schools in this country,
emigrate to the Philippines, where they will endeavor to bring up the young citizens out there to love

at colleges,
I

to tell heart-wringing tales of the

poor

little

Chinese women.

understand, will labor piously in the vineyard of the Lord
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;

Having had experience with savages in their wildest state
School, their work out there will not seem in the least arduous to them.
My dream was a long one, and the last face which appeared was the sweet one, beloved

and revere the American Eagle.

Alma Coleman.

in the Practice

of all of us, of

seems many years hence, and the United States is again involved in war, this time on
account of her foreign possessions. Alma had just gone to the scene of action, and risked her life carrying
messages from one of our commanders to another. At last she was captured and imprisoned, and there I
saw her. Death was the penalty, but a plea had been made for her pardon, and if it was granted a bell
would ring from the tower at 12 o'clock. There was intense excitement, the faces of her companions were
white and drawn with anxiety.
Would the bell ring? Would she be saved? Throughout it all our
heroine was calm and composed, her face showing the sweet peace which reigned within.
The hours drag
by nine ten the tramp, tramp of the soldiers could be heard outside. Eleven
Despair is beginning
to seize upon all, their heads fall forward, silence prevails
when suddenly the sound of a bell is heard
It

— —

;

I

!

started wildly to

my

feet

—

—

it

Second
"

What

in this world

is

!

was that soul-inspiring sound

the matter with you?

— the supper bell!

J.

M.

fialf

You look

as

if

you'd lost your

last friend! "

The

object

remarks was seated on a trunk gazing into space, with a very mild expression on her countenance.
The only reply to the above remarks was a vacant stare. " Have you murdered one of the Practice School
children, or have you failed on Astronomy?
"Worse than that!" comes from the figure on the trunk.
" You haven't, oh, you haven't, broken one of Miss Woodrow's minerals, have you ? "
This last comes in
an azve-sXxwzV whisper " Worse than that "
After this announcement there is silence for a moment, after which there is an alarmed cry of "Girls,
oh girls, come here quick." The girls rush in with the cry of " What is it? What's the matter? " and are
informed that there is something awful the matter, just what is not known, but Lucia says its worse than
breaking one of the minerals
As soon as this announcement is made, there are excited cries of " Someof these

—

!

!

thing wrong with her brain," "But her head," "Give her air," "Bring some water," "Run for the doctor "
and before she knows what has happened, the object of all this confusion finds herself hastily dragged on
the bed, and feels a glass of water in her face. This proceeding, though inelegant, seems to be effectual in
reducing her to a normal condition, for as soon as she can scramble to her feet, and make herself heard,
;
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_

_____

_

me in order to show your sympathy and I don't
thank whoever that was that poured the water in my face
Get out of the way, won't you?" "Well,
that's gratitude for you !" "I like that," comes from the crowd, and some one exclaims, "__ o tell us what's

she indignantly exclaims, "I say, you needn't murder

;

!

the matter."

The victim got up and remarked in tragic tones, " I can't write the class prophecy. I have been sitting
here for an hour and ten minutes, and haven't had a vision yet, and haven't seen an old woman with all
your futures in a book, and I haven't had a dream, and I don't know what to do / " She ends with a wail of
This remark was greeted with quite an unsympathetic burst of laughter, and some one unfeelTurn astrologer and study the stars, they are pleasant things to look at, even if they are
in the heavens and not on your report "
This remark being very properly considered as in bad taste, and
as showing an unbecoming levity on so serious a subject, no notice is taken of it, and as the bell rings just
despair.

ingly suggests, "

!

rush for the door, and the unhappy victim is left to her former occupation.
expect no help from that quarter, she gives up the work for the day.

at this time, there is a

she

may

Seeing

In a day or two she might have been seen busily examining the palms of her classmates and deciphering the markings there.
She has evidently determined to see what she can gather of their futures from
her knowledge of palmistry.
As every one knows, every
any one doubts it, let him try for himself.

detail of his future

may

be read in this way.

If

The first hand examined was May Brock's.
Her poems will some day be placed in the library along with

Lowell, Longfellow and our other American poets, and Dr. Kinard will relate with ill-concealed pride that he once taught the famous poet, Lilian
May Brock. She will receive fabulous prices for her works, and live in luxury and style. Her most famous
work will be a short piece, an " Ode to Chemistry," which will bring tears to the eyes of all who read it.

Margaret Burnet will in the near future be established over in the infirmary as Dr. DeHart's assistant,
where she will greet all those afflicted ones who have failed in their wild and desperate attempts at learning
Astronomy with such tender sympathy that they will return to the unequal strife with Mineralogy and
Astronomy with renewed courage.

whose compositions delight the soul of Dr. Kinard, will be one of the greatest writers
the twentieth century, and Winthrop College will be proud to claim her as one of her former pupils.
Sallie Dantzler,

of
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Laura Kee will win for herself the affections
with ease and grace over his home.
Mary Gribbin will keep books for one of the

Maggie Kirkley

will

deal both in this country

have a large fortune

and

left

of a lively

largest establishments

Nettie Brice, our class lawyer, will disappoint us

and

rise

a large family,

on Wall

and will preside

street.

her soon after leaving College, and will travel a great

in Europe, studying higher

marry, and take more interest in the

widower with

fall of

all

Mathematics

for several years.

by not following her profession,

for

she will soon

the price of butter and eggs than in the decisions of the

greatest criminal cases.
Josie

MacSwain

will carry

on her study

of the foreign

languages in Europe, after which she will accept

the chair of languages at Vassar.

May

become very much interested in the "Woman's Rights Question," and a few
years from now will be making speeches of great depth and greater length on the subject of the " Rights of
Women what they are and what they ought to be."
Belle Dantzler will

—

Nellie Salley will continue her study of the Sciences after leaving Winthrop, and will keep her longsuffering family in a state of constant uneasiness and uncertainty as to whether they are to have a roof left
over their heads or not; for she will continue to perform experiments in Chemistry with more zeal than
discretion, being in

no wise disconcerted when she causes an explosion

sufficient to shatter the

window

panes in the house.

Eleanor Godfrey's and Hattie Wannamaker's hands seemed to indicate a similar fortune at first, as I
found they would both marry within a very short time after leaving school, but Eleanor will live in the
quiet

little

town where her

old

will be a great society center.

home

is,

while Hattie will live in Washington, where her beautiful home
life, though not so gay as Hattie's, will be quite as happy.
No

Eleanor's

matter if the cat does drink up the cream, or the cook burn the cake black, she will meet it all with her
sunny sweet smile which we all know so well.
Edith Lyles, Lida Neil and Rottie Blair will secure places in the same school, where they will labor
faithfully for some years to teach the children that c-a-t spells cat and r-a-t spells rat, and that if Johnnie
had three apples and you gave him two more, he would then have five. Their efforts will not be wholly
successful, but after a few years they will receive in payment for their valuable service enough to enable
them to restore exhausted nature by a trip abroad, which they will immediately undertake.

Evelyn McRae

will consent to join her lot with that of a

Methodist minister.

Mary Alice Michan and Alma Johns will work in a charity
They will probably never be very rich

to the service of others.

the blessings of the needy and the suffering to
Carrie
ladies,

and

whom

in

New

York, devoting their lives
goods, but will be rich in

this world's

they will reach a helping hand.

Timmons, Ella Nissen and Mannie Dinkins
I

hospital in

will establish a select boarding school for

could almost see the catalogue which would be sent out to the patrons

to give here all the rules

:

" It

is

and regulations governing the school. But in order to prevent possible misunit is perhaps best to state explicitly the following requirements

derstanding on some points,
"

young

not necessary

No young men, whether

:

cousins or not, will ever, under any circumstances whatsoever, be allowed to

put their feet upon the College grounds.
" Parents are requested not to

not be delivered

if

sent, but will be appropriated

" In order that the pupils

no holiday

at

They

send boxes to their daughters, especially at Christmas-tide.

may

will

by the Faculty.

escape the hot weather in June, so enervating to students, there will be

Christmas, not even one day, but the authorities expect to exert themselves to give the

students a joyous time, and no one will lack for Christmas cheer."

As may be imagined,

a school under such excellent

management

will not lack for patronage,

year numbers of students will be turned from the doors, weeping because there

Eula Hinnant will return

Rock

is

no room

for

and each

them.

up a millinery shop in partnership with Mary Sadler.
This is quite a responsible position, for the Winthrop girls will be quite as particular about the styles then as they are now.
Eula and Mary will spend
many anxious hours in deciding whether the fatigue skirt shall have five or seven gores, and whether the
dress uniform shall have two or three rows of braid on it.

They

to

will furnish all the styles for the

Janie Wylie's hand showed

be

all

that

is

me

bright and happy in a

Maud Chaplin

Hill and set

Winthrop

very

little of

home

of her

will turn her attention to

girls.

her future, but

own.

Sweet

I

saw enough

to

know

that her

life will

Janie, she carries her sunshine with her.

newspaper work, and ere many years have passed, " The Rock

by Miss Chaplin, will prove a formidable rival for the " Herald."
Estella Sinoak will return to Winthrop to take charge of the extra Practice School room which will
have to be added to accommodate the numbers of children who clamor for admittance. She will introduce
Hill World," edited
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several

improvements

in the school, chief

among which

will

be the opening of the Practice School on

Saturday, and the requirement that each Senior shall spend three hours of the day there.
will soon be well known in the educational world, where her writings on the
day will be eagerly sought after. Her work will bring fabulous prices, and
She will be known by the suffering and the poor as well as by the cultured
her fortune will be immense.
and wealthy, for she will devote the greater part of her fortune and talent to the help of the needy and to

The name

of

Eva Moore

various literary topics of the

the alleviation of the sufferings of the masses.
Lilla K. Johnstone will take charge of a fashionable school for girls,

where she will be the efficient
model of propriety in every way, never a bit of dust in the hall, never
a sound during study hours, save the measured tread of the teacher's foot-fall as she walks the hall
"on

Lady Principal.

This school

will be a

—

duty."
Bessie Salley, after leaving college, will visit Washington, where she will go into society a great deal,
and be the reigning belle for several seasons.
The last one I come to is Elbe Zemp the last name on the class roll always. Only a glance shows
her
future.
Elbe will return to Winthrop as Miss Wolfe"s assistant. We, who remember so well to
me
have seen Elbe out for an hour's walk before breakfast, and a little constitutional before lunch, and promptly
at the tap of the 4:45 bell out again for a walk until dinner time, and as soon as dinner is over, for another

—

—

walk until Study hour we, I say, know how mercilessly she
a meagre half-hour's exercise before dinner and be satisfied.

will pursue girls

who think

they will slip in

L. b. c.
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mill of Class of '99
IT'NOW
trial

and publish

We
I,

men by

all

College, of the State of South Carolina, being of
this

our

last will

order and direct that

We,

Winthrop Normal and Indus-

all

our just debts shall be paid by the Faculty with convenient speed.

my

extraordinary musical talent to Florence S. Dye.

advantage as long as she shall remain a student

to best

Said room

fortunate enough to be
Prof.

W.

Astronomy.

to be

is

kept as a model of neatness for

all

The same

of this institution.

Fottie E. Blair and Ella Nissen, do hereby will and bequeath our well kept

phine A. Pearson.

To

of 1899, of

sound mind and memory, do make, declare

and testament.

Edith Isabel Lyles, do bequeath

must be kept and used

in

That we, the Senior Class

these presents,

room

the girls

to Miss Jose-

who

are hereafter

my

"* *'s" made

numbered among Winthrop's daughters.

E. Breazeale,

These are

to

I,

Lilla K. Johnstone, do hereby will and bequeath all

be well preserved and distributed equally

among

the Juniors.

We, Harriet Wannamaker, Eleanor Godfrey, Maggie Kirkley and Bessie Salley, do hereby will, give
and bequeath " our" gymnasium suit one pair of shoes included which has been worn by each and every
one of us for the past three years, to Inez Felder, Eva Rollins, Nannie Wallace and Carrie Gibson and we

—

—

;

hereby request President Johnson
used with convenience by
I,

Carrie D.

to put these

young

ladies in different sections, so that this suit

may

be

all.

Timmons, do hereby

will

my

old blue felt sailor hat to Julia Gregg.

The aforementioned

hat has done good service for four years, and with kind treatment will, apparently, stand another year.

A

pair of old shoes, with patent leather tips, belonging to Eillier Stevens,
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is

hereby bequeathed to

Annie Martin, on condition that they be worn continually
mentioned shoes have been faithful friends
of room No. 12

—

I.

of blue serge,

my

for the last

two

executor, hereinafter named, to turn over to Lizzie

trimmed in blue

her stay at Winthrop College.

hands

owner

and will be found

years,

above-

in the closet

floor.

Ora Smith, order

I,

to

The

as long they will cling to the feet.

silk

and soutache braid, which dress

Upon

is

to

Goodwin my

dress uniform

be worn on Sunday only during

her departure to another land, the aforesaid dress must pass into the

Marion Means.

of

We, Lula Hinnant and Irene Salley, do give and bequeath to Edith Loryea each and every one of the
clay models which we made while studying Mineralogy, on condition that she handle them with extreme
care, so as not to break off the corners, and always hold them so that the vertical axis will be parallel to
her body.
I,

Ida Easterling, do will

tributed
all,

among

excuses to the President of the Sophomore

said class, feeling sure that they are of sufficient

and hoping that they

We, the Seniors
fuss to those

my many

who

may

of the

escape

second

many

floor,

a zero

by constant use

number

class, to

to satisfy the

demands

of

them

of same.

do hereby will and bequeath our "faculty"

rent rooms on that floor for the coining year.

be equally dis-

of

making

a great

This faculty will be found a very great

pleasure until one of the Faculty steps into view, but nevertheless

it

must be used on every convenient

occasion.

Josephine MacSwain, remembering her

trials

minerals, together with Mineralogy note-book.

termined.

The accompanying note-book has no

classes

tribulations, leaves to the

Said minerals are

all

in

Junior class

all

her

good condition and wholly unde-

properties whatever recorded within

it.

Annie Whitmire, Tweedie Gardner, Mary Alice Michau and Sara C. Dantzler, do
and bequeath to the Juniors our dear little classes in the Practice School. Each child in said

We, Frances
hereby will

and

Parish,

must be kept perfectly

still

during each recitation, according to former custom.

are the delightful observation lessons

which occur regularly once a week.
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Included with these

I,

Lucia Blair

Coit,

do give and bequeath

possessions and attractions, to Miss

my

penetrating voice, the most prominent of

Mary M. Souther.

my personal
Said voice to be used exclusively for sight-singing

purposes, and under no conditions to be used otherwise.

To

Sara Crossland,

ragged and worn, but

I,

still

Bessie Carlisle, do hereby will and bequeath

comfortable.

Aforementioned slippers are

my

to be

great reverence and respect for old age, and at her death must be sent to the

they will be preserved as a model to

all

Leila Black, being of low stature, hereby desires to will her checked

We, Kate

Carter,

distributed

which are

worn through her

museum

at

life

with

Washington, where

Said apron

gingham laboratory apron, which
is

not guaranteed to give any pro-

most assuredly keep the waist wholly unspotted.

Mary Gribbin,

and bequeath our general excellence

slippers,

future generations.

has been tested and found serviceable, to Annie McLaurin.
tection to the skirt whatever, but will

bedroom

Beulah Brown and

Lilis Cousar,
to the

among them, and we hope

Naught(y) ones.

May

Bell

Dantzler, do will, give

Said excellence to be equally divided and

that with the help of this they

may

each and every one be able to

pull through.
I,

to

Clara Sledge, do hereby order that the skirt of

Bertha Kirkley.

frazzle

Said skirt

is

in

much

We, Jumelle Owens and Mary

blue serge dress be given upon

good condition, with the exception

by the many long walks which

church, and must be worn with

my best

its

owner took

dignity, to

which

of the edge,

in her regular attendance
it

my graduation

which

is

worn

to a

on Sunday school and

has been accustomed for the past three years.

many and long walks which we have had
and from the college, to Janie Black and Christine Ruff, on condition that they take
them willingly and
"quick time," so as to be on time for Chapel exercises.
Sadler, do bequeath the

Bertha Wells orders that a certain

little chair,

which she has had the honor and pleasure

to

in

of using for

the last year, be transferred at the beginning of the next school term to Mary
Swaffield.
The rounds of
this chair have been sawed off for the comfort and convenience of
short folks.
Said chair must be kept in
good repair, and be used by the lowest girl that happens to be at this college.
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To
and

the next occupants of cell 55

cell,

may

that

litter

—

much

be found, without

upon condition that

it

may be

We, Clara Eangley and Leila

II. floor,

Janie Wylie bequeaths the enormous

allowed to remain in the peaceful attitude which

Collins, do give

Emma

We,

Smith, a tennis

such that happens

and bequeath our share

Eva

ball,

which,

fully located,

Out

it

if

free

canned peaches, which are so

of

Verdier, who, being of very fastidious taste,

make her

see heavenly things very clearly.

Said

the ecliptic, the celestial equator, the orbit of the moon, with both nodes care-

and also an abnormal sunspot.

of pity, Nelle P.

is

has held so long.

hearts, desire to will to our beloved friend, Bessie

used constantly, will surely

Evans hereby demands that her switch

days gone by, be given to Janie Eide, who, from
switch

it

come her way.

Farmer and Mary Bowen, having kind

marked out upon

ball has

to

of dust, dirt

trouble, to be snugly nestled in the northeast corner of that

regularly and plentifully served in the dining room, to
eats with a relish all

amount

guaranteed to stand

from them

for

many

years,

if

which has been very

twisting,

worn on the right

is

used to

many

side of the head will,

useful in

for same.

outward appearances, should be grateful

all

much combing and
and

of hair,

Said

tangles, in fact has not been

most assuredly, produce good

results in the appearance of the wearer.

We, Alma Coleman and
of

which

Faculty

;

is

to shirk, as far as possible, all duties laid

and now, as we have finished our course by

Having

hands.

Pearl Barnett, have been allied together in a great scheme, the purpose

selected Clara

Eve and Ida Verdier

this

upon

I,

heart,

to

Estella

as our successors,

Sunday

to

break every rule made by the

:

we have no

" Catch

me

if

scheme

to leave this

fear for

its

in

good

future success.

you can," which we heartily

our successors.

Smoak,

realizing the shortness of

mind and memory, being now

do hereby will and bequeath to Docia Folk one

Standard."

and

means, we desire

Said scheme has been carried on under the hustling motto

recommend

us,

Each

reading, of

of these papers contains

which she

is

so fond.

one of
Said

file

of

of

our county paper,

sound mind and generous

known

as

"

The

Press and

Talmage's choice sermons, which will serve her

file

will be found
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on the top

of the closet in

my

as

room.

good

We, Mannie Dinkins, Maud Tillman, Mazie Thomson, Maud Chaplin, Mazie Breland and Lizzie Scarborough, do
surely

make

I,

the body very

We

robustness.

give and bequeath our ability to take gymnastics to the Sub-Fresh

will,

tall

hope that these

and

erect, the

results

may

muscles large and strong, and the whole figure inclined

be obtained by our successors as they have been by

Lucy Reed, hoping

same

and bequeath

" *

*

's

I,

Nellie Salley, do hereby give and bequeath

it

to

the

will prove beneficial to her,

us.

and that she

may

reap

" in her attempt.

my extra

large white water pitcher to Cora

on account of her bad luck or hustling ways, has had the misfortune of breaking

May
I,

to

Margaret Burnet, having enjoyed the requisite pleasure of a double course in mathematics, do hereby

will

buy.

This will

class.

all

McRae, who,

that she was able to

she preserve, protect and defend this one with especial care.

Eva Martin Moore, do hereby

will

my

gold-rimmed " specks "

to Jeanie Sprunt.

Said " specks "

are especially good in magnifying the cleavage of minerals, as well as the color and streak, and

if

constantly

used will, undoubtedly, be invaluable to the wearer.

We,

Ellie

Zemp and Lida

and Arrah Belle Capers.
I,

said

Laura Kee, out

key

is

Neil, do hereby give and bequeath our low, sweet voices to Mildred

Said voices must be used by these young ladies for the sake of their neighbors.

of kind-heartedness,

do give

my

" key " to artistic drawing to Daisy Sandifer.

If

used properly, she will be able to see the beauties of nature through the wide open door instead

of just taking a

peep through the keyhole.

Lola Casey, after getting him fully in her power, consents

on condition,
at

McCabe

one time

to the other

first,

that they treat

him with

thirdly, that they give

;

;

him

to will her reception

great reverence and respect

sufficient exercise

;

beau to the Sub-Fresh,

secondly, that they talk to

by a steady promenade from one

him

all

of the corridors

and fourthly, that they bid him good night two minutes before eleven o'clock, so

as to prevent

any communication whatsoever with the matron.

We, Kate Edwards and Evelyn McRae, do hereby
ration, love

and adoration

for

our teachers to any one

will

who
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and bequeath our respect, esteem, honor, admi-

fails to

possess these qualities.

I,

Nellie
I,

Alma

Johns, do give and bequeath

May

my many

Brock, do hereby bequeath

of toil spent so constantly

on the Tatler,

relics of their predecessor to

We,

quality of leading people to believe

Said quality will be found beneficial on

Cunningham.
Lilian

my

to

staff of

I,

who

the Senior Class, do hereby will and bequeath our " Caps," of which

Jeter.

May

and without the

last will.

boarding school

to

fare.

I

least hesitation partake of a

hereby revoke

all wills

In testimony whereof,

and testament,

they be inspired by these

all

we have been very

the dignity possible.

ability to read, understand

and appreciate " Puck "

is

my enormous

in sore need of

appetite to Annette Strobel,

This appetite

it.

in

is

good condition,

can enjoy to the fullest extent chicken and cake on Sunday,

goodly amount of beef and " Sally

by us heretofore made, and constitute

we hereunto

set

in presence of the witnesses

our hand and

named below,

seal,

this 6th

Jas. P.

Lunn

"

on Monday.

Kinard executor

and publish and decree
day

of June, in the year of

Senior Class of
:

D. B. Johnson.

W.
J.

E.

Breazeale.

A. Pearson.

jmL>
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of this our

this

1899.

Witnesses

proud, to

she laugh over some of the jokes until she wanes lean.

has proved by long continued action that she

and well adapted

will

my

Nettie Brice, do hereby give, will, bequeath and devise

We

May

editors.

do some grand and noble work.

Eliza Rhett, do willingly give and bequeath

Daisy

very, very good, to

occasions.

our worthy successors, the Juniors, beseeching them to wear them with
I,

am

gray hairs, which were caused by the long hours

succeeding

to the

many

I

1899.

our

last

our Lord

—

;

poem

Claes
77TE are leaving old Winthrop,
^** Leaving perhaps for aye

so dear to us

Then we must go forward determined to win,
With hearts both strong and brave
If we meet with success, as we all hope to do,
The praise is thine, Winthrop, we owe it to you
We are all only human, we may sometime go wrong,

all,

;

And we each think with

;

sadness, with pain

and

Of
we can never forget,
Of our class-mates and friends with a sorrowful
For we know that from many forever we part,

regret,

this precious old place

When we

;

heart,

But the noble deeds done to thy teaching belong,
The training that to us you gave.

say good-bye to-day.

And we

And we think of the chances we might have improved,
Gone by for good and all

leave you, old friend, but your praises shall be
Proudly by each one told
And when years have gone by, and we're forgotten by you,
To your memory we'll ever be loyal and true

;

;

Of the duty neglected, the work left undone,
Of the moments we've wasted in mere idle fun
And along with our joy comes a feeling of pain,
For the life we can never live over again,
And the years beyond recall.
;

And

to

you who

will take

;

And

Winthrop, the same as of yore,
When with pride and delight your dear colors we wore,
The blue, with the garnet and gold.
We'll meet with discouragement many a time,
Trials again and again
For we look down the vista of long future years,

up the work we lay down,

Ma}' every success be thine

;

May you not think with sadness of "What might have
When you go from old Winthrop your life to begin
But may you look with joy on the life that is passed,
And may no "vain regrets " mar your pleasure at last,

been,

And we see hand in hand come the
And we know that our life can't all

;

Is

Yet we

the wish of

If

we

we

we

for thee,

But sometimes our trials and sorrows shall cease,
Cease and no more we'll roam
And at last all our journeys will meet as in one,
The last good-bye spoken, the last labor done,
The last tears will be shed, all our partings will end,
And the bright Angel reapers with joy shall descend,
And Heaven cry " Harvest Home.''

leave you to-day,

;

shall not

have

failed after all,

try to live nobly whatever befall,

Ready

happiness be,

'99.

feel joyful, too, as

feel that

smiles and the tears,

That sorrow must come both for us and
Sorrow and bitterest pain.

Joyful, and glad, and bright
For we think of the good that we all hope to do,
And how hard we shall try to be faithful and true,

And we

we'll love you, old

to die for the right.

L.
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junior Class

%
JVIotto:

Non

Scholae Sed Vitae Discemus

Color: Gold and White

flower: Daisy

Class Y^'- Boom-a-laka, Boom-a-laka loo
In 1900 we'll be through

Officers

PRESIDENT

.

Eloise Robert Scaife

VICE-PRESIDENT

Lucy Reed

SECRETARY
TREASURER

Ellen Chaplin

HISTORIAN

Emma
.

Cunningham

Ernestine Tindal

Mary Elizabeth Smith

t;:j

jdmior Class Roll
Florence Aimar

Murdoch
Annie McLaurin

Jeannette

Mary Aimar
Mazie Breland

Janette

McLure

Mayme McMeekin

Ida Corbett

Mattie Crouch
Nellie

Cora

Cunningham

Lena Danner
Agnes Douglas

Paris Neal

Virginia Norris

Ollie Elder

Josye Platte

Inez Felder

Mary A. Reaves
Lucy Reed

Docia Folk

Ninon Fowler

Eloise Scaife

Louise Gillespie
Julia

McRae
Lila Neal

Smith
Jeanie Sprunt

Bessie

Gregg
Anita Hall

Leila Stewart

Lulie Harvin

Mary

Eunice Horton
Cora Huggins
Fannie Johnston
Gertrude King

Beulah Walden
Nannie Wallace
Marie Watson

Bertha Kirkley
Millie

Swaffield

Lydia Taylor
Emmie Tindal

Lynn

Ethel Welborn

Annie Martin

Eva Verdier

Gertrude Mitchell

Beulah Carlisle

Rosa Melton
Contributors to " Cbe Catler,"

Mary Elizabeth Smith and Mary Beulah Walden
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History of tbe Class of 'oo

¥
great day
IT was1896,
"There
a

ber,

for the class of

1900 when Mr. Johnson announced

will be a meeting of the

Freshman

in chapel

one morning in Octo-

class this afternoon at 4:45 in the

Winthrop

Society Hall."

how important we felt. We were going to organize and oh how fine it would be to have class
and a flower, colors and a yell. When the bell rang out the close of the ninth period we inarched
merrily up to the hall, and after the usual time spent in voting and considering, we elected a President,
Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer, and later on chose for our colors white and gold, and for our
The daisy is not generally considered the emblem of constancy, but it has been the proof
flower the daisy.
for when we became Sophomores we did not scorn our Freshman choice, and
of our constancy at least
to-day as Juniors, when asked our flower and colors we answer, "The daisy, and white and gold."

Ah

;

!

!

officers

;

Our

first

in the wall

How

year was generally uneventful

we think

old and wise

(?)

;

but we had to endure some shocks

—when we

see the cracks
A

of the

we

earthquake that frightened us so when we were young and foolish P reshmen.

feel

now

!

We were Sophomores,
If we thought ourselves important in '96-97, what did we not think in '97-98 ?
and everybody knows what that means. At our first class meeting after our return to work we had many
new members present, and welcomed them heartily. Our next important meeting was held in March, to
We were all interested in the Tatler and did
elect a historian to write the Class History for the Tatler.
"
our best to help it, as was proved by the fact that of the eight girls whom the editors " desired to thank
for their aid, five

were Sophomores

;

and

of these editors

two belonged

to the class of 1900.

As Sophomores we were happy, for our way was lighted up by the stars that shone upon our reports
but now that we have reached Juniorhood, we trudge along with the stripes that are given us instead.
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We

met

first

to organize as Juniors in October, 1898.

Only a few were present who had never had
they had missed the pleasures, they had also escaped the examinaare working hard now, looking forward to the time when we shall receive

the joy of being Winthrop Sophs
tions of the previous year.

We

;

but

if

our reward in the shape of Senior caps.
Our motto, we think, is appropriate

May we

learn for

life

— " Non Scholae Sed Vitae Discemus."

only such lessons as will

make

66

us good and true.

m. e.

S.

% W 1 .>— iPr

_

-

^%r

Sophomore Class

1
J^Iotto

:

She

Who

Strives Conquers

fHower: Forget-Me-Not

Colors: Light Blue and Silver

Class

"Yell

:

Zoo-ika, Zoo-aka, Zoo-ika, Zoo-zun

We'll be the Seniors of 19 and

1

Officers

PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
SECRETARY

Annie Wilds
Sara Jane Crosland

Emily Harris
Edith Lee Dargan
Rachel McMaster

TREASURER
HISTORIAN
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Sophomore Class Roll
Inria

Ayres

Daisy Love

Julia Ball

London
Alice Mackey
May Madden
Sue Martin

Sallie

Nellie Boykin

Lena Bradley
Russie Breazeale
Jennie Brice

Rossie Mathews

Rebekah Brice
Claire

Marian Means

Browne

Maude Metz
Belle Montgomery

Cora Collins

Coppock
Jimmie Crawford

Bessie

Rose Moore
Chestnut Mcintosh
Rachel McMaster

Sara Crosland
Rosalie Dantzler

Mary Nance

Edith Dargan

Minnie Quattlebaum

Essie Davis

Carrie Reaves

Louise Davis

Nelly Reed

Belva DuBose

Roberta Reed

Maggie Edwards

Eva

Bessie Farris

Rollins

Rachel Ruff
Dot Sanders

Madge Fort
Carrie Gibson

Elizabeth

Janie Grace

Corrie

Emily Harris
Essie Harvey

Smith

Willie Southard
Nellie Sprnnt

Eva Hough
Mamie Huey

Henrietta Welsh

Pauline White

Janie Lide

Annie Wilds
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Simmons

FHstory of the Class of

They

'01

our class the " naught (y) one,"
we will be done,
If only the Faculty will do their part
And let us all in peace depart.
call

In two years more

^^HE

Faculty have been unremitting in their labor of teaching us the Sciences, Languages and Math.,
^"^ and what we don't know now we advise the present Freshman class not to try to learn.

The Sophomore

studies form no unimportant part in college life, and when this year is completed we
good part of the race run. For in the Sophomore class we are acquiring a part of that
knowledge which justly places the Winthrop graduate on an equal footing with her whom the world styles

shall consider a

"an educated woman."

We
it's

try to give our teachers

just because the "

complete satisfaction, and

Naughty One

"

is

at

work among our

if

on exams, we all don't make double stars,
and prevents some of the members from

class,

devoting themselves strictly to business.

There
sions, yet

no lack of intelligence among us, and although some of us may not show it on all occait comes to hard work, every Soph strives to do her duty and generally comes out with

is

when

honor and dignity.
After

word.

all,

we may

attribute the

And, naughty or

not,

we

name

of our class to the

joyfully cry

work

of envy, for justice

would disown such

a

:

" Zoo-ika, Zoo-aka, Zoo-ika, Zoo-zun,

We'll be the Seniors of 1901."

So most

we hope

down the disgraceful title that has been bestowed upon us, and in 1901
on Winthrop's platform clothed in white with purity written upon our brows.

of us will try to live

to stand

R.
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'

-pVEAR
'*-

,

little

Famous

Freshmen,
of yore

;

Happy, light-hearted,

And members

galore.

Pure little Freshmen,
Never a thought
But to slip during study hour
'

'

'

And

not get caught.

Faithful

little

Freshmen,

Studious and good
If you don't get your lessons,
;

You would

if

you could.

Innocent Freshmen,

We all
The

envy you,

Seniors, Subs, Juniors,

And Sophomores,

too.
I,.
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MAY WILLIAMS
Vice-President, PAWNEE JONES

President,

Secretary,

MAI SMITH

Treasurer, JANE

THOMAS

Historian,
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ADDIE McARTHUR

.

.

Officers

first
October

Second
January
President

.

i,

1899 to

Cerm

1898 to Jvnuxry

t,

1899

Blair Coit

President

L,ucia

Vice-President
Secretary

Maggie Kirkley
Eleanor J. Godfrey

Treasurer

Mary

V.

Gribbin

Cbird Cerm

Cerm
J^Iarcb

15,

1899

Margaret Smith Burnet

jviarcb

President

.

Vice-President

Mary Elizabeth Salley

Vice-President

Secretary

Ora Ionene Smith
Nellie Cunningham

Secretary

Treasurer

Treasurer

.

.

15,
.

.

.

.

1899 to ^une

8,

1899

Eleanor Josephine Godfrey
Harriet E. Wannamaker
Eva Martin Moore
S. Janie Wylie

Roll of Cdintbrop Society

1
Avinger, Minnie Lee

Carlisle,

Beulah

Carson, Grace

Anderson, Bonnie

Lucia

Coit,

Ball, Julia

Collins, Leila

Becket, Lida

Corbett, Ida

Black, Leila

Crawford, Jimtnie

Black, Lalla
Crosland, Sara

Blair, Lottie

Crouch, Mattie

Brice, Nettie

Brock, Lilian

May

Cunningham, Nellie
Dargan, Edith Lee

Burnet, Margaret

Brown, Beulah

Dantzler,

May

Bell

Dantzler, Rosalie

Browne, Claire
Danner, Lena

Breland, Mazie

Boykin, Nellie

Davis, Essie

Dinkins, Mannie

Bryan, Julia

Douglas, Agnes

Capers, Belle

Dubose, Belva

Casey, Lola

Easterling, Ida

Carlisle, Bessie
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Elder, Ollie

Jeter,

Evans, Nelle Pegues

Farmer,

Daisy

Johns,

Emma

Alma

Johnston, Fannie
Johnstone, Lilla

Felder, Inez

Kelly,

Folk, Docia

Fowler, Ninon
Kirkley, Maggie

Freeman, Carrie

Leach, Mattie

Gillespie, Louise

Lynn, Millie

Godfrey, Eleanor

Loryea, Edith

Goodwin, Lizzie

Lyles, Edith

Grace, Janie
Grace,

Mamie

Lynch, Minnie
McMaster, Rachel

Gregg, Julia
Gribbin,

Alma

King, Gertrude

Mackey, Alice

Mary

Major, Daisy

Hall, Anita

Harris,

Emily

Masters, Gertrude

Matthews, Rossie

Harris, Daisy

Harris,

Madge

McClellan,

McCutchen,

Harvin, Lula

M elver,

Hinnant, Lula

Sallie

Anne

McLaurin, Annie

Horton, Eunice

McLure, Janet

Huggins, Cora
Ives,

Caroline

McMeekin, Mamie

Annie

McRae, Cora

Jay, Janie
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McRae, Evelyn
Metz,

Scaife,

Maude

Mary

Smith, Mai Rutledge

Michau, Mary Alice

Smith, Corrie

Mitchell, Gertrude

Smith, Ora Ionene

Moore, Eva

Strobel, Annette

Moorer, Mabel

Steadman, Maggie

Muldrow, Roberta

Stuart, Elizabeth

Murdoch, Jeanette

Scheper, Addie

Thomson, Mazie

Neal, Paris

Maude
Timmons, Carrie

Neil, Eida

Tillman,

Nissen, Ella

Timmons, Ida

Pearson, Ellen

Tindal,

Platte, Josie

Ouattlebaum, Minuie

Emmie

Verdier,

Reid, Scotia

Eva

Villepigue,

Reed, Lucy

Mea

Walden, Beulah
Wallace, Nannie

Read, Elizabeth

Wannamaker, Harriet

Read, Roberta
Richardson, Ella

Welch. Henrietta

Salley, Irene

White, Pauline

Whitmire, Annie

Sally, Bessie

Whitmire, Frances

Sally, Nellie

Sanders, Elise

Wylie, Janie

Zemp,

Scaife, Eloise
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Officers
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first Certn
President

.

.

.

EDITH SWAFFIELD

Resigned before end of Term and

Vice-President

.

Secretary

.

.

.

.

ALMA COLEMAN elected.

ALMA COLEMAN
MABEL MONTGOMERY

Resigned before end of Term and

PEARL BARNET

appointed

bv President.

JOSIE MacSWAIN

Treasurer

Second Ccrm
President
Vice-President

Secretary
Treasurer

Cbird Ccrm

LONA TILLMAN
ELLA B. SULLIVAN
LIZZIE SCARBOROUGH
TWEEDIE GARDNER
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President

ALMA COLEMAN

Vice-President

LILLIER STEVENS

Secretary
Treasurer

PEARL BARNETT
ADDIE McARTHUR

Roll of Curry Society

¥
Aimar, Mary
Aimar, Florence
Ayres, Irma

Kelly, Bessie

Barnette, Pearl

Lawrence, Leonora

MacSwain,

Bowen, Mary-

McArthur, Addie

Kate
Chatham, Sadie

Carter,

McCalla, Leila

Melton, Rosa

Cousar, Lilis

Davis, Louise

Moorman, Virginia
Neal, Eva

Douthit, Leora

Durham, Mary

Neal, Lila

Dove, Bessie

Norris, Virginia

Edwards, Kate

Nance, Mary
Newton, Olive

Eve, Clara
Fuller, Lessie
a

Hill,

Nan
Hanna, Lula

Sprunt, Jeanie
Swaffield,

Mary

Swaffield, Edith

Sadler,

Mary

Southard, Willie

Montgomery, Mabel
Montgomery, Belle

Davis, Byrd

Gardner, Tweedie

Stevens, Lillier

McLin, Hattie

Coleman, Alma

Anna
Fort, Madge

Josie

Scarboro, Lizzie
Sledge, Clara

Marshall, Annie

Black, Aquilina

Eva

Ruff, Rachel

Langley, Clara

Booker, Helen

Floyd,

Rollins,

Kee, Laura

Sullivan, Ella

Spears, Beulah

Maggie
Thomas, Jane

Spears,

Tillman, Melona
Wells, Bertha

Wilson, Fannie
Wilson, Milledge

Wood,

O'Bryan, Mae
Oates, Annie

Parks, Ella

^

Reaves, Mary
Reaves, Carry

Richardson, Effie
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AUDITORIUM

—

Ode
/^F all the joys that Winthrop
^^ The thing we most adore,

We

We
And

room with

we

see

them straighten up,

begins in dulcet tones

To read as best he knows
But as we glance at the other end,
They have actually come to blows.
;

;

" Fourth Grade reading," we gently say.
Thus far " all goeth well,"

But when twenty kids with a bawl and a roar
Dash to the front of the room,
The steely gleam in Miss Russell's eye
Warns us of our doom.

We slam in the corner,
We crack one on the

She says not a word, but we

see in her book
Zero on " order " that quick,
She receives ghastly grins, but we glare at those kids
And long to "hit 'em a lick."

Then we hear Miss

When

We

send from the room,
head
But our eyes catch sight of another Zero,
And our heart falls heavy as lead.

A

at last all are seated

we

all,"

;

positively rejoice.

And John

stately tread

softly touch the bell

yell in our sternest voice

as

We

teach kids by the score.

cross the

And

"John, you read, and pay attention

holds,

School

Is to lightly trip to Practice

And

to tbc practice School

try to begin;

;

Russell say, "Time's up,"

And

the voice seems far away
But we send up a prayer with a grateful heart
That we're out of misery that day.
;

dismiss the class, they dash to their seats

Our mouths are parched and dry
Our knees hit together and we gasp and choke
At that awful book close by.

when they came
But we smile benignly and trip from the room,
Leaving Zeros to our name.

But we summon up courage to face the fray,
For we know it's do or die,
And we shut our eyes and grit our teeth,

We

In worse order than

;

And

to teach those kids

we

close the door, but

;

still

hear the noise,

As to class they wildly run
Another girl's begun to teach,
;

And

try.

si

the kids are having fun.

L.

M.

B.

V

^
V

Cecilia

1

Chorus

898-99

Director, prof. 3Qade R.

Brown

fnrst Sopranos
Aitnar, Florence

Burnet, Margaret (discontinued)

Coleman, Alma
Douthit, Leora
Dye, Florence
Edwards, Kate

Eve, Clara
Godfrey, Eleanor

Norris, Virginia (discontinued)

Richardson, Ella

Wannatnaker, Harriet
Goodwin, Lizzie (discontinued)

Strobel, Annette (discontinued)

Johns, Alma
Masters, Gertrude

Williams,

Russell, Jennie

Tillman,

Maud
May

McDaniel, Ella

Second Sopranos
Banks, Vira

Gardner, Tweedie

Barnette, Pearl

Hartzog, Ethel

Black, Lalla

Hart, Fannie

Blair, Lottie

(discontinued)

Bryan, Julia
Capers, Arabelle
Collins,

Cora

Collins, Leila

Crosswell,

Mabel

Crouch, Mattie (discontinued)

Huey, Mamie
Thomas, Jane
Jones, Pawnee

McLure, Janet
McMeekin, Mamie
Melton, Rosa
Metz,

Maud

(discontinued)

Montgomery, Belle

Kirkley, Bertha (discontinued)
Major, Daisy

Myers, Sophie (discontinued)
Nance, Mary
Neal, Paris

McArthur, Addie

Stewart, Leila

McCalla, Leila

Tillman, Lona (discontinued)

Thompson, Rispah (discontinued)
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first Hltos
Aimar, Mary
Breazeale, Russie (discontinued

Breland, Mazie (discontinued)
Dantzler, Sallie
Davis, Essie

Evans, Nell
Ford, Laura (discontinued)
Grace, Janie (discontinued)

Horton, Eunice (discontinued)
Kirkley, Maggie

Reed, Nellie
Richburg, Elberta (discontinued;

McEin, Hattie
McMaster, Rachel
Oates, Annie (discontinued)

Shaw, Rosa (discontinued)
Simmons, Bessie

Pearson, Ellen

Watson, Marie
Whitmire, Francis
Wingo, Claire

Platte, Josie

Wylie, Janie

Parks, Ella

Second Hltos
Brock,
Hill,

May

Nan

Ouzts,

Ruth

Verdier,

Salley, Nell

King, Gertrude

Sartor,

Marshall, Annie (discontinued)
Neal, Lila (discontinued)

Swaffield,

Eva

Verdier, Ida

Mary
Mary

Taylor, Lydia

&@
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Wells, Bertha
Whitmire, Annie

The

Somen's

"Y oun S

Christian Hssociation

I
££\~E

^^*

Winthrop more than our Y. W.

love nothing at

done

for us, but

we do know

that there

C. A.

We

cannot

what onr meetings have

tell

we have met with God, and he has made our

lives purer

and stronger.
In April, 1896, Miss Florence Simms, Traveling Secretary of the
tion, visited

This

our school.

visit resulted in

Young Women's

Christian Associa-

the organization of our Association.

Under the efficient presidency of Miss Leila Russell, one of the teachers, it soon began to be a power for
good.
Our first thought is to try to help each other to live a noble Christian life, and to help those to find
Christ
will be

who know him

not.

more productive

We

feel that

of lasting good.

and pupils who sincerely wish a part

no department of the College is doing a nobler work, a work that
Here is a common meeting and working ground for both teachers

in the Master's service.

Every year our Traveling Secretary visits the Association and gives us words of encouragement. At
the beginning of each session, when we are homesick, we give a reception to the whole student body, introduce the new girls, and strive to chase the tears from the eyes of some one more homesick than ourselves.

The number

of

members has

increased greatly, being

now one hundred and

members, and our College President sympathizes with
words and deeds.

ers are

us.

We

sixty.

are helped

Many

much by

of the teach-

his encouraging

Sunday nights in the rooms of the students. In these little classes the
brought nearer to God, and by earnest prayers they are aided in all their duties.

Bible study classes are held on
girls feel that they are

A

Mission Study Class has been organized and

been visited by

many

been very helpful to

missionaries

us.

;

and

is

studying of the work in foreign lands.

this personal contact with

those at

work

We

have

in the foreign land has

We
girls are

The

are not content to stop at home, but contribute to the support of a missionary in the

encouraged

to give systematically to the

field.

The

support of this noble cause.

Association was represented at the Cleveland Convention in 1898, and the

Summer

Conference

in Asheville.

As has been mentioned, the first President of the Association was Miss Leila Russell.
were the Presidents up to the year 1898-99

The

following

:

Misses Rosa Dantzler, Clara Johnston (one of our teachers), Bessie Floyd, Annie Perry, and

Bowen.

The

following were the officers for the year 1898-99

first
President, MISS

ALMA JOHNS.

Corresponding Secretary, MISS

Cerm
Vice-President, MISS LILIS

FLORENCE AIMAR.
Treasurer, MISS

:

COUSAR.

Recording Secretary, MISS

BEULAH BROWN.

MARY SWAFFIELD.

Second Cerm
President, MISS BESSIE CARLISLE.

Corresponding Secretary, MISS

Vice-President, MISS BESSIE SMITH.

KATE EDWARDS.
Treasurer, MISS

Recording Secretary, MISS IDA CORBETT.

CLARA LANGLEY.

^=Q>
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Mary

Three

JYIeals

Sy

Sallie

a

Day

Limn

Breakfast
the
Soph must have
CHE
play on her sleepy
was

at any rate, when I looked up from grace the breakfast yawn
and
was threatening to tear the rent in her lower face at least
in full
"
The words
It's coming," I whispered, by way of warning to the Fresh on my right.
three sizes larger.
were scarcely out of my mouth when the yawn, leaving the Soph, passed on to the Sub-Fresh, who yielded
It left her rubbing her eyes, and drew nearer and nearer.
gracefully, and thence to the Junior at the foot.
" I'll get ahead of it this time," said the enterprising Fresh, and snatching up a piece of bread, she filled
her mouth so full that the yawn, completely non-plussed, passed her by, swept my cheek, and finally dis" That's the
solved in air over the vacant place of the L. I. Senior, who was always late to breakfast.
chicken
for
we
had
fried
breakfast,"
stated
around
the
table
since
yawn
hasn't
got
first time the
the A. B. Senior, who presided over the tea-cups and the soup-plates, and she rewarded the Fresh with a

ball rolling

set

;

features,

benignant smile.
and, drawing back her chair, sat down with bowed head, awaiting any
might
like to utter.
On such occasions the Sub-Fresh was never wantdisparaging remarks that any one
that's all over; you'd
ing, and accordingly her derisive tones rang out, "Oh, don't be saying grace now
But the L,. I.'s head was still bowed, nor was it
better help yourself to some hominy before it's all gone."
raised again till the autocratic Senior announced, "I have put on the mantle of charity this morning; so

Just then the

L,. I.

strayed

in,

—

no one will be reported for being a trifle late."
At this the L. I.'s appetite was considerably restored, but the Literary Student sneeringly muttered to
"Mantle of charity, is it? What new freak is that?" "Oh, she means her jacket," said the
the Soph
:

Soph

in a confident voice.

"

Ah,

I

see," replied the L. S. aloud

the laundry and the breakfast bell ringing,

I'll

know what

to

;

" the

put on

—

next time

my

shirtwaists are all in
the mantle of charity, eh ? "

"

I'll

pour the

be pleased to set such a fashion," said the Senior, ignoring the thrust and serenely continuing to
coffee.

When

she had finished, however she turned to the Literary Student with a view to

set-

you drink from the cup that cheers but does not inebriate, this morning?" she
" No," said the Literary Student, disgustedly
" just give me some tea and
asked in a sweetly sarcastic tone.
The waiter, who was more literary than the L. S. after all, evidently expected the crockI'll be satisfied."
eryware to be crushed into atoms at this reply, and rushed wildly around to save anything whose equilibrium might be destroyed but fortunately, though a few cups and saucers did roll off, they had been provided with a special view to just such emergencies, and merely knocked the nails farther into the planks of
No dire consequences were the result of the Senior's
the floor, on which they fell with a mighty crash.
triumph, therefore, except that Soph and "Oliver Twist," endeavoring simultaneously to kick the Junior,
collided, from which " Oliver Twist " suffered so much that she was not once heard during the remainder
of the meal to ask the waiter to go back for more.
tling old scores.

"And

will

;

;

Everybody was on the qui vive thereafter, for a thirst for revenge was plainly readable on the Literary
Student's face, and naturally the Senior dismissed the table very soon for fear a mutiny should arise.

Lunch
The soup was

circulating freely, and a general good-feeling pervaded throughout the length and
"

I

had five recitations
ever lived through them, is something

"

Well," said the Junior,

breadth of the table.

how

mistaken for one

I

who had

herself, " there are

morning," confided the Sub-Fresh
cannot account for."

this
I

to the Junior

"
;

and

a special prejudice against Sub-Fresh because she had once been

some mysteries

of

Providence which we must submit to without any

questioning, you know."

Do you know," said the L. I., pretending to be using
somehow reminds me of Shakespeare." "I don't exactly see
"

"Oh,

it

meat,

I

isn't

exactly a favor as to face or figure," said the L.

have the same feeling as

haven't been fooling
special,

Shakespeare,

the resemblance," replied the Senior,
I.;

"but when
a

I

have eaten a piece

doubt as

stiffly.

of

this

to whether, after all, I

Then, if I were you," said the waiter, who was a
course that she had compassed all knowledge, " I should leave off reading Shake-

away

and thought of

after reading

her knife very vigorously, " that this meat

all

my

energies on Bacon."

89

"

speare and go to work to find out whether
said the L.

I.,

all

"but what about the meat?"

those plays are the genuine article or not."

"Oh,

trust to luck,"

"Very good,"

was the non-committal but characteristic

advice of the Fresh.

"Speaking of Shakespeare," began the Literary Student, "I spent the whole of study hour last night
composing three stanzas of poetry." "How did you dare do such a thing?" asked the Soph, horrified.
"Inspiration knows no laws, not even that of the study bell," replied the Literary Student, loftily.
"I'm
sure the product must be worth hearing," suggested the Junior from the foot, out of politeness.
"Cannot
you favor us? "

The

Literary Student thought she detected a false ring in this invitation, and decided to wait for a
one.
She shook her head. " Oh, please," begged the Soph " I'll give you my pie if you'll

more pressing

;

only recite your poem."

But she added low,

in an apologetic tone to the Junior, "It's peach,

and

I

can't

eat it."

The Literary Student was flattered, but drew herself up haughtily " I refuse to barter my talents in
any such mercenary manner. Besides, everybody is through eating now but if you still wish to hear it,
you shall do so at dinner." " How kind of you," said everybody in chorus, and then the table adjourned
to meet again at six o'clock.
:

;

Dinner

A

hard day's work was over, and though the Soph, the Senior, and the Fresh all declared themselves
salmon balls disappeared from the dish with marvelous swiftness, and
the waiter kept the track to the kitchen almost as hot as the steaming muffins, the demand for which gave
impetus to her movement.

just too tired to eat a spoonful, the

So potent was the

spell of the hot batter-cakes

refresh the mental part of our

make-up with her

and butter, that the promise

of the Literary

Student

to

poetical effort of the previous night

was almost forgotten.
the L. I., prompted that

Suddenly, however, a gleam of the whites of the Senior's eyes in the direction of
young lady to repeat the Junior's request of the preceding meal. " Now," said the poet, " before I begin,
you must each give me your promise not to laugh at my production." "Gladly," answered the Special,
speaking for all. We all had felt a vague fear that the poem might be intended to be witty. The poet
cleared her throat and began
90

;

When

"

study hour

is

'

over,

And work not yet half done,
And quick to get some water,
You set out on a run
;

The

bell begins its clanging,

And

a teacher, with a shout,

Gives utterance to this sentiment,

With emphasis,
Lights out

'

The

Senior, doing

To make

it

!

up her hair

frizz aright,

Twists up her face as queerly,

And makes

'Why

herself a fright.

do they rap upon

my

door?'

She asks with helpless pout,
'

And

interrupt

With horrid

my

labors

cries,
1

Lights out

!'

But see this Senior at home,

Upon an

at

home

With some one

night,

sitting very near

Beneath the glowing light

She whispers

softly to herself,

With sweet unconscious
'

I

pout,

wish a teacher' d come around

And

rap and say,
'

The

Lights out

!'

"

Literary Student paused to take breath, while a glitter of triumph shone in her eyes as she looked
heroine of her poem, and remarked: "I have added another stanza, if you care to hear it?"
"Go
on," said the Senior, with unruffled dignity.
" With pleasure," responded the L. S.:
at the
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"

When

life's

short hour

is

ended,

And all our work is done,
May we look to the morrow
And to the rising sun
;

Then sweet will be the dreaming,
When, silence all about,
Death's Angel raps upon the door,

And

gently bids,
'

"Very

nice," said the sallow

her upward-aspiring

Lights out

!'

"

who was fond of sentiment.
reminds me of She Stoops to

Fresh,

nose in the air, "

it

'

" Yes," said the Sub-Fresh, with
Conquer.' "
She wished it under-

stood that she had been reading, but the Junior saw, or pretended she saw, danger ahead.

she cried, holding up her fork impressively, "don't you

let

that book, or you'll get a 3 on gymnastics, sure."
"There " said the Senior, " there is not another scrap
!

any
left

of these teachers

on the

"

Look

table, so let's go."

And we
S.

92

here,"

hear you've been reading

C.

did.
D.

Zbe pity of It
Xn One Hct

Hct I

—Scene

X

fj OOM

No. 100, Second Floor. Groups of Seniors on bed, floor, and in various other positions. All
eating from a box of peanuts in the middle of the floor, and each gazing at a photograph she
holds
in her hands (said photo one of herself, which has been taken expressly for
"The Tatler.")

—

Miss Bo-w-n " Oh, girls, mine's horrid— not a bit like me "
Miss W-t-i-e— " Mine's right good, but doesn't do me justice."
!

Miss

C-t— " I

Miss B-o-k

like

(in

mine

right well, but (on the verge of tears)

disgust)— " Look

at those 'gory locks,' will

it

you?

looks

so—so—so— stout."

They look

like a porcupine."

(Piti-

ful looks cast

toward few, short, straggling locks of said young lady.)
By and by silence falls, and each one gazes at the picture she holds in her hand, one in ecstacy of
delight, another in a rage of disappointed vanity; but all at once comes a wail
of despair from the owner
of the room.
She flings herself off the bed, scattering peanut hulls in every direction, waves the picture
frantically around, while she gazes in the mirror with streaming eyes.

—

B-w-n "Oh, Emma, Emma, do tell us what's the matter.
MissFa-m-r (in tragic tones)— " No no! Worse than that.
Mr. Howie has taken the wrong Jaw."
Miss

!

it:;

Are you sick?"
Just think of

it,

girls,

think of

it!

Slby a Senior Changed

plans

fier

^^HE
^^

last rays of the sun lingered lovingly on the campus of Winthrop College, and touched gently the
groups scattered under the trees. From some of them arose the sound of singing, to the accompani-

ment

of the guitar

before

and mandolin, while others were content

Commencement, and already the Seniors have

contented expression of their faces
tions are

still

;

to rest

finished their

and

work

talk.

It

is

only a few weeks

— that can easily be told from the

while the others have a worried and harassed appearance, for examina-

before them, and one can never

tell

came rapidly towards

what a Winthrop teacher

will

do

!

hammock.
hammock, rousing herself lazily, "will you never
remember that you are a Senior, and should not hurry in that undignified manner? Haste is always
inelegant, as you have often been told.
What will our esteemed Lady Principal say when she discovers
Pretty Kitty Meredith
"

My

a girl lying in a

dear Katherine," said the occupant of the

that all her sermons of the past year have been in vain
"

Do

stop, Grace, for I

tea out in town."

"

Dear Kitty
"

My

am happy enough

after she

had

"

to be a Fresh.

Listen to this note.

settled herself comfortably, she reads

It

is

an invitation to

:

:

brother

with him.

And

?

Tom

returned yesterday from the University, and brought his chum,

Can you come

to tea to-night to

meet them

Howard

Charlton,

?

" Hurriedly,

"Nene."
" P. S.

— Mr. Charlton

looked surprised when

mentioned your name, and says you and he are old
friends.
I am sure there is a mystery somewhere.
Do come early, for I am dying to know about it."
"And the President says I may go, because our work is over and we are free. Think of it, dear, I am
going to see some live men once more. Really I am afraid I don't know how to behave."
I
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"Why
at

me

about the mystery?" Grace asked coolly.
"I am very much interested."
at all.
Nene just imagined it. I knew Mr. Charlton last summer when we
Mt. Summit, and we were pretty good friends.
It was only a small summer resort, and we were

"Oh,
were

don't you

there

is

tell

no mystery

naturally thrown together a good deal."

Kitty sat for a few minutes longer, her gaiety having suddenly departed, and then went slowly to her
room.
When she was alone, a tell-tale blush came into her cheeks, and her eyes had a dreamy look. She
was thinking over last summer, and confessing something to herself that she had not owned before. She

had believed in Platonic friendships and woman's rights, but now she is wondering if she cares much for
after all.
But why had Mr. Charlton left so abruptly last summer? Then she drew herself up and
resolved to be very haughty indeed when they should meet.
But she forgot it all an hour later, when she stepped out on the dimly lighted piazza of Nene's pleasant
home, and found him waiting for her only there was a little restraint between them, which both felt could

them

************
;

not be put

away during

the remaining weeks.

It is the last night of Commencement.
The Graduates have received their diplomas, and are strolling
through the halls for the last time.
Kitty Meredith and Howard Charlton are sitting in an alcove.
They have been talking; but the
conversation has ceased now, and they are idly watching the passing throng.
She is wearing the white
roses that he sent her.
He notices this and thinks perhaps she does care a little. She is thinking how
rich he is, and how haughty and grand is his mother.

"Miss Meredith, will you go on the balcony with me?"
" With pleasure," and her foolish little heart beats fast as she
takes his proffered arm.
They remain on the balcony only a few minutes, and then go slowly down the walk till they reach a
stone seat by the fountain.
The music of the band within comes to them faintly through the sweet summer air, and the moonlight turns to gold the water lilies in the fountain. Both are silent. Kitty's shapely
little head is turned away, and he sees distinctly the white roses
lying in her soft brown hair.
There are
more in her belt, and in her hand she carries a few long stemmed ones. She is nervously tearing one
to
pieces now.
And to-night he must tell her a long good-bye
" So you are going to marry Prof. Darby, Miss Meredith," he tries
" well, I congratulate
to say coolly
!

;
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him." Then passionately, abruptly: "I know it is mean and contemptible to say anything when you are
engaged to him, but I love you so much that I am obliged to tell you, Kitty.
Here his voice breaks, but
he controls it and continues
"That was the reason I left Mt. Summit so suddenly last summer. Some one wrote me about it, and
I couldn't face you again.
I came away to forget you.
How well I have succeeded, I have just told you."
1

'

:

He

ends with a bitter laugh.

There is silence for a minute or two, and then she looks up and says in a strained voice
" No, that report was a mistake
I am not going to marry Prof. Darby.
Do you want me to tell you
why ? Because (very low and slowly) I love you "
And when she told Grace that night, Grace exclaimed, " Mercy, Kitty, what has become of all your
high aims and aspirations? I thought you were going to be a new woman and do wonderful things."
And Kitty replied, with a blush, " Howard made me change my views."
:

;

!

A. M. M.
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Basket Ball
CORA McRAE,

President

VIRGINIA NORRIS, Vice-President
LOLA CASEY, Secretary and Treasurer

Ceam

first

MAGGIE KIRKLEY,

Captain

LIZZIE SCARBOROUGH, Goal

EDITH LYLES,
LILIAN

LIELA McCALLA, Center
NETTIE BRICE, Left Forward
ELOISE SCAIFE, Left Center
EMMIE TINDAL, Left Back

Guard

MAY BROCK,

SELMA SHIRLEY,

Right Forward

Right Centre

MAGGIE KIRKLEY,

Right Back

Substitutes

EMMA FARMER

VIRGINIA NORRIS

LOLA CASEY

Second

Ceam

SARA CROSLAND,
ANNIE McIVER,
CORA McRAE, Guard
ALMA COLEMAN, Left

ALMA JOHNS,

Captain

MARY NANCE,

Goal

Centre

IDA VERDIER, Right Forward

ANNIE IVES, Right Center
SARA CROSLAND, Right Back

Forward

Left Center

FANNY JOHNSTON,

Left Back

Substitutes

MARY ALICE MICHAU

NELLIE CUNNINGHAM
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Maggie Kirkley,

President

Bessie Salley, Secretary

Members
Bessie Carlisle

Virginia Norris

Leila McCalla

Kate Carter
Clara Langley
Emma Farmer

Bertha Kirkley

Nan Hill
Mary Swaffield

Lillier

Ellie

Stevens

Zemp

Alma Johns
Mary Bowen
Nellie Salley

Margaret Burnet
Eleanor Godfrey

Alice

Mackey

Lena Danner

Annie Marshall

Leora Douthit

Mary Nance

Bessie

Simmons

Boykin
Daisy Love
Annie Whitmire
Carolyne McClellan
Lona Tillman
Nellie

Tweedie Gardner
Sophie Myers
Janie Grace
Bell

Montgomery

Pauline White

Mary

Scaife

Janet

MeLure
Mabel Montgomery

Jane Thomas

Grace Carson
Mary Reaves
Minnie Lynch
Kate Edwards

Lila Neal

Rachel Ruff
Mattie Leach
Alma Kelley

Eva Neal
Ida Corbett

Addie McArthur

Emmie

Sarah Crosland

Lucy Reed

Tindal

Eloise Scaife
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Lizzie

Goodwin

Cbe Rapid <HbeeUrs
1
Chaperon

MISS CONDON
flower

Colors: White and Gold

:

Marguerite

Vice-President

President

MAY WILLIAMS

LIZZIE

SCARBOROUGH

Secretary

Treasurer

MAZIE THOMSON

CARRIE TIMMONS
Members

Section

H

Section

8

Lula Gignilliat

Virginia Norris
Lillian Norris

Mea

Villepigue

Eva Verdier

Josie

MacSwain

Lalla Black

Rosa Melton

Mai R. Smith

Julia

Bessie Salley

Addie Scheper

Ida Verdier

Lona Tillman
Lena Danner
Ellie

Zemp

Ella B. Sullivan
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Clemson versus Hlintbrop
1
H
Hct
(

Cragedy

X— Scene X

Say, Sis, just

Clemson College. President Hartzog^s office. President seated writing.
Enter Cadet F.)

at

—

I come to ask permission
Winthrop College.

Cadet F.
sister

to visit

else of

my

Cadet

1.

— Say,

out with the rest

ing out all improvements,

lovely buttons

book, and for

Oh
!

my

S. C.

XXX— Scene X

F.,

what's up?

Why

aren't

you

?

Cadet F. {gloomily)— I went to Winthrop to see
and the girls cut every button off my cap
and dress uniform, and the president has given me
25 demerits and put

Oh

!

girls.)

A

Cadet

Cadet F. {bidding his

sister

into his overcoat at the rate

Cadet F. dumb.)

good-bye

2.

It's

—

Cadet F. {resuming his gloomy inarch)

and getting

of a mile a minute)

for five hours.

Say, F., you ought to be be willing to
do that much for your sisters in blue. Good-bye.
We're going to have a fine game of ball. Sorry
you can't come too. (Exit.)

!

{Snip! Snip! Snip!

me on duty

beastly.

Clemson boy. What
I must have one for my memoir
silver links and studs
!

Clemson College,

my sister,

etc.)

(Enter two Winthrop
!

they want anything

XX— Scene X

Winthrop College. Afternoon of next day. Cadet
F?s sister taking him over the College, and point-

Girls.— Ah

is

if

(Enter two more cadets.)

for

(Exit Cadet F.)

(

address

Hct

sir.

Hct

those girls

{Clemson College. Next afternoon, j p. m.
Cadet
F. marching up and dozen; gun on shoulder.
Left, Right ! Left, Right ! Left, Right
!)

H.

Pres.

tell

my

(Exit.)

— Your own sister?
Cadet F. — Yes,
H. — You may go
a day.
Pres.

mine,

—

be

HANGED

— Sisters

!

L.
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M.

B.

Komic Kodak Klub
Mabel Montgomery

Lena Danner

Mary Sadler

Caroline McClellan
Carrie

Adams
MacSwain

Josie

Jeanie Sprunt

Fannie Wilson
Clara Langley

*

*
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friday JVigbt feast Club
JVIotto:

Never Too Late

place of JVIecting:

to

Eat

Color: Apple Red, Pickle Green

Cime: Between

13-111

YELL

:

10 and 12 P.

M.

Rah, rah, rah,
Ree, ree, reet

;

Oh, for something good to eat
Master of Ceremonies
Sentinel

:

:

Edyth Dargan

Business Manager

Belle Capers
Collector of

Jester

Funds

:

:

Addie Scheper

JVkmbers

Emily Harris

Mary Grace

Janie Grace

Sallie

Eleanor Nicholson
Ninon Fowler

Bessie

Lena Danner

Nellie

Mae Nicholson
Coppock

Ethel Hartzog
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:

Besse Simmons

Cunningham

Annie Ives

F.

M. Williams, President
Color: Garnet

JYkmbers
P.

E. B. Sullivan

Bar net

M. M. Tillman
L. B.

A. E. Ives
A. B. Marshall

McCalla

M. K. O'Bryan

E. Neal

HIT

Li

vv
Object :

ClV;
To

Motto " Dux Femina Facta "

Pass Examinations

€ime of Meeting

:

r

:

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

place of Meeting: No. J00 Senior Alley

Dictionary Wielders

MARY BOWEN
Translator

:

NELLY SALLEY

EMMA FARMER

Listener

Occasional Visitor
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:

PEARL BARNET

:

LOLA CASEY

B

¥¥¥11

Devise : Bien Parler Rien
Desseitl

:

Parler la

Langue Francaise

J^embre Ronorable

MLLE. ANNA LEWIS COLE

11111

A&^^I
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!fc^i_

al-^

JVkmbers

MARGARET MELONA TILLMAN
MAI RUTEEDGE SMITH
MARION FRANCES WILLIAMS
ADELINE VICTORIA McARTHUR

Ookinete Club
President,

MAUD TILLMAN

Members

MAY BELLE DANTZLER

MAZIE BRELAND
SADIE CHATHAM

SALLIE DANTZLER

ROSA LEE DANTZLER
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Legend of Slintbrop College
I

^HE

session of '99 was about to begin.
The train had deposited the girls, new and old, at the western
entrance to the campus of Winthrop College.
The afternoon had been perfect the sun was ready to
sink into the west.

^

;

Only a few short steps, and the girls had passed through the gateway. Suddenly
they were seized
with an uncanny feeling of awe.
Before them stood a grand old pine.
It was perfect in its outline—
tree which, under ordinary circumstances, would have been welcomed
as a paragon of Christmas trees. But
why should a tree inspire them with such a strange feeling? Upon its trunk, in full view of
all passersby, was fastened a huge sign board bearing the inscription, " Do
not trespass."
" How strange !" said Lee Cope, in alow tone to her companion.
"How strange that such a sign
should be placed within the college campus."
''And look," returned Ray Somers, " how strange and weird an appearance that
winding

walk lends

the view

One would imagine

!

the place was haunted by terrible creatures that

make

to

their appearance

only at night."

"And
haunted,
It

that long narrow ditch with the bridge across it," said Rene Latour.
" Ugh, the place
must be
go on to the building." Then joining the throng they at last reached the dormitory.

let's

was Friday evening, supper was over, and a number of girls were gathered together in
room 52,
Suddenly, while the conversation was at its height, the electric lights went out, leaving
the

third floor.

entire building in darkness.
"

Oh

" I

!

what

wonder

a good time for ghost stories

if

of queer legends

!

"

exclaimed Lee.

there are any ghosts at Winthrop," rejoined

about the buildings and grounds."
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Ray

;

"it looks as

if

there might be a

number

—

"

You

are right," broke in Caro

very interesting, and

if

Lyman, one

you would like

to

of the old girls

hear them

it

"
;

would be

have yon never heard them ? They are
a pleasure to acquaint you with one or

two."
"

Do, please

!

" said

"We

Ray.

are breathless, begin !" exclaimed Lee.

you the most famous, and then, if we have time, you shall hear the others afterwards but first let us get down on the floor all in a clump, so that we may best enter into each other's
thoughts and feelings. Now, are you all ready?"
" Well,

I

shall tell

;

"About

four centuries ago,

when Winthrop

College was

first

founded

— long before the introduction

of

iron fencing with barbed wire top, hedges, dust-pans, bowling-alley, sky-lights, fire-escapes, and many other
this region was the home of various animals, which have gradually left
useful inventions and luxuries

—

their time-honored domicile for the far west.
civilized.

Among

Oakland

at the

same time was being gradually

these animals, however, was one monster, so

—

much

built

up and

attached to these grounds that

it

huge snake

would not forsake them. One thing strange about this monster
was that it had a perfect hatred for all men who would cross the present bounds of the campus. On
account of this peculiar hatred, the Board of Trustees decided that a more economical and watchful guard
than this reptile could not be found, and it was ordered that under no circumstances should the snake be
killed
and in order that it might be kept constantly on guard, it was further declared that no one, on pain
of expulsion from these regions, should give it a morsel of food.
"As a result, the snake, always hungry, was constantly searching for unwary victims. Night after
night, day after day, around and around, never weary, and always in the same curves, the monster continued

which was

in the

form

of a

;

winding way until it wore the very walks now so carelessly trod.
"As time wore on the snake grew weaker and weaker, until it was thought best by the Emergency
Committee to put up in various parts of the campus signboards bearing the inscription, Do not trespass,'
as a warning to all intruders upon this sacred ground.
" But the monsters of those days were not so simple as those of the present, and when the snake was
going on its usual rounds just after the signs were put up it knew that its vigilance was being questioned,
and that every one thought its time of usefulness was past. Deeply grieved at these expressions of doubt,
Unwilling that its bones should rest anywhere but in the ground it so
it gradually pined away and died.
dearly loved, and so faithfully guarded, the Executive Committee decided that an immense ditch should be
his

'

—

—
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;

dug, extending almost across the campus, and in this grave the snake was laid
to rest. Night came and the
grave was not yet filled up entirely.
Early in the morning the diggers repaired to their work, but what
was their astonishment to find a stream of water issuing from the head of the grave.
" So great is the superstition of all workmen that it has
ever been impossible to have the work completed, and to this day the waters of the spring murmur this legend
to all who sit by its banks and listen."
The voice of the speaker had died away a deep silence was upon the hearts of the
little group
each mind was living yet in the days of olden centuries; each was unconscious
of the presence "of the
others; it was left for the slowly returning electric lights to bring
back their absent thoughts and warn
them it was time for the " Light Bell " to sound the hour of ten.
;
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"SH"

^/^OME into the Garden maud, for the
^^ of the frogg. The frogg that am

black bat night

who

is

flown," but the frogg arnt.

I

wish to

tell

you

come from behine

the
thinking about are an frogg that usen to
His pictures are on the backs of Geographys
supported my pappa's hous.
I

brick pillars of hercules

on a frog

with the world on his shoulders.
The frogg is a short body without a tale. He has a tale when he is not a frogg etc. when he is a tadThe tale dissolves in the water which the frog lives in and therefore he has got know tale when a
poal.
frogg for his tale

The

is

a dissolushun of frogg tale.

frogg rezembles the duck because the tos on the too behind feet are curved with spider webs

which spiders did not spun.
The tung of the frogg is a long tung. And must way 2240 ft, for he licks it out about a kilometer
when you chunk him a piece of bread. The frogg is not got any thum, and his fore fingers are all the
same distants in length.
When the frogg jumps he jumps lack a rabitt but more lack a frogg. You are able of distingishin a
frogg from a rabitt on his peculiar air of scraping over the ground benethe his feet and he likes to jump
when the wether is wet and old Saul is sunk dehind the fleasy clowds in the orion.
The frogg is an inhabitant of the family of Batrackorus, also the Bat and rackoon. The frogg has none

—

hair on his head but his eyes.

You can

lurn more of the frogg in Zuology.
N. P. E.
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Industrial Side
(Hinthrop formal and Industrial College

I"

ISTEN

**

kindly while

To the

best of

my

I

tell—

History and Civics
Make us love the race

ability

Of the things we learn at Winthrop,
And judge of their utility.
Political

Which

Economy,
teaches

how

to save;

Practical Astronomy,

Which

brings the stars

we

From

crave.

Plenty of Geometry,

We

With useful knowledge packed;

A

little

the elephant to the mole.

learn to speak all languages

Just as our

Trigonometry,

And

Which maketh us exact;
Enough of Mineralogy,
To study it by yourself
And after some Geology,

We

;

While Greek and Hieroglyphics
We meet always in " Mace."
In Gymnastics and Psychology
We learn of body and soul;
Of animals in Zoology

after

mother tongue;

Pedagogics

We can well instruct the young.
But Winthrop gives her daughters
Not only a knowledge of books,
For she wants them to be " charming,"
If they don't all boast of looks.

lay Science on the shelf.
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first

we

^-'

And

this

learn to paint

we do

and draw

so well

You'd think we were young
If

we only

didn't

artists,

tell.

Landscapes, people, houses,
"We can always draw at sight,
And they look exactly like them,
If

perspective were just right.
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W HEN they teach

'7

^

We

"Good

learn

Poise

it

us Elocution—

in this

and Pa fa

way
la

:

kd breathe,"

Our reading teachers say.
Then we stiffen back, turn out our

And read anything at sight,
And the reading does us credit,
'-3L-.

GOOD POISE

DEEP BREATHING

If

breathing were just right.

toes,

;

NEXT they train our voices,
must take;
So sight singing we

And men and animals are charmed,
Such melody we make.
You ask us how we do it ?
Oh, we're taught to sing at sight
the songs would just be perfect,
If the pitch were always right.

And
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C EWING and Cooking bring up the

^

And

to

rear

Cooking with joy we look;

For though we dearly love to patch,

We

can eat everything we cook.

you see, dear friends, we Winthrop Girls
Are all accomplished so,
We're bound to charm the college boys,
Wherever we may go.
l. m. b.
vSo
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HE

sun, dull and red,

is

It fell

apon

tt

Day

a

already a considerable distance on his

downward

course, and a cold

wind whis-

on Law Range. In most of
tles through the bare trees and around the corners of the tall buildings
in the office of one of
the offices there are still signs of busy life and contact with the outside world, but
There is not a
Listen
the most prominent and progressive firms on the range it is unusually quiet.
!

sound, save a heavy

muffled tread in the farthest room.

warm, cozy, and flooded with the afternoon sunlight, Louise Raymond is
She is slightly below the average height, slender, with a very
comfortably seated at a broad, low window.
her face and as she bends over
fair complexion, deep blue eyes, and brown hair that curls softly around
She is singing softly to herself, and slowly, delibthe note book resting on her knee, she looks a mere child.
in shorthand characters and
erately, as if simply to while away the time, she catches the words of her song
spreads them along the wide pink lines of her note book.
In her

own

private "den,"

;

A

She starts, and as she
She looks up at it with a

coal falls from the grate.

hanging on the opposite wall.
value than the frame around

What hours

of patient

it,

yet worth

plodding— practice,

how

And somehow, from

back!

smile.

bit of paper,

Merely a

much more

to her.

erf

How much

less intrinsic
it

represents!

study, work, worry, and over again the -'everlasting practice!"

well," she often tells herself, "the prize

"Ah,

infinitely

raises her head, catches sight of her certificate

was well worth the race."

that bit of paper, she drifts

off, off,

away

What

memories,

too, it

brings

Familiar

to those "clear old days."^

Well indeed she remembers how on the night of the
charmed with the fearful
factory fire they had shivered on the third floor veranda, in the wee sma hours,
window of some other
the
through
foremost
sight and the time she and her room-mate had gone head
and how,
study-bell
after
veranda
girl's room, just in time to save themselves from being caught on the

faces, familiar scenes,

come

flocking around her.

1

;

;
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during another study hour, while going through a
dimly lighted corridor, her head full of some
great
scheme, she had rushed gaily up to a teacher under
the mistaken impression that she was one of
her chums
Then come glimpses of many midnight feasts, and echoes
of the "door slamming" on that
memorable
April Fools night.
She smiles to herself at the thought of the fire-escape-the
one time she was caught
thereon, the many times she wasn't
at the thought of the flying visits to her
"angel's " room at 10-15 P M
and of numerous other innocent pranks whose greatest
charm lay in the fact that "stolen sweets are always
sweeter.
Bright phantoms, too, she sees of the parties, the
mock marriage, the Thalia germafts, with all
their happy mimicry of style and elegance.
Then the picnic, that never-to-be-forgotten da V at Davidson
and then Commencement Week, with all its triumphs
and pleasures, a bright, sweet medley not untouched
by a note of sadness and then
;

•

;

^ T ^f
a

° f SUnShine that haS bee travellin slowl
>' U
"
S
P the opposite wall reaches the certificate
reflection flashing into her eyes.
With a start she comes back from her happy
reverie to a consciousness of her surroundings
and-that muffled tread. She tosses the note book, an old
one of her own, on the table, and with a wistful sigh
goes over and begins to poke the coals.
l

a the
and
glass sends a bright

Her

coat suit of serge gives a possible clue as to where
she learned her art, where those "dear old days"
for although it shows unmistakable signs
of its contact with the little world in which

were spent

;

for nine long

it

months,

a broken one, and

its

it is still

a comparatively fresh

blue,

and

original quantity of black soutache braid.

As

beam glancing on the badge clasped
a doubt.

It

is

navy

a tiny piece of gold,

in the front of her white

the design, "a laurel

lawn shirtwaist, proves her identity beyond
wreath crossed by a bar bearing the name

Wtnthropy
"I wish Mr. Hamilton would come on with that paper,"
murmurs Louise, "
this way, so often."
She leans against the window and begins a devil's tattoo on

it is

very tiresome waiting

the pane,

muffled tread.

Meanwhile,

moved

boasts three whole pearl buttons
she turns towards the window a sun-

still

in the next room, the junior

when—but

member of the firm, his head bowed, his hands thrust
going a monotonous journey from the fire place to the
window, across by the desk
to the fire place, and around again.
His brows are drawn together in a heavy frown there are
stern
about his mouth, and a troubled light in his brown eyes
that usually twinkle with mischief
This is a strange and very unusual proceeding, for the
junior member is young, light-hearted and
_

into his pockets,

is

;
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that

deep
back
lines

ever

ready to laugh with the world

;

and though fond

of his

profession,

is

inclined to lay

more

stress

on his

the law,
brilliant efforts at the bar, and his easy, unstudied eloquence, than on the weightier matters of
which he leaves to his partner, who, fortunately for him, is his elder brother. But here is evidently some

weighty matter that he cannot leave to his partner, a matter in which all efforts have failed, and if his eloquence—if indeed he has had a chance to use it— lias fallen unheeded. And all this trouble is caused by
his stenographer.

When

nearly ten months ago, Louise

Raymond,

fresh

from college, had accepted a position in the

office

have something
of Hamilton Bros., some folks had smiled approvingly, hoping that before long they would
he didn't watch
if
saying
that
And Frank's friends had tried to tease him,
very interesting to talk about.
But they were all disappointed; for Louise
out, his stenographer would soon twist him around her finger.

had so persistently kept herself wrapped in a heavy cloak of what she was pleased to call " office dignity,"
that after a while, when Frank's friends began to realize that in spite of his strong glasses he could not see
very far

— no further,

in fact, than his stenographer

— they pitied

him

for his hopeless case.

necessary for him to take her home,
time he has kept her to do night work, so as to
hoping that Fate would be kind. But efforts were vain, and the opportunity for eloquence never came.
And now he has come to the conclusion that affairs can stay as they are no longer, be the change for
With the determination of despair he makes a stride to the door opening into her
better or for worse.

Time

make

after

it

room. Louise is still at the window, when, after that quick familiar tap, he pushes the door open and enters.
"That important paper?" she asks, turning toward him "is it ready?"
As a matter of fact the paper was never farther from his mind than at this moment, yet he tells his lie
" No, m'm. Er
the truth is, I want to think about it a little more. My fire has gone out entirely,
bravely
;

—

:

— er — may

while?"
you may," she answers, in a quiet, business-like voice, as she draws a chair near the fire for
"Can I help you? Do you want to dictate it?"
him.
" yes, you can help me.
" Yes," he answers, thoughtfully
But no," as she goes to the desk for a note

and

I

stay here by yours for a

" Certainly

;

book, " not that way.

want your advice I want to talk
advice is of any use, Mr. Hamilton,
I

;

to you."

What is it? "
of course I'll help you.
you think
" It is this, Miss Louise.
I love a girl, love her better than any one else in all the world
pauses, and looks to her as though expecting some answer.
" If

my
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"

He

"

Why,

"

But suppose she

"Then

tell

her

so,

then," she says indifferently.

is always so far away from me that
write to her," with the same indifference.

I

never have a chance to

her?"

tell

U

No no jt is not that! I see her every day, talk to her every day. It is her manner. She is so cold
and dignified, and keeps herself aloof, at such a distance, that
I know not how to cross "
There is a pathetic ring in his voice, but Louise does not hear it.
She is too absorbed in her own
thoughts.
Why should he tell her all this about another girl, whom perhaps she does not even know?
Why should he tell her at all ? Surely he does not know how unkind it is. And yet, why should she have
expected anything different? She gazes at him in utter silence—
she does not know what to sav, she cannot think of a word.
!

'

.

!

" Louise !" he exclaims, stopping in the

don't you answer

me?"

Then going on

middle

room, "why do you sit there so quietly
Why
adds wistfully, " I wish you were my friend, per-

of the

to the fire-place,

!

haps you would understand me "
"Aren't we friends? " she asks quietly, soon regaining her
self-possession.
"I thought we were friends
long before I ever thought of coming here
And aren't we friends now in society? I talk to you at the
parties, and dance with you— sometimes."
!

!

He

leans against the mantle-piece and looks down at her with an
odd smile. " Sometimes, but how?
used to be friends," he continues thoughtfully " we used to
be, but now, even there we seem to be
mere acquaintances. And what is 'society' after all? It isn't there that a
man most needs a friend, nor
there that he can expect to find one.
It is here, in his every day life, in his contact with the work-a-day
world, that he needs a friend
a real friend."

Yes,

we

;

—

With

a feeling of relief she

throws aside that garment which, for one of her disposition, has been rather
hard to wear, and obeying a sudden impulse, she holds out her hand
in an easy, friendly fashion. " Mr. Hamilton," she whispers, with an earnestness that shows
she means it, "if you really wish it, I will be your
friend here as well as outside."
" Will you ? " he asks eagerly " ah, if I only thought
you would! Then why is it that day after day,
week after week, you have sat here a mere animated dummy to operate
that typewriter?
An automatic
machine to grind out so much work ? You will be my friend ? But no," turning
and beginning again to
pace the room, " after all, I am selfish.
It is more than that that I want "
;

!
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have been a working machine, or what you call an 'animated dummy,' I'm sure I've only
been what I thouo-ht I ought to be. What more could a lawyer want or expect of his stenographer than
that she should be a faithful worker and friend?"

"Why,

if I

you always look at it in that light? Can't you forget the lawyer and his stenographer for just a little while? Can't you forget everything but that it is ]x\styou and /, and that I love
you " His voice is low and earnest, but so quiet, so steady, that to all appearances he might be telling her
" It is you whom I love, Louise, you and nobody else.
I wonder why you have been
of some case at law.
Is it
that
I couldn't tell you
from
you
far
away
blind to it for so long? and why you have kept me so

"Oh, Louise,

will

!

!

because you love some one else
"

No

!

" she says,

?

"
" I don't love

shaking her head,

quietly, but gazing intently at a little dot

the other's blindness, has tried to hide

"Louise, do you really
haste to reach the
just for

want

window

of a little

—

anybody

else.

on the opposite wall,

But

it

isn't

"it's both of us,

only

/,

Frank," speaking

and each one, ignorant

of

mean that?" he interrupts eagerly, almost knocking the arm-chair over, in his
" Have I been blind, too? and is it my own fault that I have lost so much

seat.

courage?"

—

somehow and it seems the most natural
his closes over hers with a quick, firm
and
thing in the world their hands meet beneath its downy shelter,
Louise doesn't seem to mind it all, though she blushes slightly as her eyes meet his.
clasp.
There

is

;

—

"Louise, do you really love
"

Of course

I do,

"

Why

What

?

"

or

I

me?"

he asks a

wouldn't have

a question

!

bit doubtfully.

said so."

Where

is all

the brilliant, unstudied eloquence

?

"

Why ? "

does not strike her as being odd, and she turns to him with a low, bright laugh.
being a woman's reason, given as it is by a woman, is conclusive.

But

Which

between them

a small blue-and-white sofa cushion

it

" Because."

dangerously near hers, he gives her hand a wee, tight squeeze, and then, because he is so
depths of
perfectly, so inexpressibly content, he laughs, too, a low, whole-souled laugh that comes from the

His face

is

happy heart.
The moments, filled with little "?'s" and " !'s," with those " various and sundry" nothings that are so
slip by unnumsilly and meaningless to ordinary mortals, yet express so much to those who understand,

his
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bered, unnoticed,

and takes

off

till

at last

Louise suddenly remembers, and leaving him abruptly, goes

to the typewriter

the cover.

"Mr. Hamilton," she

once more drawing the old cloak of "office dignity" around her,
"where
to copy this afternoon ? I wish you would get it
now. But before you
go, will you please turn on the light?"
is

says,

that 'important paper' that

I

was

Perhaps so," he answers carelessly, without budging a step from the rug,
"perhaps so; some other

"

time."
"

But

I

wish

it

turned on

now"

she says positively.

" It

is

already getting dusk, and

I

cannot possiblv

see without a light."
«

Well— er— I

really can't," seriously

know

are— er— trying,

that electric lights
to-morrow "

;

adding wisely,

"

why,

yes, particularly trying,

child, don't

to—er— blue

you

know— er— don't

you

You can copv

that

eyes?

!

No,

have never heard any such nonsense about electric lights and blue eyes
more than any other.
And besides, 'Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof;' to-morrow I shall have just as
much writing as
I care to do.
Go and get it now, this minute " and with an imperious wave of her hand she orders
him
into the next room.
"

I

!

At the door he pauses and turns to face her. " Well really, my dear," he says with
a quizzical smile,
" I don't just see how I can get it, because— er— you see there
isn't any paper to copy— in fact, there never
was any at all "
" Why, Frank
And the very idea," she goes on, following him to the door " just
!

!

;

an hour ago you told
"

me

Well— er— really,

your

Louise,

the time you go and the time

She
"

is

You

fire

much amused,

I

I

had gone out
just

close

entirely,

and here

it

thought— er— well, you know

up the

office,

so

I

thought

may

is

to

think that half

burning much better than mine

!"

awfully lonely up here between
be you wouldn't mind staying with me."
it is

she has already seen clearly through the fabric of his frail but
effective ruse.
don't mind, do you, dear?" he goes on after a moment
"you don't mind my tellino& Jfast one
for

;

little

story?"

She

lays her fingers lightly over his lips.

ring as she adds,

then

I

don't

"That

want you

" Yes,

of course, the fact that
ever to tell me another "
is,

I do, Frank."
Then her voice has a mischievous
you are a lawyer must be taken into consideration, but

!
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—

Frank can but laugh good-humoredly at this small thrust.
" Now go on," she says, patting him on the shoulder with that new and delightful sense of possession,
and pushing him into his own office, " it's time to go home. There's your desk wide open. And how about
the safe, is the combination off?
And do, dear, see that all the windows are fastened, and put the blowers
on the grates, for just suppose the coal should fall out and set the whole office afire "
She leans against the door, and catching the knob sways herself back and forth as she watches him
going from one duty to another. " It's really nice," she thinks, " to find a man, now and then, who will mind
what one tells him, most men are so stubborn." Then she goes on aloud, "And after you've finished there,
I wish you would put away my books and lock my desk, now wont you, like a lovely boy? and cover the
!

typewri "

But "the worm will turn, being trodden upon." At the fire-place Frank stops, and standing erect,
shows signs of rebellion.
"Louise," says he, frowning and trying to look very stern, "didn't Miss Hughes give you to understand that /was to dictate to you ? "
"Yes," meekly, "for a while, but then of course she didn't expect us to go into partnership."
"Partnership," he repeats slowly, thoughtfully, "partnership, is it? Oh, I see.
I say, Louise," he
adds suddenly, with the old mischievous smile on his lips and the twinkle in his eyes, " Til do all these
things on one consideration only.
" Frank," she answers naively,

then,

if

you'll just hold

my

That you

kiss vie afterwards

" I'm sure

cloak, you

you will always

"
!

find

it

to

your advantage

to

obey

me

!

And

may go home with me."
A.

V
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M.

OUR ARTISTS

JYIinutes of faculty JVIeeting

1898, the Faculty met in the parlors of the main building. The
the roll was called and responded to by quotations
called to order by the President
from Johnson's College Management, and the minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.
The meeting was then opened for business. The following communication was read

Saturday
ONmeeting
was

evening, September

,

;

:

"

To the President of W. N.
" We, the Senior Class

&

I.

College

:

being of unsound body and insane mind, and earnestly and honestly
believing that on account of our advancement in learning and dignity there should be some external token
by which the young men of Rock Hill may distinguish us from our inferiors, do request that we be allowed
to

of '99,

wear as a head-dress black caps with

tassels

on them.

M. Bow,
M. Burn,

(Signed)

N. Peg. E.,
Committee on Caps."

The

question was open for discussion.

Mr. Breeze

:

" I

am

opposed

to

such extravagant foolishness.

The

A. B. students will have to wear

drawn tangent to the middle point of
the cap so that a line drawn
the forehead at an angle of 23J degrees while the L. I. students must so tip the cap that this angle will
subtend an arc on the circumference of the head of 8-J degrees, thus making it compulsory for the young
ladies to view themselves in a reflecting plane before going out, thereby frequently reminding them of the
parallel to the tassel will cut the line
;

fact that the care-worn wrinkles of their face are

incommensurable."

"Is that so?"
131

" Yes.
It is not necessary to have that proved."
Miss Lucy Dee: "It certainly seems to me that the cap

is strictly

against the uniform rules and regu-

lations."
It

was moved and seconded that the request be

President had to cast the deciding vote.

The

following note was then read
"

My

He

refused.
The vote stood 15 to 15; therefore the
voted that the Seniors be allowed to wear caps.

:

Dear President Dee Bee :
" Please let

me

stop science.
"

Remarks were

Your

Lu-A

friend,

B.

Co-T."

in order.

Miss Marion W.: "The study of the natural sciences is much more important than eating, and this
young lady should not be excused."
Miss M. E. S.: " Report says that attendance upon recitation to the teacher of science has a very quieting and subduing effect upon the students, and believing that the penetrating voice of this young lady may
thereby be changed to a plaintive, tremulous tone,

I

am

in favor of her continuing this study."

This request was refused by a unanimous vote.
There was much discussion of this question, but the meeting had
ised Miss J. A. P. that she would have a hearing at the next meeting,
tance to be transacted.

to adjourn.
if

The

President prom-

there was no business of imporN- P> E>

ft?
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]Von Desiderata

Desiderata

I
A

Biscuits twice a week.

More than one Christmas dinner

A

little tea in

An

Visits from teachers during study hours, especially

campus.
stay in the infirmary on zoology day.

letters a

week.

for dissection.

to get out of the

Sardines on Sunday.

A

voice trumpet to aid in sight singing exercises.

Rocking chairs

all

express on packages sent.

To

with

floss to

be found not

meditating on Sunday

after-

noon.

the year.

A

the seniors, to exchange this year's uniforms

for silk scraps

request from the President to pay a call at the

office.

in the laboratory.

home sometime during

free trip

By

behind the curtain.

State to send a score of convicts to hunt lobsters

Friends to pay

A

there's a girl

Over twenty-five

to call.

A

if

Disturbance of private telephones by teachers.

Flowers and confectioneries sent up from the city.
To see all " brothers " and " cousins " that happen

To

"on duty."

Inspection of rooms.

a year.

the hot water for supper.

automatic beef chopper.

A way

teacher

chaperon, especially on shopping day.

More than $1.50 pocket money

match.

a

month.
M.
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CHintbrop formal and Industrial College patent JVledkines
77TE have now on
^^* the following

hand

a large

supply of valuable Medicines,

among which we

especially

recommend

:

Woodrow's Scientificus Geologus, which is a most excellent remedy for all manner of lively, cheerful
Thomson's Psychologic Pedagogic, which is an infallible cure for conceit and like disease Johnson's Multa Disciplinaria, especially adapted to cure rickets and all one-sided, deviating-from-duty tendenspirits

;

;

system

cies of the

flammatory

Below

;

Russell-Wickliffe's Juvenilia Trainarium, a wonderful ointment warranted to cure in-

rusticity, contracted in

find testimonials,

which

Try them.

country schools.

will prove the efficacy of our Medicines

:

Winthrop Normal and Industrial College Medicine Co.

Dear

have taken Woodrow's Scientificus Geologus, and have found it as represented. My symptoms were alarminowell supplied with sense-matter. My puzzled physicians pronounced it incurable. But last Tuesday morning,
after taking one dose of this wonderful remedy, I was completely cured.
All signs of gayety and cheerfulness disappeared, and my
the brain

Sirs

:

I

felt full, as if

mind now presents a refreshing blank.
You may use this for publication.
Yours very

gratefully,

Eva M. Moore.
Winthrop Normal and Industrial College Medicine Co.

Gentlemen Allow me

my

—

commendation of your most marvellous remedy Thomson's Psychologic
was instantly cured of a most distressing case of what my physicians called Cerebro-Spinal
Conceit. This disease caused me much trouble, and what was most distressing, it seemed to be contagious affecting my friends as
well as myself. I fully recommend your remedy to my fellow-sufferers.
:

Pedagogic.

to

lift

Only by smelling the cork,

feeble voice in

I

—

Truly,
J.
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Alma Coleman.

Winthrop Normal and Industrial College Medicine Co.
Dear Sirs Up to about nine months ago, I was a scoffer at all patent medicines, but at that time I was suddenly stricken with
Finally Johnson's
I tried every remedy, consulted the best physicians, all to no purpose.
a terrible attack of Scholastic Rickets.
still inclined to ricket at
was
I
did
no
good.
of
it
dose
One
notice.
to
my
brought
Disciplinaria—
was
wonderful panacea— Multa
my electric light so that it would come on after ten P. M., and certainly by three in the morning but having continued your wonderful remedy for several months, I am greatly benefited, and can now manage to keep my light on without being seen.
Yours faithfully,
:

;

Josie

MacSwain.

Winthrop Normal and Industrial College Medicine Co.
Respected Gentlemen I write with growing gratitude to express my unbounded appreciation of your wondrous cure— RusI was violently attacked with Egotistic Pedagogism, so that I actually believed I could teach.
sell-Wickliffe's Juvenilia Trainariurn.
Simply by rubbing the bottle over the affected parts, I was entirely restored, and now take pleasure in recommending your wonderful remedy to suffering humanity.
Yours till death,
Alma Mai Johns.
:

OUI VIVE.

SyD
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;

Robert
and the
from Manilla
IS OrDewey
the
it

JVfcul

Bay,

great victor Schley,

Whom,

We

passing through our corridors,
watch with eager eye ?

He's here

Back

And

!

He's here

!

Can Blue have come

to his native State

?

thus with loud acclaim

The coming

of the great

we

Dewey, Schley, nor
With such delight we hail
Who can the coming hero be ?
'Tis neither

'Tis

ROBERT

hail

?

Blue,

with the mail.
s.

r.

s.

The Lead

CHE

truth of the

first

part of

my

story

I

pencil's Story

cannot vouch

for,

but

I

will tell

it

to

you

as

I

afterwards heard

—

homeby the Sub-Fresh. On the morning
and had wished fifty times since she awoke that she was once more with the dear ones
sick and heart-sick
So, with tears in
Vain, idle wish no home for her that day, but two examinations instead.
at home.
trembling voice
and
asks
in
a
supply-room,
the
wends
her
way
to
hand,
she
her eyes and a nickel in her
There in a large box, with dozens more just like me, I hear her, and hope from my
for a lead pencil.
inmost heart that one of my brothers or sisters, and not I, will be handed to her. But, as ill luck would
have it, I am chosen, and the sad little Sub-Fresh becomes my owner. With the tenderest care I am carried to her room and sharpened, and then my mistress starts for her first examination.
Here she uses both ends of me but guess which one the most ? Well, if you don't know, I suppose
sometimes erasing with me, and sometimes chewing
It was the end with the rubber
I had better tell you.
that I was not chewing-gum, although I did look
must
cry
out
did
this
that
I
time
she
felt
each
me. (I
like it.)
I am sure the reason she preferred the end with the rubber was because she was only mortal;
and all mortals love pretty things and I confess myself that the tin band and rubber cap were much pretit

of the 29th of September, the Sub-Fresh was sick

told

—

!

—

—

;

tier

than the black lead.
In her other examinations

it

was the

sa

—

but

I

must not

" tell tales out of school."

When

all

the

am
examinations were finished, she stored me away in her trunk, saying to her room-mate
going to keep my pencil good, for I think it's pretty, don't you?" Poor child she little knew Winthrop
Before two days had passed, I was
teachers then or she would never have made such a foolish remark.
as she did so, " I

!

taken out of the trunk, for there were those examples in Arithmetic to be worked for Miss Hook, and those
Latin exercises to be written for Miss Mealing.
From day in to day out this was the regular programme. Through all these weary days I remembered
137

her kind saying, and did

good,"

all in

my

power (not

— never being stubborn and refusing

for her sake

to be sharpened,

alone, but for mine, also) to help her

"keep me

and always hiding myself when any one wished

borrow me. (I knew no one else could take as good care of me as my own dear little Sub-Fresh.)
But these Arithmetic examples and Latin exercises were not the only things for which I was used by
the Sub-Fresh.
Sometimes, when in a big hurry, she would write a letter with me, and she always closed
these letters with something I have never understood
" P. S.
this is what it was
Please excuse pencil."
What can she have meant by that ? Am I not as good as any pencil ? Even better than these letters ? I
was sometimes made to write notes in the class, when my mistress knew Miss Hook was not looking.
Notes about the lesson? No. What fun would that have been? These notes were usually written on
Monday, and some of the most common words in them were these " Last Friday night," " reception,"
" High School Boy."
Once or twice she even told what the " High School Boy " said, but I never did exto

:

;

—

:

actly believe these tales until

—

But

you all about that night, for I had more fun than I ever had
For some reason that she has never yet seen fit to explain to me, she
put me in her hair that night— it was the night of January 23d, 1899 and went to a lecture. After the lecture,
there was a reception and since I had heard so much of receptions, I was naturally anxious to see what
was done at them. My little mistress, happier now than I had ever known her to be before, tripped down
the steps, and just as she reached the lowest one, a bashful lad
a High School Boy
stepped up and asked
her to promenade with him.
I should like to tell you what was said on the promenade, but since "silence
is golden," I shall not.
This much I will tell, enough was said to convince me that all those tales I had
before doubted were not fairy tales.
Oh, how happy that night was
How I wish I could live it over
again
But that is impossible, and I should not repine, but be thankful for one brief glimpse of joy.
I'll tell

before or ever expect to have again.

—

;

—

—

!

!

I am getting old now, "my race is nearly run," and I was just wondering yesterday what my end
would be, when I heard my owner say to her dearest friend " See this pencil ? Don't you want it for
your memoir-book? If you do, I will give it to you." Her friend eagerly answered " Yes " to both questions, and my fate was settled.
A memoir-book will be a place of refuge for my weary bones there shall
:

;

I rest in

peace forever.
thought, when first I was bought,
That ever a memoir I should be
But a S.-F.'s will I must fulfill.
As you hereafter will see.
I little

;

Au

M

revoir.
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The Short and Long of It

Arise,

Latin

9-9.45

Rising Bell

6.30

make up thy bed and descend

All thy fears,

to breakfast.

Thy wakeful
Have now

Breakfast

7.30

A

nice refreshing breakfast

Of butter

we cannot break

afflicting

dreams

This horrid image doth unfix my hair,
seated heart knock at my ribs
Against the use of Nature.

in its dotage,

Light-bread

and

Practice School

9.45-10.30

Of India-rubber steak,

terrors

their full reward.

And make my

;

Hominy

that failed to boil,
that's over done,
Hot water colored just for looks,
And biscuits not a one.

Oatmeal

—

8-8.40 Inspection of

—

Be mindful, when invention fails,
To scratch your head and bite your

Rooms by Matron

Dust carefully swept under rugs and beds. Clothes
behind bureaus, trunks, etc. Waste baskets

A

overflowing in closets. All food stolen night

before out of

window (which

chill

vein.

down). Everything

is

Science

12-12.45

Thy name

Chapel

Rows

sudden horror

Runs through each nerve and every

in order.

8.40-9

nails.

Math.

11.15-12

stuffed
full to

English

10.45-U.15

with awe-struck faces,
Silence everywhere
Teachers in their usual places,
Be it foul or fair
Exercises of devotion,
Scoldings, lectures, in proportion
Then we all are set in motion,

12.45-1

of girls

me, in whose sound

1-1.45

Some

is

DEATH.

Great Expectations
Waiting

;

Just as free as air

affrights

for

Lunch.

Lunch

coarse cold bread is before thee set,
Bread with the brand, perhaps, and broken meat,
Fall on and try thy appetite to eat.

;

— Nit.
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5

;

1.45-2.30

French

Unprepared

The

lot of

I

stand,

Man

2.30-3. 1

—

I

7-9.30

am

but born to

to suffer

and

try,

Study Hour
Double, double, toil and trouble,
Genius burn and Wisdom bubble

to die.

!

Gymnastics
9.30-10

And
3.

1

thereby hangs a Tale.

5-4

Solemnly, mournfully,
Dealing its dole,

PedagogyAll this

And

we understood by

4-4.45

The

rote,

Is

would quote.

as occasion served

College bell

beginning

to toll.

Hygiene

Go

Comparisons are odorous.

4.45-6

Recreation

Of

little life

6-6.30

now

And

the best to make.

all-softening,

6.30-7

And quenched
Sounds fade into
And

—

is

the

fire,

footsteps retire.

voice in the chambers,

No
punished

;

good behavior

;

bad behavior

eat, sleep, etc.,

sound

in the hall

Sleep and oblivion

criticized.

Pupils taught to walk, talk,

with the ni^ht.

silence,

No

Miscellaneous

All requests preferred and refused

rest

Dark grows the windows,

overpowering knell,
the Dinner bell.

tocsin of the soul

put out your light,

to take,

Dinner

That

The

And

Toil comes with the morning

Hour

'Tis time short pleasure

get your water

Reigns over

all.

prop-

erly.

I,.
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Hcrostic
B

is

A
R

is

is

Bread and for Baker,
for Apron to keep off the dough,
for Rubbing and Rolling to shape them,

for Barber, for

Biscuits, the girls of old

E's

R

when we Eat them,

is

Winthrop love
it

so.

doesn't take long,

the Reader that Readeth this song.
s.

R.

S.

vAouM MwiUiwe*
w'AVwoi V-»*.i
,<A V,

WAVE'S

..

I

Things Hie Hre Sure Of
Mice.

Sally-Lunn.

No

Christmas Holiday.
Peaches Sunday night.
Beef eight days in the week.
Battercakes Sunday morning.
Dust under the beds.
A smile from "Taddy."
A pressure of the hand from "J. A. P."

The

excellent health of the Faculty.

A

laugh from Lola C. and Leila B.
Mr. Johnson's "considering the matter."

Noise in the room overhead.
The Faculty's "exerting themselves."
"Jeems" being a "mild man."
Cross examination in the Doctor's office.

Not being

past the catechetical age

when we go

to

science.

The

Professor of English taking fundamental stand-

ing position

when he conducts

Five hundred

girls

the Chapel exercises.

wanting your

place, hence, be-

have.

Equal rights

to none,

and special privileges

to all.

N. p. E.
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JYIineralogy Hpplied to Life
properties of Students

I.

Crystausation

— Def.

The

Form 5 from

1 by placing six Senior studies
on each Junior study, and the responsibility
of twenty kids in the Practice School.
System (2) Industrial. ///., Cooking Student.
Des., ten periods a week to cooking all at

graduation, or

attempted graduation, of a Winthrop girl
when passing from Soph, or Junior to the
Senior

state.

;

Form

of

may

but

System

Winthrop

(1)

number,

girls indefinite in

Lateral axis of student two
Dis. characterfeet longer than vertical
Highly greasy feeling.
istic.
right angles.

be reduced to four systems.

Psychologic Pedagogic.

///.,

Nor-

System

mal Student.

(3)

Miss

Des., thirty periods a week, ten to Pedagogall oblique and crossing each other in
ics

No

Des.

Scientific. III., Girl who goes to
twelve times a week.

Woodrow
axes at

all.

Dis. Char.

Grayhairs.

;

longer than

five feet

ing characteristic

Take

1,

a

new

the Fresh

pencil,

girl,

1

and

lateral.

Distinguish-

Ltistre— Dull.

II.

#,

fifty

teachers.

4-,

1

questions before her (and

angles.

May

be

determined only by

—

Cannot be scratched by Miss Smith,
may be by Jim.
Hard. Can be scratched by Jim, but with
but

by truncating (replacing her

by two additional

rt.

— Color — Ruddy.

Soft.

blank cranium by useful knowledge crammed into it by learned and wise professors.)
Form ^ from 1 by bevelling (replacing each
Soph, study

at

Ge?ieral Scale of Hardness
Very Soft. Can be scratched by Miss Smith.

seeing that she answers them.)

Form 3 from

Hardness.

Music Pupil.

III.,

Axes equal and

Dis. characteristic

and from her derive

Soph.;

Special.

(4)

Des.

Junior; 5, Senior.
by placing examination tablet,

; 3,

Form 2 from

System

Vertical axis of student

every direction.

difficulty.

Cannot be scratched by Jim, but
be by Breazy.
Adamantine. Can be scratched only by Miss
Very Hard.

may

Junior

Woodrow.

studies.)
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III.

Specific Gravity.

The weight

V.

Normal

of a

with the wt. of a

cooking
p.

some

at

girl

Senior,

who

compared

(1.)

takes special

Splendent.

fixed time, usually 4:45

thought.

after

she's

nine periods straight along and
hour.

General glaring brilliancy, but
no thought at all. (Good many.)

—

Glimmering. Not much brilliancy flashes
few and far between. (Numerous.)

after

she's cooked several little delicacies and
eaten them.
(3.) Subtract 1 from 2.
(4.)
Divide 1 by 3. This, when carefully done,

gives

gravity

specific

of

transmitting

is

we've studied them three hours pre-

Perfect.

Thought

by student.

///.

Semi-transparent.

of lesson easily seen

Easy.

Miss Condon.

Thought

The above

Thought transmitted but not
Only leaves and back

her report has three IV. 's

III.'s.

descriptive of

Winthrop

girls (min-

given above and applying them, the
name, age, etc., of any girl may be found, and also
properties

of

book give any thought whatever. III.
Prof. Thomson.
Opaque. No thought at all except murder-

amount of knowledge she
what branches she is proficient.
the

—

III.

is

rising

every morning.

eralogically speaking), and by studying the seven

Prof. Breazeale.

///.

—

are cleavable.)

When

Imperfect.

and four

taken in by student.

ous ones.

many Win-

When she gets along well.
When she gets along well by

indistinct (takes

Dr. Kinard.

Semi-translucent.

who

at 5 A. M.

great mental effort on part of student.)

Translucent.

property which

name

throp

vious night.

III.

(Scores.)

all.

TechDouble Course. {N. B. This
understood fully by the girls at Win-

nical

the thought of lessons to brain of student

Transparent.

The

division into several classes at once

The power

Diaphaneity.
after

brilliancy at

Cleavage.

throp students have of admitting of sub-

student.

IV.

No

Dull.

VI.

any Winthrop

of

(Few.)

Glistening.

School for an

Practice

in

well-defined thought.

had

taught

Weigh cooking student

(2.)

Great brilliancy and well defined
(Never found.)

Not

Shiney.

Weigh Senior

twenty kids

Reflexion of brilliancy from brains

of girls.

M.

Method

Lustre.

Miss Woodrow.

possesses,

L.
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and in

M. B.

;

H
1HAVE

JVIystcry

been called a wizard, a magician and I have thought that I deserved the name, for did not
Merlin learn of me? Was he not my favorite pupil? And yet I know many things that were far too
deep for Merlin's mind to grasp. I know the secrets of the stars I am skilled in the magic of the East
;

;

the mysteries that have puzzled the wisest sages of
I,

Arthuseus, have been baffled, and, therefore,

but

begin to doubt

I

it

now.

'Tis true

stellations in the heavens, but I scorn to

Why,

three thousand years ago.

other

men have sought

it is

I

do

say

I

have thought that

I

deserved the

could find out that which perplexes
that.

I

must solve the

this failure

me by

I

me

;

title of

and yet

I,

magician

;

referring to the con-

riddle without recourse to

more than four thousand since

Then why

in vain.

I

all

times are clear as the light of day to

what

discovered the elixir of

I

learned

life for

which

now?

cavern in the depths of the earth for two hundred years, without stirring abroad,
Making myself
until seven sunsets ago, when I felt a strange longing to see the world and her children.
secrets and
precious
invisible by using Rule 133 in my tenth book of magic, which contains my most
The whole place seemed
I soon found myself floating over some tall, dark buildings.
recipes, I set out.
shrouded in gloom, for the sun had not yet risen. Suddenly I heard a bell toll out. It sounded strangely
My blood was chilled, and I shook like a leaf, I who had encountered thousands of
like a funeral knell.
I

had remained in

my

dangers without a tremor.
enacted within
I

;

I

determined to enter and see for myself what scenes

of horror

were being

its walls.

floated silently in,

passages

But

and as soon

as

and found myself truly
I

Strange, lurid lights burned in dark
a thrill of terror such as I had never before

in a place of terror.

beheld these yellow flames,

I

felt

experienced for these lights were burning in little glass vessels, and seemed to be fed on air, for no wax
but to do it one must have the
I know how to make atmospheric flames
or oil was anywhere visible.
;

;
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grows on the
miles from its source and

juice of a nettle that
fifteenths

;

left

bank

this juice

of the Congo, one hundred and eighty-seven and thirteenmust be mixed with the dust of rubies and opals and with

But why should I disclose my secrets? I alone know this compound then why these air-fed flames? As
watched them, they suddenly disappeared, though the vessels remained. I was troubled at it. Soon the
bell tolled out again, and from cells on each side of the passage there poured forth a crowd of maidens,
who went down a staircase and disappeared. They seemed to be weary, and I heard one murmur gloomily, "It is Monday morning."
Were they nuns? Their sad faces betokened that, but they had not on the
;

I

Were they

veils of nuns.

prisoners

?

Who

Thinking the mystery unfathomable,

I

could say
set

?

out for

place of wonders, and in the course of an hour or two

my

But

cave.

could not stay away from that

I

The maidens were going to and fro
along the passages some had happy, merry faces, but others seemed tired and worried. They all had
little rectangular cards in their hands, and on the cards were many hieroglyphics.
Scanning these pieces
of paste-board, I saw that on some of them, among the other queer characters, there was always a broad,
deep stripe, followed by a mark like this, V.
Having never had time to study figures, I could not interpret
I

returned.

;

it.

But the holders

of the cards with this

Was

ever and anon they wept.

Passing on,
to look at one,

I

it

symbol upon them, stared

their death warrant?

noticed that above the door of

when suddenly

it

all

at the

marks long and

silently,

and

Perhaps.

the rooms there was a

uttered a most fearful sound.

It

little

shining knob.

I

stopped

hissed and buzzed and hissed again, and

no person was touching it or saying a word. And is it not a recognized law of magic that inanimate objects
can be made to speak only when an audible incantation is spoken by the wizard? There was no solution
for this strange problem
and going on, I entered a large room, where a woman sat on a platform, with
twenty-five or thirty maids arranged in rows in front of her.
I did not exactly understand what they were
doing, but the one on the platform seemed to be asking questions.
When the answers were right, she did
nothing but when they were wrong, or the maidens could not answer at all, she took up a little book and
made a round mark in it like this, O. Why did she make no marks when the answers were correct, I won;

;

More mystified than ever, I went into another room. There sat a woman on a platform, and more
maidens in rows, and they were all speaking together " Ta fa, ta fa, to fo, te fe, ta fa, ta fa, to fo, te fe,"
over and over.
"A Chinese school," I said; "they all study aloud but people do not dress as they did two hundred
der.

:

;

years ago."
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had discovered the secret, I went down below, only to see that my former surmises were
Racks
for I found myself in a large underground chamber, which was plainly a place of torture.
false
were fastened upon the walls fearful machines were suspended from the ceilings ropes, rough and cruel,
such as would cut tender hands, were there and a long staff with a hook fastened to the end. Something
but I do not know, for I never visited France during the Revolution— but
stood by the wall that I think
would fly up and down
I think it must have been a guillotine, for it had slides that at the slightest touch
But worst of all was a hot pipe which ran all around the room. Looking
in a most murderous manner.

Thinking

I

;

;

;

;

—

around upon these fearful instruments, I said solemnly to myself: "This, without doubt, is a survival of
the Spanish Inquisition, and here is where the hapless victims meet their fate."
But going up higher, new scenes of terror awaited me, for there in a room sat still
I hurried out.
more maidens, and a woman on a platform, and, in an upright box, was a ghastly skeleton. They were all
looking at it, but, strange to say, they did not seem to regard it with fear, but approached it tenderly and
reverently.

it,

but pointed at

it

very gently, and gazed at

it

with awe.

what this meant, and, not staying to see any more wonders, I returned
day and ponder on that mysterious building and the mysterious things I saw

even guess
I sit all

They never touched
at

to

my

I

could not

cave, and here

there.

M. E.
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S.

Prof. W. E. Breazeale giving
a practical illustration of the rota-

tion of the earth's axis.

— From Foucault.

;

;

;

people at HUntbrop

There was a good dame

Whom

of

Columbia,

every girl hated to come near

So she taught and she taught, but 'twas
That adorable dame of Columbia.
There was a young lady

Who
You may

am

said I

just

say I'm too

of height,

tall,

but

it's

not so at

it

all,

of height.

There was one with a wonderful
to use

naught,

about right

That vivacious young lady

And

all just for

voice,

she sure did rejoice

In the hall she would squall to speak low one and

That dame with the low, sweet,

all,

voice.

There was one whose great jokes and whose grace
Was the wonder of all at the place
Her bright lively talk and her slow gliding walk
That creature of marvellous grace.
;

!

There was one who forever did roam

To
And

catch

all

she'd say, "

Which

home

the girls " not at

You must

disgusted

tarry

all girls
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;

it's

who

;"

quite necessary

did roam.

"
;

^H^

;

There was a lean dame from the east
Caught about twenty girls at a feast
But she didn't get in, and she said what a sin
That lean hungry dame from the east.
There was

Who

a

young lady

Bath

continually failed upon

And when asked why

Math

;

so wheezy, she said, " Alas, Breezy

That humorous lady

A

of

!

"
;

of Bath.

courageous dame heard some girls talk,
their door she did haughtily walk

To

;

Water flew everywhere, and she said, " I declare
That dame who did hear the girls talk.

!"

There was one, every man used to Hook,
At Clemson she had a nice nook
And sleeping or waking she'd think with heart aching
Of the men over there she could Hook.
;

L.

3?

There was a good dame from Allendale,
Who was almost as large as a cotton-bale
But she vowed she was thin, and she always had beenThat merry good dame from Allendale.
;
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There was

Whose

a little lady

named Ervin,

had a tendency to curve in
Tell her "turn your toes out," and she surely would pout,
That strong-minded ladv named Ervin.
toes

;

There was a poor thing from Greenwood,

Who

laughed

just as

much

as she could

;

She wiggled and giggled, and giggled and wiggled,
That silly little thing from Greenwood.

A

was who was so Black,
That ev'n smut from the chimney's back
Would leave not a trace, on her round little face;
girl there

But much sense

this girl did not lack.

There was a mild man who once said
That he always wished she was dead
Who marked in her book, in every white nook
That mild man with a long bald head.
Years ago there was a fond " daddie,"
Whose daughter was called sweet " Taddie

"
;

Her tendency to flirt, many men did hurt
That smiling young girl called "Taddie."
There was a stout girl of Greenville,
Who seldom if ever stood still
She ran up and down in her dark blue serge gown
;

Which adorned

that girl of Greenville.
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;

There was

a poor girl

Whom

the teachers filled with

all

;

;

—

;

from Cheraw,

awe

—

mischief she wrought, she always was Coit
That penetrating girl from Cheraw.

If e'er

A

doctor was there called

De

Hart,

Whom

A

most people thought very smart
girl with the blues from church she'd not excuse
That kind-hearted doctor, De Hart.

A fine lady there was named Mealing,
Who for the girls had little feeling
Poke your head out the

You

door, on whatever floor,

are sure to see lady Mealing.
N. p. e.

S
There was

a fine lady of Anderson,

Her pupils didn't please her not one
So she kept them from play, and she banged them
That lady so fine from Anderson.
;

The Winthrop

librarian

She banged upon
If

it all

had a gong,

the day long

the girls ever laughed, to the

And they

all

gong then she dashed,

called on " D. B." 'bout the gong.
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day,

;

There was

a

woman

called

Smith very

tall,

Girls fled as she ran through the hall

But

if

she would smile, they were happy awhile,

Just one smile from this giant

tall.

M.
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I.

B.

I>ced

1

—

POLLY

came in just when we were all ready to cry with the blues for was not this the 23d of Decemand had not each of us received a long letter from home that very day recounting the preparations
for the festivities that had already begun, and would go on until after New Year's Day, while we must
make one miserable little day suffice for all our Christmas
ber,

!

As

came

said, Polly

I

just in

time to prevent a shower, and with Polly came sunshine.

She

tossed

her books upon the nearest bed, quite regardless of the two forlorn-looking damsels lying there, seized the
candy box and dropped upon the rug, with the single remark, " You might have left me some chocolate "
No one vouchsafing a response to this sally, she looked around at the woe-begone faces, and fixed her eyes
!

on Nina's face

—

Nina was sitting on the edge of the bed, her elbows on her knees, her chin between her
" Poor child " murmured Polly, " you
hands, staring out of the window, her face two sizes too long.
aren't acclimated yet
But you all look pretty glum. Anything unusual?"
!

!

"Anything unusual?"

cried Beck, with an indignant flounce.

here for Christmas, and such gay doings at

That's

/have

all

" It's

" I've

You

Even

"Do

you

call this usual

usual, then torture

is

cooped up

becoming very

enough," answered Polly, who had subsided under the table and was feebly embracing
"I see it all
You are all of you homesi
shan't say

been on pins

"Do

If this is

tell

usual.

to say."

der and unsympathetic legs.
•'

home?

it,"

—

!

its slen-

gasped Nellie, as she dived under the table at the young person reclining there.
time for fear some one would say that, and I know I should cr-y. So there "

all this

!

us something to do, Polly, there's a dear

dignified Maria put

!

"

coaxed Nina.

down "The Wandering Jew," which had

her attention up to this time, and waited with interest for Polly's reply.
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been, to

all

appearances, absorbing

"

She

seized her hair with botli hands, rolled her eyes up, and

into Polly's eyes as they rested
"

I

know what we can do
"

row of her poor head.

We

Oh, do

Anything

"

Beck Kennedy
sly

" Well, I said

a bright look

came

a spray of holly.
table, to the sor-

!

"

"Oh, you

Suddenly
which was painted

waited.

!

at the sky,

!

of

" she cried, springing to her feet and almost overturning the
can go holly hunting "

With one glance
let's

we

upon a calendar, across one corner

;

Rye

raised her

book

;

but Beck bounced up with characteristic enthusiasm.

will be better than this

;

and maybe we'll meet

—

"
!

cat!"

what

I

thought

;

you didn't

—

that's all the difference

!

" retorted

Beck.

commanded Polly. "All in favor of going, sit up all opposed, lie still.
Stop quarreling, children
All who want to go, lie still
No, I'll put it the other way, or Rye'll vote against it from pure laziness
"
all who don't, sit up
A feeble effort on Rye's part to assume a sitting posture having ended in failure, Polly announced,
"The ayes have it. The bugle will please sound 'hats and rubbers' in other words, Say will please go
"

!

"

;

!

!

—

tell

the rest of the clan."

Sadie having departed, the work of preparation began, and fifteen minutes later the clan gathered in
the entry to the covered-way, and Captain

Rye and

down
down the

Polly marched ahead around the main building,

by the fountain, and on out through the gate, straight on past the President's house, and then
until we reached the bridge where the street-car crosses
there isn't any street, you know

street-car track

—

—

the railroad.

"Which way now?" some one asked, as we looked around at the dreary, muddy fields.
Was it a teacher said Rye is "so dignified?" I wish that sadly deceived mortal had seen
she mounted the railing which separates the car-track from

the foot-path

!

Apparently

her then, as

satisfied,

Rye

descended.
"
I

Company, forward, march.

rescue

Rye

my
is

Lieutenant Polly Anderson will please keep the company straight, while

rubber," she added, as one of those very necessary articles remained sticking in the red clay.

soon back in her place, and

road, we view a broad
any holly," says Beck.

coming up from the
" I don't see

we swing
field,

gaily on, in spite of

where water
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is

mud and homesick

standing in the furrows.

thoughts, until,

Which only goes to prove you've poor eyes for anything except High School boys," Rye answers,
with severe dignity.
"There," pointing to a distant mass of dark foliage, "that green clump is holly."
"

Thus encouraged, we press on until at last, having safely passed the
beneath a great tree suirounded by dwarf cedars.
"

We

With

can't reach

it

" wails

!

coat and rubbers are off and Miss Dignity

"Do
"

fall,"

is

half

way up

Rye

prepares for action.

In a twinkling, hat,

the tree.

screams Nina.

be careful," begs Nellie, as

Oh, Pin

ploughed ground, we stand

Nina.

a scornful glance at this piece of incompetence,

"You'll

soft,

right

"

Rye advances

boldly along a slender limb.

Then, "You, Beck quit, you goose! " as that enteryoung person, who has stepped upon a stump, begins to pull and haul at the limb on which Rye is
standing.
Beck gets down submissively, and Rye begins work in earnest, raining down upon us great
all

!

the confident response.

is

!

prising

magnificent sprays loaded with red berries.

"Rye, the

best

" Beck, are

"

over here," calls Beck, and

you determined

know

" I didn't
"

is

I

" asks

"Oh, Rye

!

me

obediently climbs around to that side immediately.

was shaking you," begins Beck, when Polly says

Here they come, Beck

Who?

to kill

Rye

"
?

Beck.

"

in a

low voice

:

"
!

O— h

!

" as she looks in the direction towards

" Polly sings out a little later,

"do be careful—I'm

which Polly nods.

so afraid you'll fall

—

"
!

Don't worry about me, dear," answers the unsuspecting Rye, turning around then, between her teeth
" Polly, you wretch ! " and she climbs wildly towards the trunk of the tree. Too late
The enemy is upon us.
"

:

!

" Stay close to the tree, Rye,

—

and keep still perhaps they won't see you," comes in a stage whisper
from Nellie. "They'll be gone in a minute."
But alas poor Rye, they weren't "gone in a minute." On the contrary, they paused not far off, waiting their chance at the holly tree.
!

"Rye,"

called that wily Polly, "please drop

Rye flings
" Thanks

!

it

me down

at her viciously.

" very sweetly.
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your knife."

—

!

Rye," whispers Nellie, finally, " I'm afraid you had just as well come down those abominable boys
evidently have no notion of leaving, and we've barely time to get in for dinner now."
" Come on, Rye
it doesn't make any difference," encourages Beck, secure on the ground, both hands
"

;

;

full of holly.

Down comes Rye
away from

College

at last,

on go coat and rubbers with savage

jerks,

and away we go across the

field

—any, any where but past those giggling boys.
Christmas, for the holly branch flashes " from our walls," and

by chance
you open a memoir-book of the memorable year 1898-99, you are apt to find a twig of holly, followed by a
number of exclamation points and unless you are one of the initiated, you won't understand, for we promand we won't
E. R. S.
ised Rye never, NEVER, NEVER to tell

Our rooms were bright

all

;

—
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Definitions of expressions Qsed at Cttintbrop

Breazy (N.) Not the

Dumps

A

(N.)

effects of a gentle

south wind, but the pet

name

for Prof.

William E. Breazeale.

state of general depression or discouragement, usually occasioned

by

a visit to the

La-

boratory.

Our beloved

D. B. (N.J

(C. N.)

Jim.

A

Jap.

Miss Josephine A. Pearson.

Taddy

Woody

Gymnasium.

shorter form of Dr.

(N.) Miss

be carefully distinguished from proper noun Jim.

James Pinckney Kinard.

A

Marion W. Woodrow.

term used

and friends some idea

Lab

To

David Bancroft Johnson.

(N.) Miss Clara L. Johnston.

Scared green.
tives

President,

Gym

(N.) Laboratory

A

Failed (IV.)

of

to express

your feelings

extreme

fright, intense nervousness,

in regard to the results of the

and used

to

convey

to rela-

exams.

— the place "where the wicked always trouble and the weary never

rest."

term used by teachers to indicate that you have busted, failed and flunked entirely.

Used quite frequently.
Conditioned
completely.

Passed

This indicates that you have
Used with alarming frequency.

(II.)

(III.)

failed to pass

This indicates that you have done enough

on your studies; have

to pass fairly well.

failed,

Not used

though not

as often as could

be desired.
Proficient

(I.)

Distinguished

This indicates that you have shown pretty
(*) Indicates a good knowledge of subject

fair

knowledge

of subject.

— excellent recitations.

Very seldom

Never used except

a few rare cases.

Highly distinguished

(**) Indicates a perfect

knowledge

of subject

—

fine recitations.

Never
L.
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used.

used.
b.

c.

in

Catalogue of (Sew Books Received

1
THE IDIOT— Freshman, Soph. & Co.
FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD— In the Laboratory.
BEYOND THE DREAMS OF AVARICE— A double star on
VANITY FAIR— J-n- Spr-nt.
FOURTEEN TO ONE— Seniors

math.

and pharmacists.

ODD NUMBER— The girl behind the screen.
HEART OF STEEL— Miss Pearson's edition.
ONE OF OUR CONQUERORS— Solid Geometry.
CITY OF REFUGE— Infirmary.
TWICE TOLD TALES— Miss Johnston's experiences in Chicago.
A LITTLE BOOK OF TALES— In the Matron's office.
SECOND BOOK OF TALES— In the President's office.
BLEAK HOUSE— Dormitory.
NOT LIKE OTHER GIRLS— S-ph- My-rs.
"HELL FER SARTAIN "-Caught Slipping.
WISDOM OF FOOLS -Junior remarks.
PARADISE OF CHILDHOOD— Miss H— k's room.
AFTERMATH—Just from Breazie.
PLAY DAYS—Messrs. Nevercome & Co.
ALL SORTS AND CONDITIONS OF MEN— At Winthrop receptions.
GREAT EXPECTATIONS— Before Christmas dinner.

TOW HEAD— W-ll-

S-th-rd.

LES MISERABLES—The girls who fail.
BEAUTIFUL WRETCH— Miss S-th-r.
AGAINST HUMAN NATURE— Studying
FISHER LASS— Miss H— k.

MODERN GHOSTS— April Fools.
SYLVAN YEAR— Freshman & Co.
RETURN OF THE NATIVE— She

goes

Chemistry.

home

in June.

E. R. S.
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Comedy
In One Hct

¥
Scene

:

English class room.

various positions at desks.

Miss Bowert (reading)

Section

(Lesson

:

" Before

Act

A

I.,

of

Senior class seated in

scene VI., Macbeth.)

Macbeth's

castle.
Hautboys and
Enter Duncan, Malcolm, Donalbain, Lords, attendants, etc."
" Miss Bowen, before you go any further, suppose you
Dr. Kinard
:

torches.

:

tell

us the meaning of hautboys."

Miss Bowen

"

Oh, yes, Dr. Kinard I never looked that up, bewas familiar to me. The hautboys were the pages who followed the attendants, and carried the torches, and made great noises
cause

:

;

it

as they went."

Stony stare from Dr. Kinard,

flourish of giggles

from

class.
E.
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S.

JMusical

Department
I
MISS

WADE R. BROWN,
MARY M. SOUTHER

Director

MISS SOPHIA D. WHILDEN
MISS MARY C. DAVIS
MISS ETHEL V. NANCE
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College JMarsbals
1
Chief JVIarsbal

LILLA KENNERLY JOHNSTONE
WINTHROP
Curry

lOintbrop

ANNIE MARSHALL

M. BESSIE

ALMA COLEMAN
BELLE MONTGOMERY

MARGARET KIRKLEY

SALLEY

HATTIE WANNAMAKER
MAI R. SMITH

LILA NEAL
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Clemson's Day at Hlintbrop
y/JINTHROP,

^**

clad in white shirtwaist and blue skirt,

is crowded on the main entrance stairway, and
though the cold wind sends a shiver through the frame, every heart is beating warm with welcome,

and every eye is full of expectation.
Suddenly the merry jabber of voices mounts up to a shriek of wild delight, as the roll of a drum sounds
" Oh," ejaculates one hitherto inin the distance and a soldierly tramp, tramp, is heard clown the avenue.
"
credulous soul, "I do believe they are coming, sure enough
Yes, Clemson is coming coming in all the glory of white gloves and brass buttons, of waving banners
and flashing bayonets, of military bearing and chivalrous spirit.
!

;

How

everybody envies the marshals at the gate, who form with their
of the soldiers who march through it into Winthrop's campus.

staffs

and regalia an arch worthy

Such well trained soldiers as Clemson boasts were never before seen, for not even Napoleon's " Old
Guard," Caesar's favorite 10th, nor the " President's Own," could have stood so fearless in the presence of
the opposing (?) troops, or have obeyed so implicitly their orders, or performed such wonderful and inspir.
ing involutions and evolutions under the fire of hundreds of bright eyes, followed by the darts of such pointed
exclamations as " See the man with the red sash ? he is mine." " That poor little fellow can't keep up."

—

:

"
"

Now,

How

isn't that

lieutenant proud of his feathers

grand they look

Soon, however,

is

girl feels herself

" That's Fred,

I'm certain

—

at the

end

of the first

rank."

"
!

heard the welcome " Break ranks " and with a rush the forces of the blue and the
!

gray meet, and the conquest rages

The Clemson boy

!

"

all day.

at first feels lost

suddenly transplanted

and utterly bewildered
to a

in the Winthrop crowd, while the Winthrop
dense wilderness of Clemson growth but there is a tie which
;

binds together the sons and the daughters of the sister colleges
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;

so

when

the time for the concert comes, the

visitors feel

enough

at

home

to assist their hostesses

up the grand stairway from the reception parlors

to the

auditorium.

There words
the refrain, and

of

it is

welcome are spoken and responded to then music, the universal language takes up
echoed in the heart of every sister, sweetheart, or protectress in the great audience, and
;

reechoed in the pleased aspect of the brother, lover, or protege by her

side.

Winthrop's nightingales, though it is broad daylight, have never warbled and trilled so sweetly, and
the very pianofortes seem to keep time with their feet to the harmonious strains.
The chorus, too, summoning all their dramatic talent, sing " Forsaken, Forsaken," with as much pathos
as if they were at a summer resort and not a Clemson boy in sight.
When the feast of music ends, a less aesthetic, but more satisfactory, banquet begins. The faculties of

Winthrop and Clemson lead the way, and, wonder of all wonders, not a member of either once turns the
to see what Winthrop and Clemson may be doing in the rear.
"This is heavenly," declares a tall sergeant to the blonde on his arm, as they approach the dining

head

" Yes," is the reply, "

and there

" Stars

and Stripes," exclaims the cadet, in
Never mind, we are all right," the fair one hastens to assure him; " that
is only a professor standing there to keep out any girl who wants to sneak in without an escort."
But in the end, no one is shut out, for even the Susan B. Anthony of the school, who, on ordinary
occasions, scorns to use the simple pronoun he in conversation, enters the banqueting room with two corporals, one captain, and a whole squad of privates at her back, and sedulously devotes herself to their interests
hall.

alarm

"

;

for the

what is he doing here

remainder

?

"

is St.

Peter at the door."

"

of the day.

When the last course has been served, she marshals them out upon the lawn. As they stand amid the
assembled crowd, sixty mortar-boards make their appearance, distinguishing the forms of sixty Winthrop
seniors,

who, with stately

tread,

march

an unpretentious hole in the earth.

into a roped-off space and begin to describe majestic circles around

The

class of '09 is planting its tree.

First, the class president

mounts

"the upright remains of an umbrageous son of the forest," and makes a stump speech, after which the tree
is set up and given every encouragement in the way of songs, odes and prayers to grow straight and tall.
Clemson has by this time spent some hours at Winthrop, but the visitors have not yet been given time
"look around ;" so several half-hours are spent thus. One couple wanders aimlessly from laboratory to
gymnasium, and back again, utterly unconscious of all attractions, except their own for each other while
to

;
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another pair finds one

little

corner so very entrancing, that at six-thirty, by the clock,

all its

charms are not

yet explored.

The gong, which is now sounding, summons all to partake of a cup of chocolate, after which the auditorium becomes the center of gravitation.
The Clemson band has no difficulty in transforming itself into
a

first

class orchestra,

and

inspiring notes

the air

till the curtain rises on the play.
This, which will
an opportunity for rest and mirth.
The reception which follows, lasts till near the midnight hour, yet all too early, "tattoo" calls out
that the day's pleasure, now at its height, must end.
Farewells are scarcely said, when the gallant soldiers
are summoned away, and as they march off in the darkness to the music of the band, growing faint and

its

be remembered as a "screaming farce," gives

more

faint,

the light dies out of

many

fill

all

which has flashed all day, and happy vibrations of gladmemory-waves from a day now past, but which will hereafter be recalled at
Clemson's Washington's Birthday.
S. C. D.
a pretty eye

ness are reduced to gentle

Winthrop

as
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another pair finds one

little

corner so very entrancing, that at six-thirty, by the clock,

all its

charms are not

yet explored.

The gong, which

is

now

sounding,

summons all to partake of a cup of chocolate, after which the audiThe Clemson band has no difficulty in transforming itself into

torium becomes the center of gravitation.
a

first

class orchestra,

and

its

inspiring notes

the air

till the curtain rises on the play.
This, which will
an opportunity for rest and mirth.
The reception which follows, lasts till near the midnight hour, yet all too early, "tattoo" calls out
that the day's pleasure, now at its height, must end.
Farewells are scarcely said, when the gallant soldiers
are summoned away, and as they inarch off in the darkness to the music of the band, growing faint and

be remembered as a "screaming farce," gives

more

faint, the light dies

many

fill

all

which has flashed all day, and happy vibrations of gladmemory-waves from a day now past, but which will hereafter be recalled at
Clemson's Washington's Birthday.
S. C. D.
out of

a pretty eye

ness are reduced to gentle

Winthrop

as

BETHEL AUXILIARY HAS
PROFITABLE MEETING.
topic

center-

'.'Co-operative

Mp«

With the program
ing

around

merits in Brazil,"

interesting

an informing
of

meeting

?«|
BetSp

Church woman's au*
thi
was held this week at
home of the pastor and his wife
Tin
Rev. and Mrs. G. S. Duffie.
Methodist

iliary

president, Mrs. Mary Lazenby, wa;
offerei
in the chair. Mrs. Duffie
the,

opening prayer, followed by

hymn and
Movements
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Scripture.
in

"Tempers

Brazil"

we

cussed by Mrs. J. L. Connor am
information on "The Bible Society
was given by Mrs. Duffie. Interest
*-«v items were read by Mrs. 1

n.

fclie

COLLEGE CHOIR

planting
of Class Cree
programme
March

to

Grounds by Music

of

Clemson Band

Address by President of the Class

Reading of the Class Ode
Planting of Tree
Class

Song

Presentation of Spade to the Juniors

Benediction

\
V

\

\

Ode
T^ERE

plant our modest tree

On Winthrop's Campus

O,

happy

place, ofttimes

The dear old place we love so well,
Our pride and our delight.

We'll think of you again,
Where girlhood's happy hours were spent,
And long for you in vain.

And though

And

•*

'

We

'tis

place

it

a lowly

bright,

bed

Some time it shall rear its stately head
And far above others its branches spread,

When we
Then draw

come and
visit

go,

you,

On Winthrop's grounds walk to and
And feel the breezes o'er you blow,
And we'll be seniors too.

are far away.

near, class-mates

as years shall

In dreams we'll

in to-day,

fro

In dreams we'll see this day,

all,

Let each one bear her part.
And plant the tree for our old class
So dear to every heart.
For our heart-strings 'round it twine,
And we plant our tree to-day
For the sake of the days of "Auld Lang Syne,'

Again we'll plant our tree,
We'll be girls and boys in blue and gray,
With hearts both light and free
And when life's day is done,
And for us 'tis the even-time,
This noble tree, to a grand height grown,
Shall tell of the girls who once were known
As the class of '99.
l. m.
;

When

the grand old class of '99
At Winthrop had full sway.
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b.

Class Song
Co

the

Cune of "€be Bonny Blue flag"

1
/*>

OME gather round our class
^"' Ye girls that wear the Blue,
Our

and all our visitors,
Our Clemson brothers, too

tree,

friends

And may

the tree

we

;

plant to-day,

The first one of its line,
Remind you of our dear old class,
The class of '99.
Chorus.
Three cheers, three cheers,
For the girls we think so
Three cheers for the dear old

Our

fine

;

class,

class of '99.

And may

it tell old Winthrop
Of the fun we've had to-day;
How our halls were thronged with girls and boys,
The Clemson boys in gray
And when the day is ended,
And to say good-bye 'tis time,
May you not forget the Winthrop girls,
;

And

the class of

'99.

Three happy years together
We've dwelt in Winthrop's

And

hall,

in the future those three years

With joy we
For soon

shall recall

;

this dear old place shall say,

No longer are you mine,
"And then the bell shall toll the
Of the

class of '99.

knell "

L
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.

M

.

b.

Hnswers

Leila R.
hair

when

—

Advice to Fresh on Entering. She that goes down
town without permission shall surely go home with permission during the next week. The greener you are, the

to Correspondents

less

— We cannot give exact directions for curling

short, as

we know you have

at four o'clock A. M.,

and spent the

—

Freshman. No, do not use uniform gloves, hats and
dresses recklessly, as the same style has always been the

tried curl papers

rest of the

you see greenness.

day in

go

the infirmary with headache.

at

Winthrop, and you

may

use

them

all

through

col-

lege course.

Outsiders.

They

— Blue

uniform hats are in style again.
and as becoming to Winthrop girls
Mrs. Noah.

Seniors.

are very stylish,

as they

were

to

— Allow us to commend

your thoughtfulness

of the lower classes in not using Senior privileges.

Ignoramus.

—

Juniors. I should not advise you to cultivate the
habit of thinking you know English history. You might
have a rude awakening from so dear a dream.

me no more

—The quotation you asked

about, " Bring

the opening sentence of Dr. W.
College Experience's delightful novel, entitled "Those

Who
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reports,"

Flunk."

is

t,.

k.

j.

There

is

a land of dear delight,

Where sweet girl graduates reign
Where boys and beaux and stylish clothes
;

Banish

all

Cbe facultye

school day's pain.

Ther

There everlasting summer
Vacation's endless bliss

Commencement

is at this College a Compaignye
Y-cleped by the name of Facultye

bides,

Well nyne and twenty here ther are I gesse
And each one noted for hire worthinesse.

;

like a wall divides

That charming land from

this.

An enchanted land of pleasures
On the other side is seen

This august Facultye did make the rules
To govern all the girles in the schules.
The Chief of all was cleped a Presidente

dear

:

;

So to us all the world appears,
While Winthrop comes between.

If

we

did

wrong we streitway

to

him wente

;

His kindly wordes made our hartes lyghte,
Whan that we went to him tremblynge with frighte.
Five other parfit gentil Knights ther were,
And all the rest were ladies blythe and faire.
From Cooking unto Art hire branche did reche
And gladly wolde they lerne and gladly teche.
Thries a year they had an inclination
To test the girles by examination.
The worthy names that shall appear it seemes
Are only Woodrow, Souther, Pope and " Jeemies,"
McLauren, Wolfe, Cole, Dallett and Crombie,
Eek " Breez " well grounded in Astronomye
But trewly now I have no tyme nor space

But homesick Freshmen weep and wail
At the sight of the College door,
And linger trembling on the porch,
And wish they were home once more.

Could we but make our doubts remove
Those gloomy doubts that come
Will we ever pass on our exams
And take diplomas home ?
:

Could we but climb where Seniors stand,
And view the landscape o'er,
Not " D. B.'s" frown nor "Jap's" cold smile
Could fright us from the door.

To

ferther in this pleasant tale pace.
L. K.

" QUI VIVE."
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J.

flnti-fat

Club

*

Officers

McLure
Eva Verdier
Julia Gregg
Annie McLaurin

Grand Chancellor

Janet

Vice Chancellor
Business Manager

"fln

Secretary and Treasurer

Hctive

Energetic member
Consistent member
Conscientious member

Bessie Smith

Ritualistic

Lona Tillman

Grand Toast Mistress

.

Hssociate

CCUnd/' etc

The wind blows

Members

Margaret Burnet
Lilla Johnstone
Ora Smith

IU

A

member

cold,

Like the deluge old,
Dreary, wintry rain does fall
But to me it is sweet
Thus to hear it beat,
For we can't go to church at
Senior, 7 A. M. Sunday.

;

all.

l.

k.

j.

/*

Members

Eleanor Godfrey

Sallie Dantzler

Bessie Salley

Selma Shirley

Edith Lyles

Lida Neil

Ode to Examination
When

on the board the schedule sticks
That sings examination's dirge
Like some scared heroes in the fray,

Ronorary Members
Prof. Breazeale

;

Prof.

Kinard

We

—On

account of the rigid examination requisite for
membership, there was a great deal of opposition to its organiN. B.

But oh

Emmie Owens and Helen

the joy reports afford,

!

When on them

zation.

Prominent among the oppositionists were

petrified can never budge.

And ah how we
!

The pen

:

is

double stars are scored
are then assured,

mightier than the sword.

Booker, Chief Ranters

Lucia Coit

Eva Neal

Marion Means
Kate Edwards
Ethel Hartzog

Nellie Salley
Lizzie

L.

*

Goodwin

Sara Crosland
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K.

J.

Statistics
1
Hattie

Wannamaker was

declared the prettiest girl in the college.

Bessie Carlisle received the greatest
girl,

The

number

of votes for

being the best

with Mary Bowen as second.

number

largest

of votes for the smartest girl

was given

to

May

Brock.

Maggie Kirkley

lays claim to being the neatest girl, with Margaret Bur-

net as close second.
Josie

MacSwain was

Lida Neal

Our

is

declared the most studious

girl,

without opposition.

credited with being the best dancer.

biggest " dudine "

is

Zaidee Simms, with Annie Ives as close sec-

ond.

Nan

Hill

The

largest

is

the sweetest

number

of

girl,

with Lucia Coit and Janie Wylie seconds.

votes for the most stylish girl was given to

Jeanie Sprunt, with Annie Ives not far in the rear.
Bessie Salley received the greatest

number

of votes for the

most grace-

ful girl.

Votes for the vainest

girl

ranged widely

— Sophie

Myers

finally

the lead.

Lucy Reed was unanimously chosen
174

as the

most

artistic girl.

taking

Ida Verdier has the honor of being the cutest

Sophie Myers

is

the most conceited

girl.

girl.

Margaret Roach ranks as our best musician.

Laura Briggs was thought

to

be our best cook.

Mary Bowen was

declared the most sensible
and Lilla Johnstone second.

girl,

Pauline White was declared the best housekeeper,
ing in for second place.

Helen Booker received the greatest number
ist,

The

Alma Coleman com-

of votes for the best vocal-

place of biggest talker was uncontested, Edith Loryea sailed in
rival.

Frances Mobley lays claim to being the meekest
vote for the greatest

winning the

Lucy

Coit

is

May Brock

flirt

ters

was somewhat divided, Ida Verdier

undoubtedly the most popular

received the largest

number

finally

girl.

of votes for the wittiest girl.
girl,

with Gertrude Mas-

and Bessie Wingo second.

Nell Evans was declared the most sarcastic
contest

van

girl.

race.

Ellen Pearson was voted the most melancholy

The

Alma Coleman

with Florence Dye as second.

without a

The

with

was rather

finally

Bell Capers

girl.

close for the most generous girl, but Ella Sullitook the lead, with Edith Loryea as second.

was unanimously declared the biggest laugher.

Lona Tillman has the honor

of

being the sincerest
175

girl.

Lill

Stevens

is

believed to have the most curiosity, with

Eva Neal

as a

close second.

Sahhnann was declared

Julia

the most obliging

Annie Marshall was unanimously
Ellie

Zemp was

girl.

selected as the

declared the quietest

girl,

handsomest

girl.

with Frances Mobley follow-

ing close in the rear.

The

violet

is

the favorite flower, with the rose not far behind.

Dickens was declared the favorite author.

The

favorite

book

is

David Copperfield, with Ivanhoe second.

English won as the favorite study, but Math was not

The average shoe worn
still

No.

3.

have brown eyes and brown hair, there
a very large number who have blue eyes and brown hair.

While the majority
are

is

far behind.

of students
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;

Quotations
I
" Be to our virtues very kind

Be to our

How

Miss Roberts.

"

Ethel Zemp.

"Whence

faults a little blind."

wondrous wise."
thy learning?

is

Hath thy

toil

O'er books consumed the midnight oil?"

Ethel Hartsog.

"

Her

lips

Cora

"

Thy

eyes are seen in diamonds bright."

Collins.

Maggie

Kirkley.

blush deeper sweets."

"True wit

is

And when

everlasting."

Lola Casey.

"

Miss Smith.

She

Ida Verdier.

"

And

Bessie Carlisle.

"

Ever precise

in

promise keeping."

Douthit.

"

What's mine

is

yours, and what's yours

"

As merry

Leora
"

Bug

"

N

orris.

"

out of sight, quickly also

is

knows what
for to see,

Leila Black.

" I

Miss Dacus.

"

Freshman.

" Lord,

Sehna

"

Shirley.

he

is

he out of mind."

what."

and eek

as the

is

day

is

for to be seie."

is

mine."

long."

was not born under a rhyming planet."

Dreams, books, are each a world and books we know
Are a substantial world, both pure and good."
;

what

fools these mortals

Love sought

is

179

be

!"

good, but given unsought

is

better."

Wats Clayton.

"Young

Lticy Reed.

"

A

in limbs, in

judgment

Daniel come to judgment

Prof. Thomson.

"

Agnes Douglas.

" I'm not in the roll of

Anita Hall.

"I was

Annette Strobe 1.

"

Grace Carson.

"I charge

Emma

Answer me

a

coward on

common men."

instinct."

Tetchy and wayward."
thee, fling

away ambition."
"

From her
Miss Souther.

"The

Mace on

"

But

Those about her

eagle suffers the
for

my own

part,

little
it

was Greek

Miss Florence Nance.

" She's beautiful,

Moore.

Florence

Aim ar.

"Dove

"A

is

a

Eliza Rhett.

"

Girls after examinations.

"I have not

Geology.

"Set

Gertrude Masters.

"Naught

Bryan.

How

"As

me."

be woo'd

;

therefore to be won."

rhapsody of words."

" Straining

Mrs.-

to

to

thyself last."

Sight Singing Class.

1

and therefore

woman,

of honor."

birds to sing."

"Delays have dangerous ends."

She

ways

shall learn the perfect

Kate Edwards.

Eva

yea, a Daniel !"

in one word."

Farmer.

History.

!

old."

harsh discords and unpleasing sharps."

poor are they that have not patience."
slept

one wink."

in a note-book, learned

and conned by

so sweet as melancholy."

cold as cucumbers."
180

rote."

—

Christmas Times.

"

Midnight shout and revelry,
Tipsy dance and jollity."

Ella Richardson.

"

His bark

Annie

"

Her

Wilds.

face

A
"A

Annie Marshall.

"

Twee die Gardner.

"Who

Salley.

Sallie McCutchen.

is

like the

meeting

Alma Johns.

Nellie

worse than his bite."

is

milky way

of gentle lights

i'

the sky,

without a name."

soul as white as heaven."

She beareth the name
thinks too

little,

"

Honest labour bears

"

Of

of

Vanity Fair."

and talks too much."

a lovely face."

the girls that are so smart,

all

There's none like pretty Sally."
Girls leaving Winthrop.

"Lord

Lessie Fuller.

"Sharp's the word for her."

Cora McRae.

"

True
Or

"

President Johnson.

"Thou

Mary

"

Normal

Students.

girl

it

was that invented kissing."

as the needle to the pole,

as the dial to the sun."
;

wert

Whose

my

little

teach the

"I'm always

He

Girls without uniform cloaks.

"

Lydia Taylor.

"I'm

guide, philosopher and friend."

body lodg'd

" Delightful task

To
Julia Gregg.

wonder what

From ignorance our comfort flows
The only wretched are the wise."

Sub-Fresh.

Swa.ffi.eld.

I

!

!

a

mighty mind."

to rear the tender thought,

young idea how

to shoot."

in haste, but never in a hurry."

that goes a-borrowing goes a-sorrowing."
as sober as a judge."
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Irene Salley.

" I'm a friend of public

Eloise Scaife.

"

I'm monarch of

My
Sub Fresh.

"Oh

Eleanor Godfrey.

"

She was good

Lottie Blair.

"

Had

Addie McArthur.

"

She

Reception at 11

"Gude

o'clock.

me

was

loose."

fair."

a heart for falsehood framed,

I

A

Cunningham.

as she

to dispute."

ne'er could injure you."

"

Nellie

none

is

Mr. Johnson, turn

!

I

survey,

all I

right there

amusements."

progeny

of learning."

the very pineapple of politeness."

is

and joy be wi' you

nicht,

a'."

Christine Ruff.

"

Red

as a rose

Mazie Thomson.

"

Her

face,

Leila Stewart.

"

With

Fleda Steele.

"

Her lovely looks her sprightly mind disclose,
Quick as her eyes and as unfixed as those."

Ada

" Philosophy will clip an angel's wings."

Casey.

just

oh

is

!

she."

call it fair, not pale."

enough

of learning to misquote."

Miss Pearson.

"

Reproof on her

Edith Dargan.

"

Beauty

Alma Coleman.

"

Sweet is every sound,
Sweeter thy voice (?)."

Paris Neal.

"

I

Helen Tindal.

"

A

Clara Eve.

"Vanity

am

is its

but a smile in her eye."

own excuse

fearfully

soft

lip,

for being."

and wonderfully made."

answer turneth away wrath."
of vanities,
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—

all is

vanity."

human

Lizzie Scarboro.

" Magnificent spectacle of

Mary

" Humility, that low, sweet root

Gribbin.

From which

all

Miss Joslin.

"Let

Miss Hogarth.

"

Pearle Barnet.

"Love

Elizabeth Reid.

"

Bessie Wingo.

" I'm so delicate."

Claire Brown.

"Do

Fannie Hart.

"

happiness."

heavenly virtues shoot."

things be done decently and in order."

all

Speech

is

is

human,

silence

is

divine."

not to be reasoned down, or lost in high ambition."

Harmony, with every

grace,

Plays in the fair proportions of her face."

not dwindle?"

I

For there was never yet philosopher that could bear toothache

pa-

tiently."

Hattie McLin.

"A

Beulah Brown.

"All humbleness,

Mil/edge Wilson.

"

Francis Parish.

beautiful soul

patience, and impatience."

" Practised to lisp and

You

St an sell.

airs,

are old

Lalla Black.

"My

Mr. Cunningham.

"I'll tell

Mary

"

Nance.

all

a beautiful face."

For never anything can be amiss
When simpleness and duty tender

Faints into

Addie

makes

ears

What

is

m.

it."

I.

b.

hang the head aside
and languishes with pride."
;

(?).

were never fed with such delightful pleasing harmony."

you them
thy

all

name?
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by their names as they pass by."
I

know thy

quality."

^UMMi^^Hfe

Mr. Buist.

" Let

me

be no assistant for

But keep a farm and
Olive Newton.

"

Such joy ambition

finds."

Miss Russell.

"

For truth has such

a face

As

to

" 'Tis base to seize

Ejfie Richardson.

" In

Son thard.

me

"Thou

and such a mien,

be loved needs only to be seen."

Ella Sullivan.

IVillie

a state,

carters."

on

all."

as yet ambition has

wouldst be great,

no part."

art not

without ambition."

Mabelle Dantzler,

"

Katie Lide.

" Beautiful as sweet,

Claire Wingo.

"

I

"

Oh, the world hath not a sweeter creature."

Janie Wylie.

Be calm

in arguing."

know you by

the

and young as beautiful, and

wagging

of

Sophomores.

"Sufferance

Girls in general.

" 'Tis pleasant sure to see one's

Annual.

"

Mrs. Nance.

" Loveliest of

A

is

the badge of

all

soft as

young."

your head."

our tribe."

name

in print."

book's a book although there's nothing in't."

women

!

heaven

forever round

is in

thy soul

;

thee, bright'ning each other.

divine."

Mildred Ervin.

"

Kate Sartor.

" Fairest

That eye was

in itself a soul."

blossoms drop with every

But the brown beauty
Editors.

"

We

Docia Folk.

"

Pluck up thy

turned o'er
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blast,

will like hollies last."

many books

spirits."

beauty and virtue shine

together."

Thou

art all

Laura Kee.

" 'Tis remarkable that they talk most

Miss Woodrow.

"

Lillier Stevens.

"There

(Every one)
is

is

"Seldom

Williams.

Mary

eagle-eyed to see another's faults and his deformity."

know

it

With

Miss McLaurin.

"

Avoid extremes."

Sara Crosland.

" I'm quite

beautiful red hair, formed for

ashamed

'tis

;

all

Corn-bread.

" 'Tis burnt,

Beulah

"

Lo

Margaret Burnet.

"

Grace was

The

"We

Artist.

!

mighty rude

to eat so

and so

is all

comb down her

the meat."

hair, it stands upright."

in her every step."

owe thee much."

Zaidee Simms.

"Tuck back

Leila McCalla.

"

happy soul, that all the way
To heaven hath a summer's day."

Faculty.

"

My

Mr. Breazeale.

"

His words were simple, and his soul sincere."

Mrs. Buist.

"/

Eleanor Nicholson.

"

Mamie and Janie

"The

Fannie Johnston.

Grace.

thy hair."

A

body

is

from

will attend to

all

diseases free."

my husband."

Like jewels to advantage set,
Her beauty by the shade does get."
nicest eye could no distinction

"Laugh

would not

the witching arts of love."

good."

Carlisle.

I

than not."

at church."

"

Sadler.

the least to say."

nothing so minute or inconsiderable that

rather

May

who have

not too much."
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make."

much, but

all's

so

Aquilina Black.

"

Bertha Wells.

Mary

"

Alice Michau.

Her
The

Do

in order to

took breath

girl

not

"She

names

lovers'

fall in

run

full thirty

o'er,

times and more."

love with me."

speaks, behaves and acts just as she ought."

Miss Hughes.

"

Her

Bessie Smith.

"

Of softest manners, unaffected mind,
Lover of peace, and friend of all mankind."

Lida Neil.

" Soft fell her

Ora Smith.

"

Nature hath framed strange fellows

"

You

Estella

Smoak.

Aland Tillman.
Rose Moore and Alice

air,

all

who saw admired."

words as blew the wind."

clergy too she would allow."

"

So we grew together

Inez Felder.

"

Ease

Miss J. Ervin.

"She'll have her will or have her

Virginia

Moorman.

" I

in

like

would not

if I

Sattie

"

So

fits."

Florence Dye.

"

Music her

Margaret Roach.

"Give me some music."

Cecelia Chorus.

"

Anne Mclver.

"Thou

Rosa Melton.

"

Essie Davis.

"She

she disgraced, and some with honours crowned."

fair

and

fresh, as fairest flower in

art not silent
is

May."

soft assuasive voice supplies."

Nay, now you are too

is

cherries."

could be gay."

"Some

Night

two

your mien, and sweetness in your voice."

Miss Pope.
Gillespie.

in her time."

are above the little forms that circumscribe your sex."

"Some

Mackey.

her manners,

:

flat."

many tongues

hast thou."

the time for rest."

mute, and will not speak a word."
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Juniors.

Corrie Smith.
Josie MacSzvain.

One

struggle

"

She

sat like patience

my lamp

" Let

Be seen
Dr.

De

Mae

Hart.

(J Bryan.

more and we

"

in

at

" 'Tis time to give
" Pleasure has

tow'r."

them physic."

been the business of

Lucia

"

Be

Clara Langley.

"

/ have

Miss

"

Are mortals born

my

enough and can myself take

my

cool,

at grief."

midnight hour

" I'm old

Wickliffe.

on a monument, smiling

some high lonely

Edith Loryea.
Coit.

are free."

life."

care."

friend."

sense."
to sleep their lives

away?

"

Mrs. Brown.

"Of singing thou

Miss Crombie.

"

I

Miss Dallet.

"

Like a rock unmoved."

Marion Means.

" I

Dr. Kinard.

"To know,

Miss Mealing.

"

Thy nightly visits to my chamber made,
That thou might'st know me safe and warmly laid."

Pawnee Jones.

"

She bore herself so gently,
That the lily on its stalk
Bends not so easily her dewy head."

Nellie Sprunt.

"

May

Miss Hook.

"

A

Miss Ethel Nance.

"

Thus through

am

hast got the reputation."

as constant as the northern star."

asked

my mamma,

the

'fore I

came."

to esteem."

snowy wings

of innocence

and love protect thee."

mighty hunter, and her prey was man."
a
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woman was

a secret

known."

WHDH^^UB

Bessie Salle v.

" "Pis

Eva

"She was

Verdier.

no matter how
not right

it

be in tune, so

fat, I

"

Trunk backward bend."

Miss Davis.

"

As from thy presence showers

Scholarship students.

"

Neal.

Annie

Nan

Oates.

Hill.

makes

noise

enough

"

undertake."

Miss Wolfe.

Eva

it

a rain of melody."

We women cannot choose our lot."
" Who knows herself a braggart."

"

No

sign was there of change."

"That

lovely smile haunts

Leonora Lawrence.

"Vanity abiding

Carrie Adams.

"Joyous,

in a

weak

me

like a mild melody."

structure."

jolly, jesting joker,

Flippant, pert and full of play."

Rosalie Dantzler.

"

Be not ashamed

of

thy virtues."
N. p. e.
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"purely Original "Verse"
Oh

mark her wan and hollow

!

And mark
And

see her teeth in anguish clenched

The anguish

Oh

cheek,

her eye-balls' glare,

!

why

of despair

!

this terrible despair?

Wherefore this frenzied grief ?
She cannot tell the difference in
A Leaflet and a Leaf.

examination

R. S.

s.

Rymn

(Co the Cime of " Carintbian folh Song")

Oh

flunken, yes flunken, yes

Way down
I

go

And

below zero

to the class-room,

bitterly

my
my

weep there

Sunken have

buried hopes
eyes

filled

I

lie.

with

tears,

o'er the zeros of years.

A card of conditions, a senior no more,
My life is a failure, my heart is all sore.
I've

wept

And now

till

I

the fountain of tears

am

ready to crawl

190

off

is all

and

dry,

die.

L.

M.

B.

Vanity of Vanities

My blue serge dress is plain, I know,
My hat's a sailor, too
My shirt waists striped black or white,
My belt a black or blue
My tie also a white or black,
My gloves must be a tan
;

;

;

And always

we're arrayed like this,

Although we
Yet

all

plot

and plan.

are stylish as can be,

Of biblical fame each one,
For in the ark Noah wore the

coat,

The hat adorned
Mrs. Noah in shirt

and

his son.
waist, belt

Behind, her daughter came

And

if

And

as

tie,

;

you could compare our gloves,
You'd find they were the same.

on Sunday we set out,
Three hundred, rain or shine,
You'd almost feel a kind of awe

As you gaze along the

And

people say,

line

who ought

;

to

know,

As for church we all embark,
That we look like Noah's family
Fleeing for refuge to the ark.
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l.

m.

b.

Cbc future Cdtntbrop

"When
Far

I

as

dipt into the future,

human eye

could see,

Saw a vision of old Winthrop
And the wonders that would
Saw

be.

her costly marble hall-ways

Thronged alike by rich and poor
Saw them climb the steps of labor
Up to Wisdom's jeweled door.

Saw

;

her swing the gates of knowledge

Open wide to all mankind,
Giving to the blind their eyesight,
Broadening the narrow mind.

Saw

her sending forth to battle

With the

Women
And

great world's pain and
with a noble courage

sin,

a stern resolve to win.

Women who

will raise their sisters,

Teaching them the mind's great worth,
Rending, with the touch of learning,
Chains that bound them to the earth.

Women

with the will

to conquer,

With oppression, strength to cope;
Moving ever onward, upward
!

Pointing to the star of Hope."
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s.

R. S.

;

H
For hours

Why
And

I've sat

Dirge

and pondered

we're called the Girls in Blue

;

dawned upon me,
Why this name should be so true
For we have " exams " so often,
And we burn the " midnight oil,"
And we rise at "three in the morning:,"
And over books we toil
at last it's

;

For,

Our books we cram, cram,
And our brains we bang and
And our craniums we jam,

slam,

Before exam.

Then the next day here we go
To the fatal, fatal room
And we write and write and write,
To escape the dreadful doom
And though we've had no wink of sleep,
Not tasted meals, and studied deep,
;

;

Streaming eyes and faces
Tell the

same

pale,

terrific tale,

Simply,
Flunk, flunk, flunk,

And our hearts have shrunk, shrunk,
And our hopes have sunk, sunk,
On exam.
l. m. b.
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;!

;

rrr.

H

Change

Oh, once we liked gymnastics,
We thought it was such fun
To go to the gymnasium
To march, to jump, to run.

One day

the teacher

came and

" Well, girls, we'll not

'You

all

may go

said

:

meet here

to the science

;

room,

"We'll have our lesson there."

We

all

went

in

and took our seats

;

The teacher crossed the floor
And while we in amazement looked,
She then unlocked

a door.

And

oh, the horror of the sight
skeleton was there placed
was all cramped for lack of room,
As seen by girls pale-faced.

A

;

It

The poor
But not

thing was next taken out,
to get a rest

The teacher made it take
To show us which was

exercise,
best.

"Trunk backward bend !" commanded she;
" Trunk backward bend " it did
quite well
" Trunk forward bend " support
gave way,
!

!

Down

to the floor

it fell.

Gymnastics now's a fright
I'm afraid,

when

to

me,

am

gone,
My bones, like this man's, may be used
To help some class along.
m.
I
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i.

b.

;

.

*

|

;

Ode to a Chemistry 6xam
Not

a snicker was heard, nor a giggle, nor a laugh,

Not

a girl dared to

As our course

we hurried
her poor eyes from her book,
were so frightened and worried.
to the class-room

;

We

We
A

all

lift

had studied it hard
All sleep from our

at

dead of night,

spurning
blanket stretched over the window, tight,
And the light 'neath a gossamer burning.

We

eye-lids

CH would puzzle our heads,
would confuse us,
How, when our names in the meeting appeared,
The faculty all would abuse us.
thought how

How H 2 SO

We

wrote

With

our fingers were numb with pain,
thinking our heads had grown hoary

till

But we knew that such papers must bring us
So we left them alone in their glory.
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all

;

fame
s.

(?)

r. s.
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WHEN THE

HURLY-BURLY'S DONE'

WINTHROP COLLEGE STANDS AT THE HEAD OF ALL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
SOUTHERN STATES

like

i

TMTn TT*
UNT0
IT

1

at

of

*

'••

of

A.

THE

™aMERCAN
d
BIG STOREi THE
FRIEDHEIM & BRO. c^™

THE

T

IN

-

|

WE ARE RECOGNIZED LEADERS
OUR

IN

LINE WHICH EMBRACES

Dress Goods *£ Ribbons d* Veilings <£ Handkerchiefs

White Goods *£ Laces *£ Gloves <£ Hosiery dt Corsets
Union Suits a* Neckwear <& Umbrellas <£ Coats
Capes
«rf <£
Slippers and Shoes S> Trunks and Bags dt <&

S

WINTHROP UNIFORM CLOTH
AND ALL GOODS FOR THE COMPLETE OUTFITTING OF STUDENTS

THE

STORE

BIG

THE ONLY STORE IN ROCK HILL HEATED THOROUGHLY BY STEAM
THE ONLY STORE PROVIDING A RESTING ROOM FOR YOUR COMFORT
THE ONLY STORE ABREAST OF THE TIMES IN PROGRESSIVE IDEAS
OUR MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
business conducted

with the

is

under the personal supervision

unqualified guarantee

of

the

same treatment

in

of the firm,

and

selections

every particular as

if

may

be

made, goods ordered, and all
were made here in person

the transaction

mzima^^^a

WROTON

C. L.

ROCK
•THE REASON

BUGGIES,

CARRIAGES
AND FURNITURE

n

the Best

HILL, S. C.

WHY" WE

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

GET THE BUSINESS

1st

Because of the Absolute Fairness with which we treat our pa-

2d.

The

3d.

We

OF NEW YORK

trons.

Quality of our

try to

goods Invariably comes up to Representation.
service Prompt and Agreeable to the pur-

make our

ASSETS

chaser.
4th.

5th.

Because our line of goods

is

and Elegance of Design, and Prices are Right.
Our large Assortment enables the purchaser

to

make

a Better

Because our stock embraces nearly Every Article used in the
Kitchen, Dining Room, Bed Room, or Parlor, whether
it be a Gar-

An

land Stove, Dinner Table or Chiffonier, or Wardrobe.
elegant line of Glassware and Crockery. Picture Frames
to Order.

We

shall use Every Endeavor to please the

The Committee on

for

graphs, State Fair, Columbia,
dorsed

When

F.

ESTABLISHED

S.

G,

"SING THEIR

us.

We

In homes all over the civilized world
Every Piano Perfect in Tone, Action and Workmanship
First in every great improvement
Fair dealing our motto.
Used in this institution

CHAS. M. STIEFF, Piano Manufcr.,

E. R.

truly,

AVERY &

CO., Depot

C. H.

St.

Baltimore, Hd.

CHARLOTTE FACTORY
BRANCH WAREROOM,

always have a fresh stock on hand. Phone
to.
Call and see our stock.
Phone 23.

orders promptly attended

Yours

OWN PRAISE"

Such is the testimony of its users
They are numbered by the thousands

something nice in the way of

CANDY, FRUITS, GRO- jt
& CERIES OF ALL KINDS +

1S42

STIEFF PIANOS

<*

Don't forget

HYATT, General Agent for the Carolinas
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

The Executive Committee Enthe Same
& & & <& &

in search of

H.

young ladies of Winthrop.

Best photo-

=

AND LOAN VALUES =

Fine Arts Awarded

Reckling the Diploma
1898.

Made

HAS PAID TO

SIRABLE FEATURE. PAID UP VALUES, EXTENDED INSURANCE, CASH

Selection.
6th.

1277,517,325.36.

MEMBERS and BENEFICIARIES SINCE
ORGANIZATION §487,748,910.06. THE
NEW POLICIES CONTAIN EVERY DE-

Unsurpassed in Beauty of Finish

WILHOTH,

Manager

213

NORTH TRYON

ST.,

Opp. Second Presbyterian Church

The Bryan printing Co.

ESTABLISHED

Bryan

R. L.

Superior...,prtnters

184.4.

& Co.

Booksellers and Stationers
1425

MAIN

School,

ST.

including; all

Masonic Cemple Building, Columbia, South
Carolina, from whose presses " Che Catler " has
just been issued, have a printer? especially <&
equipped for the production of fiigb Grade
printing, and they will be pleased to correspond
with you at any time in regard to anything you
may want done in printing or Binding ,*? fi

&

Classical and MiscellaAlso, a Full Line of Stationery,
the
and Fashionable Tints

New

and

Sizes of Fine

We

wish to

Writing Papers

call special attention to

and Picture Frame Department.
stock at

S. C.

Law, Medical,

neous Books.

&

COLUMBIA,

all

Framed and

times

all

J-

J>

We have

in

Styles of Pictures, both

in Sheets.

Moulding- from

J>

our Picture

Also, 200 Patterns of

up to
which we make any Style and Price
3c. per foot

$J,
of

from

Frame

^MO^H^EI

CALUMET

m

TEA AND COFFEE CO.

THE MURRAY
DRUG COMPANY ^ ^

WHOLESALE

Teas, Coffees, Spices,

Baking Powders,

DRUGGISTS

Flavoring Extracts
WE MAKE

A SPECIALTY OF SUPPLYING INSTITUTIONS

51-53 Franklin St.

1216 and 1218

CHICAGO,

ILL.

.DIAMOND RINGS.

MAIN STREET

We make DIAMONDS our specialty, and select them with great
We have always in stock a choice lot of DIAMOND ENGAGE-

/IS
/IS
/IS
/IS

/is

St.

Je-we-le-rs...

COLUMBIA,

CAROLINA
HOTEL....
rock: hill,

C

Cbe Columbia

MENT RINGS, and with every one goes following guarantee, that NO
engagement will be broken, when sealed with a Diamond Ring
bought of us, if
?
For particulars, see

...SYLVAN BROS.,

S.

Rates $2.50 per Day and up

care.

1524 Main

COLUMBIA,

Columbia, S. C.
Special

S. C.

Hccommodations for

Courists and Commercial

M.
JVIen

f. JVixon,

proprietor

—

/is

$
/IS

Winthrop Girls love Candy Rock Hill Boys love
Winthrop Girls— therefore, Boys, buy your FRUITS,

CANDIES, ETC.,
of

some

of

here,

Winthrop's

and so make glad the hearts
Girls.

/IS

s.

c

/IS

L.

/IS

Depot

Street

M. DAVIS,

Grocer,

ROCK

HILL,

S. C.

SOUTHERN
RAILWAY..!
For Full Information

:|:j:j

:•:•::

Apply

:::§

J.

Agents of

direct to

C

Washington, D.
S.

H.

HARDWICK,
A. G. P. A.,

|§

|| W.A, TURK, G. P.

A.,

Washing-ton, D. C.

•:•:•:

:§j J. B.

HEYWARD,

p

T. P. A.,
Aug-osta, Ga.

•:•:•:

J. E.

FORNEY,
Ticket Agfent,

§:!:

THE GREATEST
SOUTHERN SYSTEM

Atlanta, Ga.

:>$

§::j

this

M. CULP, T. M.,

:|:|:i

j:|:

to

System, or

:•:•:;'

Rock

1°"!^
:*£^^^

Hill, S.

C

ELEGANT THROUGH
PULLMAN SERVICE
WITH DINING CARS
th e

^8, fast JMail

;i ft

POINTS MOST COMPLETE

—

RODDEY
MERCANTILE

A BRIGHT YOUNG MIND
Cannot thrive on impure food.
vl/

vl/

vl/
vl/

absolutely pure.

vl/

vl/

vl/

foundation.

vl/
vl/

Our reputation has been

Our

vl/

upon this
you pay for

built

prices are no higher than

vl/
vl/

vl/

vl/
vl/

vl/

vl/
vl/
vl/

goods at most stores.
It will pay you, physically and financially, to investigate us. Our Price List
a handy little booklet furnished free each month upon

vl/

application.

vl/

—

vl/

vl/

vl/

inferior

vl/

||

vl/

I

vl/

II

vl/

solute purity in eatables for so long a time that it has
become a hobby with us, but at no time have we faltered
in our purpose to sell only such goods as we knew to be

vl/

\f

DRY GOODS AND
SHOE EMPORIUM

The body must be propYour appetite may

fail.

Vl/

vl/

MILLINERY,

will

be good, but unless pure foods are supplied, the quantity
eaten will not avail much.
We have been talking ab-

vl/

CO.

mind

erly nourished or the

vl/

vl/
vl/

vl/
vl/

WELCH & EASON,
UNIVERSAL PROVIDERS
J

TT
-*-

hardly necessary to say that we lead
everything New and Attractive

is

in

85 and 187 Meeting and 1J7 Market

CHARLESTON,

the Dry Goods business, and now take
pleasure in calling- your attention to a few
things that will specially interest you, such
in

My Dear

PIQUES and WHITE GOODS of every deKID GLOVES, CORSETS, HANDKERCHIEFS, Etc. Please bear in mind,
we

SHOES,

represent two of the strongest
lines

of

LADIES' FINE

Kreppendorf, Dittman & Co.,
and Drew, Selby & Co. It is always a pleasviz.:

ure for us to serve you in any

Agents

for

way

possible.

Will you and your fellow-students tell
is going to spin and weave the cotton

grown

that

is

and

theirs did all the spinning

to

BUTTERICK'S PATTERNS
Very

:

them that your grand-mothers
and weaving fifty years ago. These
ladies of two generations ago could do all kinds of weaving.
The
boys of to-day think they have done big things when they learn
to weave common cloth.
All our grand-mothers could weave the
handsomest sort of figured and colored counterpanes and other
stuffs.
Tell the young men that if they can't learn to spin and
weave, that the girls will then take hold and show them how. If
the grand-mothers could do fancy weaving, then the grand-daughters can also.
If they don't know where to get machinery, tell
them that you can straighten them out on that. Tell them to write

as

also, that

Miss Lola

your brothers that the South

scription,

and best known

Sts.,

S. C.

in the South.

The Tompkins
Don't

Co.

Tell

of Charlotte.

the boys assume any superiority.
information, write to us, and we will post you

respectfully,

let

And if you want
how to hold your

own, and keep the boys held in their proper humble position.

RODDEY
MERCANTILE

THE
CO.

D. A.

TOMPKINS

CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

CO.

THE SMITH-FEWELL CO.
(INCORPORATED)

Successors to A.

&

and

Co.,

Our Motto

:

Smith & Co., R.

E.

Highest

J.

T. Fewell

W. O'Neal

in Quality,

Lowest

in

Price

***
Our

Specialties

Foreign and Domestic Dress Goods, Trimmings,
Gloves, Hosiery, Ladies' Novelties,

:

Laces, Veilings, Embroideries,

Ladies' and Men's Fine Footwear, Clothing, Hats, and Gents' Furnishings.
sell "R. & G.," "Kabo," " C. B.," and Warner

CATCH THE SHADOW ERE THE SUBSTANCE FADES"
BE

PHOTOGRAPHED

We

Corsets, Ferris

"Good Sense"

Patterns and Publications.

Waists.

Agents

for

"Standard"

=

Special Attention given to Orders for

Winthrop Uniforms

W. B. KERR, President.
J. E.

BY

S. J.

HOWIE,

KIMBALL, Sec. and Treas.

MARSHALL, Manager.

The

ICerr-ICirnJbe*ll

Li\/e^

Stock Co.

CITY LIVERY
.:•.*«-<=?.*•-..>.*«"."-: .*«- ~.

.

STABLES MAIN ST.

PHONE

Fine Single Drivers

Fancy Gaited Saddlers and Roadsters

14

UP-TO-DATE LIVERY

SPECIAL PRICES TO WINTHROP COLLEGE

ROCK. HILL,

S. C.

NO. 1511 MAIN ST.

Columbia,

S. C.

Columbia and Hartford

CAROLINA NATIONAL BANK
OF COLUMBIA,

...BICYCLES...

W.

WYLIE JONES,

A.

CLARK,

S. C.

President

Cashier

G. M.

WALKER,

Teller

DIRECTORS
W.
W.
W.

CLARK
DUFFIE

CHAS. W.

J.

B.

LOWRAXCE

WYLIE JOXES

A.

Col, R. M.

WRIGHT
WALLACE

Capital Stock

J. S.

WHITE
MULLER

L. D.

CHILDS

A. H.

$100,000 00
100,000 00
45,000 00

Surplus Fund
Other Profits

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
Interest allowed at the rate of 4 per cent, per

ble

May

1

annum, payaand November 1, on all deposits in this
Department from 81 and up.

CAPACITY, 10,000 JOBS PER

ANNUM

EASTMAN

KODAKS ANDSUPPLIES

POAG & WHITE

*°Sfr
Some dealers, push the sale of cheap hucziea becausa
the profits are larpe. Don't allow yourself to be Talked
Into buying a, shoddy job in order to s&ve a dollar or 00.
••ROCK HIU." Ituggiea are "A Liitle Higher in Price.
But " they stand up. look well. and. &l*ye all. KEEP
FROM THE SHOP— making them eheaperin the
end. Sold by first-cla^s dealers only.
If cone on sale
i n your town, write direct.

—

AWAY

ROCK

«»»sssss*ssssss rock hill,

s. c.

e«ee«s«eeeeeee»

HILL

BUGGY

CO., Rock

Hill,

S.C.

_

€be Rock

Rerald

Rill

|
|

published Semi-OlecMy

J. 7,

Only paper

in

Rock

f> u U,

6dftor and

News pertaining

p roprietor

DRUG STORE

Rill

Special attention given to local matters, and
ialty of

SANDIFER'S

makes a

Made by

.*

CLASS PINS, MED-

Nail Brushes, Soaps, Perfumery, Soda

ALS, RINGS,

Wanted

Water,

Etc.

Original and Exclusive Designs

J I

Cream, and Anything Else

Ice

in the

ders Solicited.

HENRY C HASKELL,

T. A.

!!

BUY HERE YOUR
Pure Drugs, Stationery, Tooth and

From

II

spec-

& & & &

to CCUntbrop College

I

Drug

Mail OrLowest Prices and ^

Polite Attention

JOHN STREET, NEW YORK

McCREERY & CO.

Line.

£•

£•

jt

jt>

ROCK

Phone No. 80

THE ROCK

HILL

jt

HILL,

DRUG

S. C.

CO.

DRY GOODS, MILLINERY, AND SHOE EMPORIUM
1642, 1644, and

1646

Main

St.,

COLUMBIA,

Largest

S. C.

We sell the best goods at popular prices. Our Millinery we guarantee equal to the best in the State in style and workmanship.
We
handle the most celebrated brands of KID GLOVES, and
guarantee
every pair. We keep the best make of CORSETS in shapes
to fit
any figure. We keep all that is new and up-to-date in FOOTWEAR.
Our DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT is complete. We are sole agents
in Columbia for the " GOLD MEDAL BLACK GOODS."
Every yard
guaranteed. Also STANDARD PATTERNS— Cheapest and
Best.

Orders Solicited

=

T. A.

Drug House in Upper
Have always on hand a Full

Retail

Carolina.

and Fresh Supply
cincs.

Drugs and

of

JMedi-

Also, Carry a Complete Line of

elegant Stationery.

We take

special

pains to look after the wants of the people

and can always please the
most aesthetic. Mail Orders Solicited.
in this Line,

—Mail

McCREERY & CO.
J.

B.

JOHNSON,

President

A.

J.

EVANS,

Sec. and Treas.

W. G. REID

J.

& SON,

W. G. REID
DEALERS

ED. REID

Gdintbrop formal and Industrial College
of South Carolina
Pleasant and healthful location pure water Campus of fort)'
acres; unsurpassed Buildings and Equipment Main Building (OfDormitory Infirmary—all joined by covfices and Class Rooms)
ered ways Excellent Sanitary Sewerage Ventilation Perfect Hot
and Cold Baths on every floor only two students placed in one
;

;

IN

;

FURNITURE, BUGGIES, BICYCLES,

;

PICTURES, FRAMES AND MOULDINGS, SEWING MACHINES
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

ROCK

;

;

;

;

;

room Single Beds Resident Woman Physician Gymnasium with
Trained Instructor Library of New Books (additions oyer 1,000
volumes yearly) able Faculty in all Departments Religious Life
carefully guarded.
;

;

;

;

HILL, S. C.

;

;

I.

BLUMBERG,

29

Leading Jeweller...

HErtD<pU/\RTERS

FOR

Goods and Novelties
Engraving Done Free

ROCK HILL, S. C

Chickering

Pianos

STUDENTS.

473

Courses op Studies— A.

B.

Normal Course with Industrial Studies.
Scientific Course with Industrial Studies.
Literary Course with Industrial Studies.

Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks, Solid Silver

Repairing and Engraving a Specialty

TEACHERS.

FOR PRICES AND
TERMS ON THIS

Celebrated

Piano
ADDRESS

Graduates of the Normal Course will be granted, in addition
to the Degree, a Life License to Teach in the Public Schools of
the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered leading to certificate
(life license to teach ), and to the degree of L. I.

Stenography and Typewriting DressBook-keeping. Either of these courses may be completed
in one year, and is rewarded by a certificate of proficiency.
Thorough instruction given in Cooking, Horticulture, Floriculture, Dairying, Freehand and Industrial Drawing, Reading and
Physical Culture. Arrangements have been made to teach Kindergartners next session, and a Summer School for Teachers is to be
regularly conducted at the College, to be begun June 15, 1899.
Music. In this department instruction is given in Piano, Organ, Voice-Culture, Sight-Singing, Chorus-Singing, and Violin.
Scholarships. Each County is given as many Scholarships
A scholarship
as it has members in the House of Representatives.
is worth !?44 and free tuition, and must be won by competitive examination.

Special Courses.

making

;

;

Expenses for Session of Nine Months.

I

BOSTON, MASS.,
OR

$131 50

For Students Paying Tuition
For Students Having Free Tuition
For Scholarship Students

....

91 50

47 50

For Catalogue, or further information, address

M.

A.

ill

..COLUMBIA,

S.

C.

D. B.

JOHNSON,

ROCK

HILL,

S. C.

President,

